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A LINCOLN MEMORIAL IN CALIFORNIA 

W 
DonMcCue 

hat in the world is a museum to 
Abraham Lincoln, known as the 
Lincoln Memorial Shrine, doing 

in Redlands, California? The answer to 
this commonly posed question lies in the 
remarkable life of the Shrine's founder 
Robert Watchorn. Born into a working
class family in Alireton, England in 1858, 
Robert Watchorn began working in the 
Derbyshire coal mines at age 12 to help 
support his family. Conditions were 
harsh and the pay minimal, the equiva
lent of 27 cents for an 18 hour day. At age 
22 Watchorn emigrated to America where 
he found employment in the coal mines of 
Pennsylvania. Educating himself at night, 
he became active in the union movement. 
By 1888 he had risen to the position of 
Secretary of tl1e National Miners Union, 
maintaining that job when the NMU was 
absorbed into the United Mine Workers of 
America two years later. 

Watchorn's work caught the atten
tion of Pennsylvania governor Robert 
Emory Pattison, who appointed him as 
the state's first inspector of factories and 

mines in 1891. During his four year 
tenure, Watchorn would receive praise 
for leading the fight to end the scourge of 
child labor in the Pennsylvania mines. 

In 1895 he entered federal service as 
an inspector for the U.S. Immigration 

Bust of Lincoln carved from Carrara marble 
by George Grey Barnard around 1900. The 

bust was prized by Lincoln Shrine benefactor 
Robert watchom who purchased It In 1922. 

DISCOVERING AN UNPUBLISHED, INTERNATIONAL 

PHOTOGRAPH OF JOHN WILKES BOOTH 

Steven G. Miller 

Service, serving at Ellis Island before 
being promoted to commissioner on the 
U.S.-Canadian border. Watchom's govern
ment service was capped in 1905 when 
President Theodore Roosevelt selected 
him to serve as commissioner at Ellis 
Island, the most important immigration 
station in the nation. 

At Ellis. he garnered a reputation as a 
reformer who improved conditions for the 
U1ousands of immigrants who were 
processed through the facility. Then, as 
now, immigration was a political hot pota
to. Watchom's outspoken advocacy of 
increased European immigration put him 
in conflict with Roosevelt's successor, 
William Howard Taft. In L909, Watchorn 
resigned from the Immigration Service in 
favor of a new career in the oil industry. 
After serving as treasurer of the Union Oil 
Company for five years, Watchorn founded 
his own oil company. Three major wildcat 
strikes made him a wealthy man. In 1919, 
Watchorn purchased a home in Redlands, 
California, a Los Angeles area community 
which had earned a reputation as a desir
able second home for many capitalists and 
philanthropists who were looking to 
escape the harsh eastern winters. 
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A s a modest-budgeted collector of Images, relics and documents relating to the Lincoln 
assassination and John Wilkes Booth, I am often amazed by the appearance of some- • 
thing unfamiliar in the constant flow of these items offered for sale. Rarely is it the case 
that a month or two will pass that I don't learn something I didn't know before. 
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21 You can imagine my surprise in August when I logged on to eBay, the internet auction 
site, to discover what appeared to be a new and unknown photo of the assassin! It was list
ed as an English carte-de-visite since the back-mark named the photographer as "J.H. 
GriCflths, London, CW." The seller suggested that John Wilkes was well known in England 
since the "Booth family" had often played In London. He speculated that the photo might -
have been produced after the assassination "since Booili's signature is included in the pho-
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From the Publisher 
Seldom politically correct ... usually candid, 
always honest ... My opinion is just that! 
If I must discard my own judgment and take yours, I must also take 
that of others; and by the time I reject all / should be advised to reject, 
I should have none left ... 

- Lincoln to Gen. Carl Schurz, November 24, 1862. 

T he last editorial in this column provoked a petulant voice
mail on my home telephone ... a peevish message from a 
grievously injured party taking offense with my com
ments. U you recall, I decried blurring the lines between 
popular culture and historical Americana - catalogs and 

journals that use terms such as "investment potential" for "lim
ited edition" items loosely termed as "collectibles." I married 
those remarks with derision for action-figures and Barbra 
Streisand-worn gowns chronicled in the same space as historic 
documents and ephemera. Well ... it turns out - completely unbe
knownst to me - that one of our members publishes one such 
magazine. Understandably, he took exception with my editorial. 

Now, in all fairness, I was not referring to any specific publi
cation. There has been a flurry of such efforts in recent years -
including a short-lived venture published by the people at eBay. 
The telephone message ridiculed our "boring little journal" as 
not terribly well-produced validating his magazine with huge cir
culation numbers. When I called in the hope of mending fences, 
my best Intentions fell on deaf ears ... the harangue continued. I 
was ridiculed for not appreciating the importance of a stage
worn dress as an artifact. 

I meant no transgression - but I stand by my views. There Is 
a place for mass-appeal publications that sell manufactured col
lectibles. There is likewise a huge market for magazines that 
share insight on celebrity memorabilia. But - I deplore such 
material culture couched in the same context as historic docu
ments and significant Americana. Mind you, I am not so arrogant 
as to believe we collect anything more valid than anything else 
pursued. It is simply a matter of that well-proven maxim: a place 
for everything, AND everything in its place! 

Now ... as to the "validity" of a Streisand outfit, I remind you 
of an obvious concept - the notion of "temporal value." This is 
to say that certain artifacts enjoy popular interest for just a 
given slice of time. And, quite often, U1e window of interest 
reflects the fevered emotion of but a short moment. Case in 
point: Mark McGuire's record-setting 70th home run baseball 
that sold for $3 million live years ago. Should it come onto the 
market today, how much would it command? Given the record 
falling to Barry Bonds ... the steroid scandal and proposed re
writing of the record books, would you expect someone to now 
pay more than $100,000? I wouldn't. Of course there will always 
be some demand for such a unique piece of sports memorabilia. 
Just not at such lofty levels. Similarly, there will always be a sec
ondary market for "stuff" culled from the estates of the Kennedy 
family in media-hyped auctions over the past ten years. But, in 
more instances than not, those who "invested" in these sales will 
be disappointed. Of course f am not referring to items that had 
significance ... wonderful pieces of Camelot history. What I refer 

to is the memorabilia best termed as mundane. (Yve were recent
ly approached to sell a copy of the Kunhardt book on Abraham 
Lincoln purchased from Guernsey's • Jackie O" auction eight years 
ago. The book was inscribed .tQ. Jackie by the authors but not 
signed by her ... much less known to have ever been in her hands! 
It was simply another item from her booksheli at Doubleday. The 
owner paid $4,800 for a book now remaindered at $25.) 

As for Streisand, sure. I'll concede there will always be a 
market for her memorabilia. A figure of immense talent, she will 
most likely be collected for years to come. But, then again ... 
when I had the chance to review material from the Leonard 
Finger Collection of Theatre Memorabilia - a huge assemblage of 
autographs, photographs, and like material representing 19th 
century talents, I was amazed by how "collectible" some of these 
figures once were ... people I never heard of. These "stars" of 
stage and early screen were once of epic proportion ... but now 
relegated to being sought by those enamored with such obscu
ria. (For those familiar with his signature work, it would now be 
appropriate to quote Percy Bysshe Shelley's Ozymandias: "My 
name is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look on my works, ye Mighty, 
and despair!") 

What most of us appreciate about Lincoln is his lasting pres
ence ... that there is nothing temporal about his greatness. He will 
always be a subject of fascination. He will always be written of... 
under constant reassessment and scrutiny by historians yet to 
be born. And ... be will always be a towering figure people want 
to get closer to ... to collect! 

While we occasionally note prices for Lincolniana that 
appear ridiculous, we remain confident the "curve" will eventu
ally catch up with most. U you go back through the history of 
Lincoln collectors. you will occasionally see such predictions. 
Prior to World War II, Lincoln signed military commissions were 
$20-40 each ... never crossing the $100 threshold. Now that they 
are getting difficult to source at $3,000-5,000 ... can crossing the 

$10,000 level be far off? 
.-------~--------, In the pantheon of 

great men and women, I 
have little concern that 
Lincoln will ever fall out 
of fashion. Material col
lected to provide tangi
ble links to his persona 
are what we call "blue 
chip" investments. 

This terrific piece 1rom the Anger Collection of Broadway's Golden Age is an adver
tising placard for the 1904 revival of The Two Orphans. It proclaims an "All Star 
Cast'' with portraits of each prominent actor. Now ... how many of you know Clara 
Blandick or her co-stars: Frederick Perry, Elita Proctor Otis, Annie Irish, Clara 
Morris, Margaret lllington, Grace George, Kyrte Bellew, James O'Neill, Charles 
Warner, E. M. Holland and Jameson Lee Flnney? Once collected figures ... now all 
but forgotten names. 
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Redlands Shrine, cont 

When he acquired the money to do 
so, Watchorn began to indulge his life
long interest in Abraham Lincoln. As a 
new American, Watchorn had long been 
fascinated by the Lincoln story. Both 
men were dramatic examples of what 
some have called the American Dream 

"Lincoln Memorial Shrine" in his winter 
home of Redlands. Watchorn's vision 
finally became reality in 1932, when dur
ing the heart of the Great Depression he 
dipped into his own pocket to the tune of 
$60,000 and built a modest 1,000 square 
foot octagonal structure. He chose as his 

Lincoln Shrine. 
Comwell's work was a little contro

versial in 1932 in that the citizens of 
Redlands were expecting a straight for
ward work such as Lincoln splitting a rail 
or delivering a speech. But Cornwell 
decided to do something different, depict

and what Lincoln 
himself labeled 
"the right to rise." 
.lust as Lincoln had 
gone from a log 
cabin to the White 
House, Watchorn 
had risen from a 
coal IIline to posi
tions of responsi
bility in labor, gov
ernment and indus
try. Watchorn 
began to purchase 
whatever he could 

The octagonal center room of the Lincoln Memorial Shrine was built in 1932. The wings were added in 1998. 

ing in symbolic form 
those attributes of 
Lincoln's personality 
that he left led 
directly to Lincoln's 
success as presi
dent. The heroic 
female ligures, also 
described as the bet
ter angels of our 
nature, represent 
Wisdom, Tolerance, 
Patience, Loyalty, 
Strength, Justice, 
Courage, and Faith. 

find about his hero-books, artwork, man
uscripts and ephemera. 

Watchorn shared his love of Lincoln 
with his only child, Emory Ewart 
Watchorn. When the United States 
became involved in World War I, the 
younger Watchorn was accepted for ser
vice with an elite cadre of Americans who 
were learning to fly heavy bombers with 
the Royal Italian Air Force. The unit was 
commanded by then congressman 
F'iorello LaGuardia, who had been 
hired as a translator by Robert 
Watchorn in 1907. On one mission 
Emory received praise for suc
cessfully crash-landing a flak dam
aged aircraft, saving the lives of 
his crew. Service in the open cock
pit Caproni bomber was arduous 
and took a toll on Emory's health. 
Armistice Day found him hospital
ized with a severe case of pneumo
nia. Although he recovered and 
returned to America, the younger 
Watchorn's health had been permanently 
damaged. In 1921 he succumbed to sep
ticemia at age 26. 

Devastated by the loss of their only 
child, Robert Watchorn and his wife Alma 
determined to honor bis memory by con
structing a building to house Robert's 
growing collection of Lincolniana. 
Deciding that there were enough institu
tions dedicated to Lincoln back east and 
that Californians could benefit from a 
greater understanding of Lincoln's life, 
Watchorn elected to establish his 

location a park which housed the city's 
impressive 1898 public library. 

At the February 12, 1932 dedication 
ceremony held across the street at a 
large open air amphitheatre known as the 
Redlands Bowl, Watchorn proclaimed he 
had no speech to give. Gesturing at the 
Lincoln Shrine he stated, "My speech is 
over there." Watchorn gifted his shrine to 
the City of Redlands, in return for their 

agreement to pay for upkeep and staffing. 
The Shrine would be administered by the 
city's public library. 

In addition to donating his entire 
Lincoln collection to the Shrine, 
Watchorn set up a non-profit support 
arm, the Watchorn Lincoln Memorial 
Association, to assist with acquisitions 
and programming. 

Watchorn and his architect Elmer 
Grey hired American Illustrator Dean 
Cornwell to craft the ceiling murals that 
attractively adorn the dome of the 
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In 1937, concerned that the octagon 
was dwarfed by its much larger neigh
bors, Watchorn facilitated the construc
tion of two Merrill Gage designed fountains 
to the east and west of the facility. Framing 
the fountains were ten foot high limestone 
walls featuring famous Lincoln quotations. 
For more than half a century, the building 
remained unchanged as acquisitions con
tinued to be accumulated. 

In the mid-1990s a lundraising 
campaign was launched to expand 
the facility. Just under one million 
dollars was raised, almost exclusive
ly from citizens of the Inland Empire 
region of Southern California. After a 
construction period of eight months 
the new Lincoln Memorial Shrine 
was unveiled to the public on 
February 12, 1998. In addition to 
tripling the amount of exhibit space, 
the expanded facility provided many 
long needed amenities such as a 
restroom, kitchen, office space and 

wheelchair access. The Shrine is open 
Tuesday through Sunday 1-5 pm. 
Morning hours are reserved for school 
groups and other large tours. Admission 
is free. In addition to being a museum the 
Shrine also serves as a research facility 
and library for all who are interested in 
Lincoln, slavery, the Civil War or 
Reconstruction. Researchers have 
ranged from elementary school students 
to award winning historians such as 
James McPherson and Michael 
Burlingame. 

continued, next page 
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More than 3800 Civil War era manuscripts form the strongest 
part of the collection. Ranging from soldiers' letters to 26 signed 
Lincoln documents, manuscripts provide unique insight into the 
motivations of those who shaped American history. 

The most prominent of our Lincoln manuscripts is a little 
known second copy of the famous Conkling letter. The fi_rst copy 

is in the collection at the Illinois 
7 State Historic Library in 

- .. 1 Springfield. Most 
Lincolnphiles are familiar 
with the story of James C. 
Conkling, a Union Party 

----,... 

organizer who in August of 
1863 invited Lincoln to 
speak at a Springfield, 
Illinois rally. In the midst of 
the war Lincoln could not 
make the trip to Springfield 
but instead seized the 
opportunity to write an 
extensive eight page 
defense of his Emancipation 
Proclamation, which he 

asked Conkling to read "very 
slowly" to the assembled 
crowd in Springfield in 
September 1863. The letter is 
probably one of the ten most 
important Lincoln manu

scripts because of his eloquent 
defense of emancipation and in 
particular for the controversial 

Near exact copy of the so-called 'Conkling 
letter' authored by Abraham Lincoln. 

Lincoln associate James Conkling read 
this eloquent defense of Lincoln's 
Emancipation Proclamation to a 

Republican rally In Springfield, Illinois on 
September 3, 1863. The Shrine's letter, 
given to Republican operative Benjamin 

Field. was read on the same day to a rally 
in Syracuse, New York. 

idea of using black troops to 
help wage the war. The 
Shrine's version was written 
to another Republican-Union 
operative by the name of Ben 
Field. A New York party orga
nizer, Field wrote Lincoln 
asking for a letter lo be read 
before a Syracuse gathering. 
Newspaper accounts con
firm that the letter was 
indeed read at a Union rally 

in September 1863 in Syracuse. Ben Field's nephew, Kirke Field, 
would later move to Redlands and become quite active in the 
Lincoln Shrine's administration. Through Kirke Field's generosity, 
this little known second copy of the Conkling letter made its way 
into the holdings of the Lincoln Memorial Shrine. 

A document's importance is not always directly correlated 
to Its length. One of our brief Lincoln notes is only eight words, 
but those words are fraught with meaning. "Might we not now let 
Gov. Moosehead loose. A. Lincoln Dec. 28 1861." Research 
revealed that this is a reference to a former Democratic governor 
from Kentucky named Charles Slaughter Morehead. In the sum
mer of 1861, Democrats in Lincoln's birthplace state were advo
cating that Kentucky secede from the Union and join the 
Confederacy. Lincoln knew that this would be a strategic disas
ter for the Union. Rabble-rousing Democrats such as the former 
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governor were arrested and placed in Northern military prisons. 
Luckily for the governor, his son-in-law was a loyal Union man. 
Six months later, after Kentucky had been secured militarily for 
the Union, the son-in-Jaw contacted Lincoln and managed to con
vince him that his faU1er-in-law was no longer a threat. Lincoln 
sent the Shrine's note to Secretary of State William Seward, who 
was responsible Ior 
political prisoners. 
An avid follower of 
politics in his home 
state, Lincoln clearly 
knew that Charles 
Slaughter Morehead's 
name was not Cuff Links worn by Abraham Lincoln. 
"Moosehead." We (Donated to lhe Shrine by James Drake in 1932.) 
believe that Lincoln 
could not resist the opportunity to make a pun based on the 
unfortunate governor's last name. An eight word note thus pro
vides an insight into not only Lincoln's sense of humor, but also 
into the always relevant issue of what to do with people who dis• 
agree with the government in time of war. 

The architect of the original octagon, Elmer Grey, wanted 
the building to serve primarily as a showplace for founder 
Robert Watchorn's prize possession, a large carrara marble bust 
of Lincoln done by the American sculptor George Gray Barnard. 
Barnard created several notable Lincoln works around the turn 
of the last century including the controversial "stomach ache" 
Lincoln in Manchester, England which depicted a seemingly dis
comfited Lincoln with his hands crossed over his stomach. 
Created in 1900, the bust is one of two identical works. The sec
ond was housed in the Palais Luxembourg in Paris, France before 
it disappeared during World War ll's Nazi occupation. 

The Shrine's bust features a younger, beardless Lincoln. 
Attempting to segue into the Grace Bedell story, we often ask 
groups of visiting children if they notice anything missing from 
the statue. Almost invariably their first answer is "His body!" 

Robert Watchorn was able to acquire a couple of prominent 
Lincoln artifacts during his lifetime. From collector James Drake of 
New York, he purchased a pair of cameo cuff buttons featuring 24 
karat gold borders. Drake purchased them in 1914 at an auction of 

Lincoln's effects owned by the late Major William T. Lambert. 
According to 
Lambert the 
box is the origi
nal used by 
Lincoln. 

A gold
he ad e d 

Gold-headed cane presented to J. Y. Henry, cane reveals 
Superintendent, Illinois Central Railroad, by lawyer that the back-
Lincoln and several other well-known Illinoisans. story associ-

ated with an 
artifact can 

change as new evidence surfaces. Purchased from famous 
Lincoln collector H.E. Barker, an inscription on the head of lhe 
cane reads "Presented to J.Y. Henry by a group including Abe 
Lincoln and Tad, his son." Carl Sandburg referenced this cane i_n 

his book Mary Lincoln. He described contemporary newspaper 
accounts which referred to a complimentary 1859 trip over the 
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Illinois Central Railroad taken by Lincoln, several colleagues and 
their families. Sandburg claimed that the grateful travelers pre
sented a cane to "conductor" J.Y. Henry, who had charge of the 

Entitled Thoughts on Peace on Lincoln's 
Birthday, this painting by Nonnan Rockwell 
was done for the Saturday Evening Post of 
February 1945. Rockwell donated rt to the 
Lincoln Shrine soon afterwards. 

train. Decades later the 
Shrine purchased a set of let
ters from the same J.Y. 
Henry. II turned out that far 
from being a conductor, he 
was actually superintendent 
of the railroad. It now made 
more sense why Lincoln's 
party would be bestowing 
such an extravagant gift. 

Perhaps the institution's 
most significant single hold
ing is an original oil on can
vas painting done by famed 
American illustrator Norman 
Rockwell. In February 1945 
the end of World War II was 
clearly in sight. The Saturday 
Evening Post commissioned 
Rockwell to create a work 
addressing the theme 
"Thoughts on Peace on 
Lincoln's Birthday-The 
Long Shadow of Lincoln." 

Rockwell painted an allegorical representation of the values that 
the US was fighting for during the Second World War. The cen
terpiece of the work is a returning WWII veteran who is reading 
a book on the life of Lincoln and seeking inspiration from 

Rockwell himself was r------ ...... -.~:;;;; 
silent on this particular 
issue. One particularly 
prominent symbol is the 
veteran's amputated left 
leg, obscured by the archi-
tect with his plans for the , ..tfJ~ 1,_rv ~. 
future, showing that the ,_ ____ u_w_, _____ ...,. 
sacrifice of the war was 
not in vain and that a bet
ter, stronger America 
would be built. The Shrine 
was able to acquire this 
beautiful work thanks to 
the intercession of Robert 
Watchorn's nephew, John 
Porter, who was familiar 
with the editor of the 

Former Kentucky Governor Charles Morehead 
was imprisoned early in the war on suspicion 
of disloyalty. His son-in-law's petition for his 
release was granted nine days after this note 
was written to WIiiiam Seward. In it, Lincoln 
cannot resist the urge to make a humorous 
pun concerning Morehead's plight by sug-

gesting that they let 'Gov. Moosehead loose." 

Saturday Evening Post. Together they convinced Norman 
Rockwell to donate his painting to the Lincoln Shrine in May of 
1945. When the Shrine was expanded in 1998 it was decided to 
give this work a position of prominence in the new western wing 
because it serves as an excellent reminder that even though 
Lincoln was a man of the 19th Century, in the midst of the worst 
crisis of the 20th century, World War II, Americans were still seek
ing inspiration from his life and times. Now that we are in the 
beginning of a new century with our own share of crises, those 
of us in the Lincoln community still feel that we can all benefit 
from a greater understanding of Abraham Lincoln. 

In recent years the Lincoln Shrine has greatly improved its 
collection of Civil War related artifacts. Our most recent major 

Lincoln's life and times. The veteran is sur
rounded by symbols of the ideals for 
which the nation had expended so much 
blood and treasure. In the upper right are 
the various races and creeds of the world 
immigrating to America. On the right, peo
ple praying symbolize the freedom of reli
gion. The dog tags, cross, and helmet are 
indicative of the casualties of war who 
would not be returning. The lower right 
corner features a mother, father and child 
showing the importance of the family. The 
bottom of the picture shows two out
stretched black hands reaching up to 
clasp the white man's hand in a symbol of 
racial brotherhood. The fact that the black 
man is not in the picture illustrates the 
strides that need to be achieved in racial 
equality. The lower left corner presents a 
teacher with her students, showing the 
importance of universal education in 
America. In the upper left is the Barnard 
bust of Lincoln, done in green to show 
that Lincoln's ideas are still vibrant and 
growing. The gentleman stroking his chin 
is a source of a small controversy. Some 
have concluded that this is Lincoln while 
others feel it is a Rockwell sell-portrait. 

One of the eight heroic figures depicted on the Lincoln 
Shrine's dome. The murals painted on canvas were done by 
artist Dean Cornwell and represent what Lincoln called the 

'better angels of our nature.' Shown is the image of Patience. 

acquisition has been a regimental llag asso
ciated with the 126th New York Volunteer 
Infantry regiment, donated in 2003 by 
Lincoln and Civil War collector Tim 
Johnson of Fresno, California. The 126th 
New York infantry were known as the 
"cowards of Harper's Ferry" due to their 
ignominious defeat at that location ln 
September of 1862. Rushed into combat 
with inadequate training, the men of the 
126th were unable to fire their weapons 
properly. When confronted with Stonewall 
Jackson's attack at the key position of 
Maryland Heights, they quickly gave way, 
eventually resulting in the surrender of the 
entire ten thousand men Union garrison at 
Harper's Ferry. In the spring of 1863 the 
men of the 126th were paroled and then 
rejoined the Army of the Potomac. 
Properly trained, they were determined to 
regain their reputation. At Gettysburg in a 
charge at Ziegler's Grove they were given 
the opportunity. Shouting uRemember 
Harper's Ferry", the men of the 126th took 
fifty percent casualties but regained their 
honor. The 126th's "34-star pattern" flag 
depicts the 34 states, including the South, 
that comprised the Union in 1861. The 
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Redlands Shrine, cont. 
arrangement of the stars on national nags during the period was not uni
form, with concentric circles of stars being the most popular variant. 

Tim Johnson also gave us a unique Gettysburg battlefield artifact 
- a Confederate staff officer's sword captured at the Peach Orchard 
by Capt. William C. Morgan of the 3rd Maine Volunteer Infantry. 
Captain Morgan had a significant drinking problem and his men 
charged that his courage was of the liquid variety. Morgan claimed to 
have taken the sword from one of Longstreet's staff officers. 

He sent it home to his wife along with a note saying, ''Treasure 
it. It has been where thou- ----------
sands of brave men were 
killed and where cowards 
dare not go." 

The Johnsons also 
donated Captain Morgan's 
"Kearny" medal. Named for 
fallen general Phillip Kearny, 
the medal was awarded to 
officers in Kearny's old com- ....___.11..- ___ c.-.1,. 

mand, the First Division of Slave shackles removed in 1861 from the slave 
the 3rd Corps, who dis
played gallantry in battle. 
Only 317 were issued during 

auction house of Price, Birch and Company in 
Alexandri.1, Virginia by Sergeant Samuel G. 

Boone of the 88th PennsylVanla. 
the Civil War. Made of gold, -------------
the center circle bears the words "Kearny" and the Latin phrase 
"duke et decorum est pro patria mori~ (it is sweet and proper to die 
for your country). Ironically, Morgan would be fatally wounded one 
year later at the Battle of the Wilderness. 

We had long been searching for a set of slave shackles for the 
museum, knowing they would graphically convey the horror of slav
ery in a manner that mere words could not. We were particularly 
fortunate to acquire a set that had a story behind it. Our shackles 
were liberated from an Alexandria, Virginia slave pen in 1861 by a 
soldier in the 88th Pennsylvania lnlantry, Samuel G. Boone. Boone 
would later be captured on the first day of the Battle of Gettysburg 
and end up being sent to the notorious Andersonville prisoner of 
war camp. The shackles thus serve as an example of not only the 
horrors of slavery, but also the fact that there were many in the 
North who were willing to risk their own lives and freedom to end 
that terrible injustice. P--

[Don Mccue is Curator of the Lincoln Shrine. Those interested in visiting 
Redlands, the A.K. Smiley Library, and the Shrine can source information on 
their website at: www.llncolnshrine.org.] 

L ong before the Janet Jackson/Super Bowl Imbroglio, gen
erations of Shrine visitors have remarked upon the partial 
nudity sported by four of the eight celling mural figures. 
Curators have offered two explanations. The artistically 
inclined assert that Cornwell was attempting to soften 

what were otherwise quite masculine figures with a hint of fem
ininity. The more salacious believe they are reHectlons of 
Comwell's reputation as a ladies' man. Several Redlaoders whis
pered that Mrs. Elmer Grey's decision to pose as "Tolerancefl 
reputedly caused a rift In her marriage to the Shrine's architect. 
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I WANT YOU■ 
AUTOGRAPHS 

Jfyou are recruiting a buyer for your autographs, only 
one company is truly armed and ready. We have paid out 
over $25 million in the last live years alone. University 
Archives has at its disposal an arsenal of superior 
expertise and services. We offer free appraisal by fax. 
phone or e-mail. We are famous for having the fastest 
check in the business; by Fec:Ex. if you desire. 

We buy family correspondences. leuers, manuscripts. 
relics and documents relating to famous people or events 
in history. 

We are actively seeking items and collections varying 
in value from one hundred to one million dollars for 
outright purchase or internet auction consignment. 

Visit our web page at 
University Archives.com 

for complete details and our company profile or 
click on eb Y ouce on our site to see our auctions. 

Contact u,; at University Archh•es 
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A New Booth Photograph, cont. 

tograph." (fhe opening bid was a very 
modest $10!) 

At first I questioned whether or not it 
was a photo of Booth. This was not 
because of the features of the man, so 
much as the clothing. In typical photos of 
the assassin, he is dressed in the height 
of fashion, wearing either a fine suit or 
overcoat. He's brushed, unwrinkled and 
very together looking. His cravat is snug
ly and correctly tied and his collar is 
done to a military crispness. There is 
something elegant looking about him. 

The man in this photo is 
unkempt: his collar is pulled out and 
to his left, and his tie is a jumble. He 
looks like someone who doesn't care 
much about appearances, or had a 
good reason for his appearance. 

Naturally, the eBay scan was of 
low resolution and because of that 
the details were not very clear. But 
the more I looked at the eyes, the 
contour of the face and nose, and 
that jumble of hair, the more I 
became convinced it WAS a photo of 
Booth. Ii it was a photo of the assas
sin, which one was it? 

My first inclination was to tum 
to the back issues of The Rail Splitter 
and compare this cdv with the Jerry 
Trueson image ("Booth Exposed!" 
Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1998). There were 
similarities, but the wEnglish" photo 
did not match the Trueson photo. 
They are similar poses, but Booth's 
mustache is more compact in the 
Griffiths view, as if he had been working it 
with his fingers rather than a brush or 
comb. There's also the matter of the dis
arrayed clothing. 

Next I got out my trusty copy of the 
Gutman book (Gutman, Richard J.S. and 
Kellie, John Wilkes Booth Himself. Dover, 
Massachusetts; Hired Hand Press, 1979.) 
A quick browse through their outstand
ing collection showed no similar photos. 

Based on a review of these two 
sources, and my own gut feeling, I drew 
five conclusions about the photo: 

1. That "London, CW" referred to 
London, Canada West, British North 
America, not the English seat of govern
ment. This dated the photo to some time 
before July 1st, 1867. On that date the 
Dominion of Canada was formed by the 
Confederation of Quebec, Ontario, Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick. In other 

words, the backmark was Canadian, not 
British. 

2. That the image was clearly of John 
Wilkes Booth, not a look-alike as so often 
happens. Even from the low-res scan it 
was easy to make out Booth's unique jaw
line, ears and that incredible nose. 
Though the hair looked a little ditferent
it being all piled up on his head-but 
those trademark curls were visible. 

3. That this photo was NOT one that 
had been identified before: not by the 
Gutman's in their outstanding 1979 book, 

Blaine was initially skeptical and 
asked for more details. I told him about 
the listing for the image, opining that 
"CW" was Canadian not English and sug
gested that he check it out and make sure 
that I hadn't lost my mind. I also told him 
that I was not going to bid on the item, 
fearing that the bidding would be intense 
and soon out distance my collection bud
get. I don't recall exactly, but I may have 
used phrases like: "my wife", "divorce 
court" and "probably murder me" in our 
conversation. I suggested that he go after 

it and mumbled that I wanted "first 
publication rights" on the image. 

Blaine emailed me a short time 
later saying that I was right about the 
cdv. lt was a new Booth photo! He 
thanked me for the "heads up" and 
said that he probably wouldn't have 
spotted it on his own. 

J. R. G!;IFFI'l"n-., 

I checked eBay a couple of days 
later and noticed that Blaine had 
won the auction. He picked it up for a 
very reasonable $560.00 against 9 
other bids. The seller was identified 
as a dealer from Virginia. 

~.,1,,l"\l.., 
J.O:-;DON, C. W. 

or in the subsequent follow up pieces in 
The Rail Splitter. 

4. That this was a collage containing a 
photo of Booth. It appeared that the hand
written name "J.W. Booth" was pasted onto 
a cdv image. Clearly, this was not Booth's 
autograph, but merely an identifieL 

5. And, most importantly for me, I 
knew that as a modestly budgeted collec
tor of Booth images I knew did not have 
the proverbial "deep pockets" that might 
be required to outbid the competition. 

Cursing my luck, I called my friend 
and co-author Dr. Blaine V. Houmes of 
Iowa and asked him if he had been on 
eBay lately. He said he hadn't and asked 
why. I told him that I thought that there 
was a "non-Gutman Booth image for 
sale." I told him that I had quickly 
thumbed through the Gutman book, and 
checked the two The Rail Splitter articles 
on new Booth images and found nothing 
even vaguely similar to this pose. 
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Blaine and I exchanged some 
congratulatory e-mail messages and I 
'fessed up to the idea that I had 
become fascinated with the photo. I 
told him that the more I looked at the 
image, the more convinced I was that 
It was not only a new view, but a very 
unusual one. I told him that I was 
going to keep researching the piece 

and would update him on what I found. 
To my delight, he informed me that he 

would soon be visiting relatives near 
where I Live in the Chicago suburbs and 
that he would bring the image with him. I 
got together with him on a Sunday after
noon and he immediately pulled out the 
image and handed it over without a sound. 

I had brought a good magnifying lens 
with me and I immediately saw that one 
of my initial deductions was wrong. 

In order to explain it, I have to make 
a distinction between the original print 
and the final print. I believe that this is a 
copy print of a collage. When you exam
ine the image under a lens you see that 
the final print - cdv size - is clean, 
unblemished and sharp. The cdv card is 
nearly pristine. 

The confusion comes in from the fact 
that the original photo is slightly out of 
focus, "muddy" and contains hot spots -
white patches in the black background in 

continued next page 
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the upper left and below Booth's exposed 
ear. On the right hand side of the dark 
background image is what, to me at least, 
looks for all the world like a greasy fin
gerprint smudge. From the scan that 
appeared with the eBay listing. I assumed 
that the seller's scan was poor and/or 
that the final cdv print was soiled. 
Neither of those assumptions was true. 

It's a little hard to explain, so please 
bear with me. It appears that a photo was 
taken of Booth and that a raw print of the 
image was mounted to something, a 
board perhaps. (fhis accounts for the 
shadow on the right side edge.) This ini
tial (raw) print contains the hot spots 
and the smudge spot. 

A cut signature was then pasted over 
the bottom part of the raw photo. This 
written i.d. - which is NOT Booth's signa
ture - stretches from side to side of the 
image. I had initially believed that this 
handwritten signature block was pasted 
onto the final cdv. That assumption was 
wrong, too. 

As a final step, this collage was then 
photographed and the resulting cdv was 
mounted on the card matte. 

Said another way, the final image is 
one of a collage made up of (1) a slightly 
out of focus print of Booth, (2) the three
dimensional mounting for the collage and 
(3) the handwritten i.d. piece. 

Even before Blaine received the cdv 
from the seller, I had started research on 
the photographer. It turns out that 
there's quite a story there, too. That 
research is continuing, but I'd like to 
share what has turned up on "our~ photo. 
(See how I wormed my way In on this 
image already?) 

I half expected J.H. Griffiths to be an 
obscure photographer from the western 
fringes of British North America, but I 
was wrong. Griffiths was one of the best
known Victorian- and Dominion-era 
Canadian artists. He was an award win
ning painter - who happened to operate 
a photo studio. 

John Howard Griffiths was born on 
Boxing Day (the day after Christmas, 
December 26) 1826 in Newcastle, 
Staffordshire, England. He was one of 
thirteen children, many of whom fol
lowed in their father's footsteps in the 
china, porcelain and pottery manufactur
ing business. Their father, William, was a 
hereditary burgess, accountant and man
ager of the Minton Pottery Factory. 

During the early Victorian era the Minton 
Factory grew rapidly, along with the 
English middle classes, and soon gained 
an international reputation. 

Like his siblings, John began to learn 
the family business and he seemed to 
have a natural talent for painting. After 
practical training at the Potteries 
Mechanics' Institute he went to work at 
Minton's as a painter and gilder. He appar
ently learned quickly, became adept at 
painting china and soon invented a way to 
paint on china buttons. Minion's profited 
handsome.ly from this ability and John 
became a valuable member of the factory 
staff. Minton's began to attract the top 
pottery painters' and designers and John 
was able to learn from them lirst hand. He 
was especially talented at painting flow
ers and fruit arrangements. Minton's envi
ronment allowed him to master a variety 
of mediwns: tile painting, japanning, pot
tery and china design and decoration. 

Throughout his life John was closely 
associated with his brother, James, who 
was twelve years older. Both worked at 
Minton's and James's skills were nearly 
as great as John's was, but he was per
haps not quite so talented. James mar
ried a well-to-do woman who was inter
ested in mental healthcare and the cou
ple opened a private mental asylum. John 
left Minton's and worked in that estab
lishment for a time. 

For reasons that have been lost to 
history - though the family suspects 
some impropriety on John's part - the 
Griffiths brothers, and James' wife, Eliza, 
suddenly picked up and moved to the 
Canadian West in 1855. The Great 
Western Railway had recently expanded 
into the farm country of what is now 
known as Ontario and the small city of 
London suddenly experienced a land 
boom. Almost overnight it became a 
prosperous market and rail center. The 
Griffiths moved to London just as the 
town blossomed. James and Eliza opened 
a lunatic asylum, which she ran with the 
assistance of John as senior clerk. James 
read law, speculated in land, and dabbled 
in local politics. He was soon serving on 
the London City Council. 

In addition to his duties at the men
tal asylum, John also speculated in prop
erty and loaning money. He also had 
plans of setting up his own pottery busi
ness. At some point, he established a 
photographic establishment in London, 
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though it's not certain which business 
came first, the pottery concern or the 
studio. According to his biographer, Ann 
Davis, his obituary places the opening of 
the photo gallery as early as 1855. 

London's economic growth began to 
cool down in 1856. Crop failures and eco
nomic downturn caused a depression 
which bottomed out in 1859. The popula
tion. which had grown to 16,000 just after 
the Griffiths family arrived, leveled out at 
around 11,000 by 1860. They had man
aged to put down roots and both the city 
and the Griffiths were able to sustain 
th.emselves in bad times as well as good. 

As London's middle class thrived, 
John was there to photographically 
record their success and capture the 
images of their growing families. He 
seems to have mainly done cdv size 
images of children and their proud par
ents, but he also seems to have done 
photos of local houses. For the more 
well-to-do he also did portraits in a 5 3/4 
by 8 inch format. He solidified his photo
graphic reputation, however, in 1865 by 
capturing the likeness of the whole 
London City Council in a "mammoth" 
photo. Davis cites a contemporary news
paper account that says of it "Nothing on 
such a scale of magnitude had ever been 
attempted in Canada before." The photo 
plate was said to have been ~forty seven 
inches by twenty eight, so that is no ordi
nary piece indeed." This massive photo 
has been lost, but J.H. Griffiths, 
Photographer was established. 

Now John married and raised a fami
ly of his own. The brothers pursued their 
artistic careers with great success and 
today they are mostly remembered as 
award-winning artists rather than as 
businessmen or for John's photographic 
career. Ontario is justly proud of them 
and the Art Gallery of Windsor, Ontario 
mounted a major exhibit of their work in 
1989. This exhibition contained paint
ings, pottery, and watercolors by both 
and several examples of John's pho
tographs. 

The brothers remained in London for 
the rest of their professional careers and 
ended their days there. James passed away 
in 1896 and John died two years later. 

John's photographic career is not 
well documented, but there are prints in 
museums in both Canada and the U.S. 
There are two cdvs in the William C. 
Darrah Collection at Pennsylvania State 
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University, for instance. One brief 
description sounded promising: "portrait 
of young man with moustache, wearing 
bowt.ie." Could it be a photo of "Our 
Johnny"? 

The scan that Penn State provided 
was disappointing, however. The photo 
was that of an unidentified plain looking 
young man, probably one of the forgotten 
sons of London. The backmark indicates 
that the photo was taken after the 
Dominion Act of 1867, but the format of 
the photographer's mark is consistent 
with that on the new Booth image. 

The Gutmans were contacted and 
sent a scan of the photo. They enthusias
tically concurred with the identification, 
but had no information on Griffiths or the 
image itself. They thought it was proba
bly taken during the early part of the Civil 
War. 

Repeated e-mails and calls to the 
London Museum, the establishment that 
supposedly houses several photos by 
·Griffiths, have not been answered. 

So, U1e mystery beckons: could John 
Howard Griffiths have crossed paths with 

s 

John Wilkes Booth? If so, when and 
where did it happen? 

There are no known visits to the 
United States by Griffiths documented by 
Ann Davis. BooUl is known to have been 
in Montreal, British North America, in 
1864. Did Booth also visit western B.N.A 
at any other time? 

Blaine suggested that I place a call to 
Art Loux, author of the as-yet-unpub
lished John Wilkes Booth: Day By Day. 
Perhaps Lou:x's database would yield a 
possible meeting date. Art has compiled 
this massive database of dates, plays, let
ters, known appearances and cross refer
ences to all of Booth's known where
abouts. 

Day by Day has a listing for a possi
ble Booth trip through London, C.W., 
British North America. There was a the
ater engagement in Buffalo from October 
28 to November 9, 1861. After that last 
Saturday evening performance he left, 
headed for Detroit. Another run began in 
Detroit on the evening of Monday, 
November 11. The most direct route 
would have been to take The Great 

Western Railway straight through Canada 
West from Niagara Falls to Windsor. 
Across Ule river from Windsor is Detroit. 
Midway between Ule two cities is London 
and Ule studio of J.H. Griffiths. 

In other words, it's likely that Booth 
made a trip - albeit a hurried one -
through London on November 10, 1861. 

Did the rising, young American actor 
briefly stop in London and meet up with 
the English-born painter and aspiring 
can1eraman? One possible explanation 
for BooUl's appearance is that he is trav
el weary and mussed from a speedy rail 
trip between theatrical engagements. 
This photo seems to prove that the meet
ing did take place. 

There is still more research to do on 
the image. Perhaps there is a better print 
of the photo and confirming details in Ule 
Canadian records. 

Until that surfaces, I'd argue we are 
left with one conclusion: this odd, new 
photo of John Wilkes Booth represents 
the only image of Ule assassin taken out
side of the United States. ·'fr' 

And yet another unpublished Booth photograph. 
Another Rail Splitter discovery! 

ince the inception of this journal ten years ago, we've had the privilege to 
introduce seven unpublished - and unknown - photographs of the 
actor/assac;sin to our readers. The addition of the portrait at left makes the 
total now nine! Discovered by Rail Splitter David O'Reilly of New Jersey, 
who writes the following: 

Having collected cdvs for a number of years, I have found that many photographers d1d 
not Just make a single image of a famous person ... especially true when the subject was stay
ing in an area for but a limited amount of time. TakJng several poses Jnsured that at least one 
would produce a printable carte. (fhat meant money to be made!) 

Brady, for example, produced several album card views with the same catalog number 
and title. The scene was shot form the same angle, but there are subtle differences in each or 
the views. 

John Wilkes Booth's successful stage career and tremendous popularity d1ctated that he 
have carte photographs available for his public to acquire. 

In 1864, as detailed in John Wilkes Booth Himself, Booth had a photograph made by 
Norton and Luther of Cleveland, Ohio. 

Earlier this year I came across an internet auction of what I Ulought was the Norton and 
Luther pose. However, after examination, I came to the conclusion that it was most likely by them, but definitely not the pose list
ed In the Gutman book. 

Judging by Ule clothing and his appearance, this would seem to be a left facing pose which would have complimented the right 
facing pose that Is known. There is no back-mark or photographer's Imprint. 

Through pure luck, I was able to obtain the image for a reasonable price. The rabid competition that is usually generated by 
the discovery of such an item never happened. I offer a copy for your viewing pleasure and comment. Good luck In your search for 
Ule rare and unusual. I am sure Ulere are many such historical discoveries still to be made! 
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[ _Edi tor's Choice li-, ___ A_d_d_in_g_a_Pi_ic_t_u_re_t_o_t_h_e_P_u_zz_l_e 
David Yount, Associate Editor 

As has been said before, we collectors are a curious lot. Curious in that most of us were undoubtedly dropped on our heads as 
children ... but also curious when poring over our latest find. Unlike collectors of newer items, those of us who assemble pieces 
of history nearly always find ourselves asking questions that can never be answered. Such as "Who first owned this artifact that 
has found its way into my hands?" "What were the circumstances of its origin?" "Who was this person who wore my Lincoln 
ribbon or waved the flag I now possess?" 

Fifteen years ago, I had the chance to learn a little something of the origin of what is now the prize of my collection. I had the rare 
opportunity to purchase an 1860 Abraham Lincoln portrait !Jag from descendants of its original owner. Yet in addition to this perfect 
familial provenance, the flag stick also featured the signature of this man (James W. Sharp) and his handwritten reference to his Civil 
War regiment (5th Indiana Volunteers; Company K). 

For me, it couldn't get any better- the quintessential Lincoln campaign artifact with document-
ed origins from my home state. Also, there was something compelling about this very artifact 
because of what it ultimately represented. In 1860, a young James Sharp identified with the vision 
and the values held by a certain politician from a neighboring Midwestern state. So strongly was he 
"invested" in Lincoln (well beyond frivolous campaign revelry and flag-waving) that less than two 
years later Sharp was enlisted in the cause to protect and defend the Union. He undoubtedly stayed 
true to the Union and to his Commander-in-Chief during the three years of his service. It was to be 
a cause he would personally light until he mustered out in May of 1865; it was then that he would 
return home to Indiana-one month to the day after the death of the man whose ideals had first 
inspired him. 

Even though I was luckier than most to know so much of the history of my treasure, I often won
dered what James Sharp looked like. How I would like to see the face and look into the eyes of the 
man who saw so much in his day. I had read of his military exploits, I had visited his gravesite, and 
I possessed his flag. And yet I still wondered what he must have looked like. But then rifteen years 
would pass .... 

Imagine my surprise when one day this past month, while surfing eBay during Christmas vaca
tion, I stumbled across a listing which read, "Civil War CDV, James Sharp, 5th Ind Vols." I could 
scarcely believe my eyes! I quickly went to the auction and for the first time saw the face of the man 

who had followed Lincoln into battle to preserve the Union. The 
very man who first owned the flag I now treasure. As if it couldn't 
get any better, he had also signed the photo in full with the same 
regimental notation that was on my flag stick. To cap it off, he had 
also written the name of his hometown, "Logansport, Ind" on the 
reverse (the same town where I would live when I found his flag 
130 years later!) Talk about your needle in a haystack. And yes, 
after dutifully waiting the full seven days of the auction, I became 
the rightful owner of this photo for a fraction of what l would have 
paid for it. 

So I guess that demonstrates what makes us collectors of 
material culture and Americana just a UtUe different. We love the 
history and, strangely, we all long to hear the stories our artifacts 
would tell if only they could. How fortunate I feel to be able to 
assemble these pieces so they could, at last, tell their story. How 
remarkably fortunate indeed! ~ 

Congratulations to Rail Splitter Jeffrey Coopersmith and his wife Usa Erlanger on 
the birth of Emma Petrlce Coppersmith, born March 5th In Seattle. In the world of 
Llncoln collectors, we constantly hear claims being made. We can state - for the 
record, with absolute certainty, that as of this writing, Emma claims title as the 
newest and cutest collector In the hobby! 

10 -----------------------
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''Everybody in Springfield loved Mr. Lincoln, but as for Mrs. L., I cannot say as much." 

LINCOLN'S PASTOR SoUNDS OFF! [_ ,__:·4-'- ., "'· 
Those dealing in manuscripts and documents have an expression: "content is king!" Recently, an ---=--""r4-·-' 

unknown letter- published here in its entirety for the first time-was discovered in an upstate New York estate :.~-;;,:zi:(;-::!-;:;;/ . ..:-;-:;-:'..J 
sale. This missive helps prove the rule regarding content... it offers wonderful insight, written by Lincoln's --· •-t-~~--- --,-t·' 

- ... --,.&-,.,,t..t; • .; •-y..a:,_ ~ -

mlnisi~~l~~~:~e~dr~~r~~~~e~~~e~:;g;~n8~i~~~ f(~~~r:~68) was Pastor of the New York Avenue Presbyterian ... .t.- ..:Jt. "..e "'"?i_', ,= g-
Church in Washington, D.C. throughout the Civil War. This is the congregation where Lincoln regularly attend- t:.~ • .:.:.-z;::::::::::::....:==.12' 
ed worship. (Gurley later reported that Lincoln had discussed with him his desire to make public a confession ~~:.::;,-.,,.~-;,:::;;:½'."-~ ... ~.._ v~
of faith and to "unite in membership.") It fell to Gurley to pronounce the service for eleven-year-old Willie ,_,:_?._ .... _, - -c,.. .e.- C 
Lincoln when the boy died from typhoid lever on February 20, 1862. The funeral took place in the East Room :: . ..:::z/ .. ~~...:~ .. -=::_:::.::: 
on Monday, February 24th. Gurley also delivered the President's official funeral service in Washington, then ::-z:...."",.t:i_ -z:~~F.:'" 
accompanied the body back to Springfield, and took part in the burial ceremonies. --· ... L..._ ::Z:.n! ...!...., .. -~. r .... 

In his official eulogy delivered on April 19, 1865, Gurley described Lincoln as "simple and sincere, plain ~..:::'tf~::-:;,~,-i'~:'1".~ ~ 
and honest, truthful and just, benevolent and kind. His perceptions were quick and clear, his judgments were ... _ ,.,_ ,- _ ·- -.-!. L,,. ~ , . 
calm and accurate, and his purpose good beyond question." In the funeral sermon. he concluded: "Yes; by his .'.7_ .:-::..-::;.-:-'!S-=t:..~ ~ 
steady enduring confidence in God, and in the complete ultimate success of the cause of God, which is the .::-27.:.~...-,C?.":::_.:z ,_: 
cause of humanity, more than by any other way, does he now speak to us and to the nation he loved and served /"':' -Z7i?.~7 ,;:;.,.::-,.2.'._t.rr: / 
so well." In Springfield, the Rev. Dr. Gurley delivered the benediction, which was followed by the singing of a "- 4 ·- ~.:.::....c., .to .s ~.!T 
funeral hymn he had written: "Rest, Noble Martyr! Rest in Peace." ""'" 

Washington, May 22, 186.5 
Dear Darwin. 

It was nearly two weeks after I saw you before I returned home from Springfield. The trip was both pleasant & mournful. 77,e rail
road arrangements were perfect: the kindness of the people every where to all connected with the funeral cortege was unbounded· and 
the demonstrations of sorrow for the noble man whose remains we were bearing to the tomb, were touchingly impressive to the last. The 
funeral services in Springfield were exceedingly solemn and appropriate. The cemetery grounds. about a mile from the city, are very 
beautiful. Springfield itself is a pleasant city in the middle of an exteMive prairie. It contains many elegant residences and bears the 
impress of a very considerable degree of bu.tine.~. wealth and prosperity. The stn-ets must he very muddy at certain seasons of the year, 
I judge. and the roads leading lo the city almost impassable. Though the place has many attractive features. I could not feel that on the 
whole I should like to drive my stakes down there. and make it a home for myself & family. Stopped at Herbert Post's where I was pleas
antly entertained; saw Robbins also. lie is a tall Post. Reuben L joined us at Indianapolis. being one of the - Delegation - also my Willie. 
Ekderkin came along with them as far as Indianapolis, so that I had a good lillle uisil with him also. He has recently been made inspec
tor of stones, and will consequently be obliged to travel about and be much away from home. Fannie & the children have just gone to 
Princeton. N. Jersey, where they exped lo spend the summer. Melville is there in College, and will look alter their interests and comfort 
as far as he can. Saw the Reu. Dr. Post of St. Louis, wife and daughter, in Springfield. They were all well. The daughter is a beautiful girl. 
Saw John Priest also - called at his house, and he & his wife went with me to Harry Converse's where we took tea. Was also at Gou. 
Oglesby's. He is a pleasant mun, and he received me with greal cordiality. He was in Washington at the time of the assassination and 
saw the President die. Everybody in Springfield loved Mr. Uncoln, but as for Mrs. L, I cannot say as much. Hard things are said of her 
by all classes of people, and when I got to know how she was regarded by her old neighbors and even by her relatives in S., I did not 
wonder that she had decided to make her future home in Chicago. She leaves Washington with her children for Chicago tonight in the 
7:30 train. I am to see her and take leave of her al 4. She is queer• but it may be that her failings have been somewhat exaggerated. She 
has always been very kind to Emma and myself, and I can not buJ feel very sorry for her. The ladies of Springfield soy that Mr. Uncoln 's 
death hurt her ambition more than her affectations - a hard speech, but many people think so who do not soy so. 

I found. on returning home, that Emma had been quite sick during all my absence. She has had a most severe and protracted attack 
of inflammatory rheumatism. Has suffered much, and is really very thin and feeble. She is just beginning now to sit up in a chair and 
can walk a little, but not without assistance. The warm weather is in her fauor, and we hope that in a week or two. she will begin to be 
more like herself again. She sends much love lo you and yours. and desires me to say lo you that she hopes you will send the draft spo
ken of in your letter at your earliest convenience. There is nothing new in Washington beyond what you see in the papers. The reuiew 
comes off tomorrow and next day, and more people are likely to see it than were ever in Washington before. We expect some of our 
friends will be obliged to sleep on the floor, and we may have to stand some of them up against the tree boxes and lay one or tu:ro on 
the carriage step! I saw the assassins in the court room last Friday. Payne, who butchered Seward, is a man never to be forgotten by any
one who has once seen him - large, muscular. and hauing eyes that are perfectly terriffic (sic). But I must close. Goodbye. Write soon. 

Yours truly, 
P. D. Gurley 
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TODAY'S LESSON: ABC PLATES! 

In our October 1998 issue, we briefly discussed ABC Plates ('A Survey of Lincoln Glass and 
Ceramics"). We thought it appropriate to revisit the subject providing, in the process, some 
additional information and insights. 

ABC Plates were produced in both tin and soft paste china (Staffordshire ware) beginning 
in the late 1840s and continuing through the 1890s. The tin examples were likely produced 
domestically while the china examples were imported from England. 

These decorative wares were characterized by raised lettering around the outside perimeter 
with the complete alphabet. They no doubt were intended for the juvenile consumer. Subjects 
included nursery rhyme characters, barnyard animals, letters and numerals, literary and sports 
scenes, colorful locales and peoples, as well as prominent leaders, both military and political. 

As our original article related, mugs (sans alphabet) and plates were produced showing a rather The 1860s ABC plate above; 
grotesque image of "President Abraham Lincoln" in black transfer. Plates were made in blue as well as that from the 1880-90s below. 
black with an unmarked ~Berger" portrait. Plates were produced, both colored and uncolored, of General 
McClellan reviewing his troops. In addition, plates and mugs were made in black transfer depicting Civil 
War Union military leaders (Grant, Halleck, Gilmore, Admiral Foote, Banks and Meade), sometimes pic
tured alone and other times coupled with Lincoln or another general. The inference drawn in the 
aforementioned article was that fill such plates and mugs date from 1862-3. For the most part, that 
conclusion still holds true. The exception seems to be the Lincoln plates with the Berger portrait. 

Although the Berger portrait was taken in February 1864 and utilized on countless campaign 
items from that year, it seems quite likely that the ABC Plate with that portrait was produced later. 
We have seen an identical plate in blue transfer showing President James Garfield. We consulted with 
two experts in the field of historical china (Rex Stark and Bill Kurau) who both concur that the Lincoln 
plate is not of Civil War vintage and likely dates from 1881 or later (i.e., the Chicago World's Fair of 
1893). During the later years of production, the letters on ABC Plates underwent subtle changes. Experts 
such as messieurs Stark and Kurau can spot such subtle differences in some of the letters and thereby 
deduce the probable years of production. The lettering in later examples also tended to be sharper and more 
highly raised. Beaded inner & outer borders are also a sign of later production. So, as stated in our original arti-
cle, dating on these often charming pieces of historical china is best left for the experts. "Lesson over for today!" 

?:' Pres tel Mu111ch Be,1,n Loncl::i,1 New Yu,k 

-.,sum .... In the Wake of Battle 

THE CIVIL WAR IMAGES 
OF MATHEW BRAQY 

In the Wake of Battle 

The Civil War Images 
of Mathew Brady 
George Sullivan 

"This book presents the most comprehensive 
collection of Civil War photographs ever 
published." Photo Life 

"The collection presented here is wellrounded, 
providing an excellent visual record of an 
event that we only know from history 
books." Digital Photographer 

448 pages with 350 illus. 
F/exi-cover. 7¾ x 51f In. I 19.5 x 14 cm. 
ISBN 3-7913-2929-4 
U5S29.95 £19.99 Can.S47.95 
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LE TTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

As usual, I thoroughly enjoyed the Summer/Fall issue of the 
Rail Splitter. I wanted to mention a few minor quibbles along with 
some additional information that might prove interesting con
cerning the "Another Great Find" article on the Maryland 
Convention Ticket. 

First, the ticket appears to be for delegates from Baltimore 
City, not Baltimore County, the former having been made a sepa
rate political entity by the Constitution of 1851 and, therefore, 
would have endorsed a separate slate of delegates. 

Second, I assume the phrac;e "compensated compensation" 
should read "compensated emancipation." 

Third, while Maryland voters approved the new 
Constitution in October 1864 as stated, the Constitutional 
Convention which proposed it was held between April 27, 1864 
and September 6, 1864, not October as mentioned later. 

The individuals listed on the ticket were successful in 
becoming delegates to the convention since all but Brooks (who 
was apparently absent) voted in favor of the article abolishing 
slavery in the state. This was just after the same group voted 
against an amendment requiring the state to provide financial 
support to the emancipated slaves. 

The popular vote took place on October 12 in Baltimore City, 
and on October 12-13 in the counties. After severely limiting the 
number of voters through requiring a loyalty oath and intensive 
questioning of any "challenged" voter, the new Constitution was 
barely approved by 375 votes out of almost 60,000 votes cast. 
Furthermore, this only occurred after the votes of Maryland sol
diers serving out of state were counted, in violation of the 1851 
Constitution then in eUect. 

It is also interesting to note that on the same election day as 
the Constitutional vote (October 12), one of the delegates on the 
ticket, Archibald Stirling Jr., the "Independent Union" candidate, 
lost the Baltimore mayoral race to John Lee Chapman, the 
"Regular Union" candidate (3,783 to 11,334). 

Finally, although the 1864 Constitution achieved its primary 
goal of ending slavery in Maryland, it proved so unpopular that 
it was quickly replaced by the 1867 Constitution which it still 
used today. 

James R. Bierer 
Fallston, MD 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

I wish to make a correction to the • Another Great Find" arti
cle in the Summer/Fall 2004 issue. The Ballot depicted was for 
delegates from Baltimore City and not Baltimore County, as the 
article stated. The City of Baltimore was incorporated in 1797, 
as a separate political entity. The ballot clearly makes reference 
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to Baltimore City. 
On a related subject, two of the delegates mentioned on that 

ballot (Joseph Cushing and Archibald Stirling) were active mem
bers of tbe Union Relief Association of Baltimore. Enclosed is a 
copy of an unissued membership card from that group. I bought 
the original about a year and a half ago. 

Gene Leasure 
Towson, MD 

+ 
Dear Jonathan and Don: 

Congratulations on the 10th anniversary issue of The Rail 
Splitter. 1 particularly enjoyed the various articles on "replevin." 
As you know, I belong to a great many collector organizations in 
many different fields. Most of them have at least a newsletter and 
many have "journals." The Rail Splitter is clearly in a class by itseU! 
The two of you are to be commended for your efforts and talents. 

Joe Levine 
Presidential Coin and Antique 

[£m!Qr: Thanks, Joe! We try our best and it is gratifying to know 
our efforts are appreciated. We must, however, return the com
pliment. Our .readers should be aware that Presidential Coin & 
Antique has been issuing high quality token and medal catalogs 
far longer than the ten years we have been publishing. Joe has 
been entrusted with the sale of many important collections. He 
has acted as a consultant on numerous catalogs and reference 
works. lo addition, he has fostered scholarship in the field, espe
cially in the area of Presidential Inaugural Medals. This high stan
dard of scholarship is evident in the detailed and accurate cata
log entries in each of his sales, the whole of which reflect his note
worthy career in the field of exonumia. Joe is one of the "good 
guys" in the hobby and we can frankly say we have never heard 
anyone utter an unkind word about him (which is saying a lot, 
indeed!) Sadly, to those of us who planned trips to D.C. that 
included visits to Joe's emporium, he just issued a press release 
announcing the closing of his retail store io Alexandria, VA as of 
April: "We will no longer be in the general antiques business -
gone will be our jewlery, glass and china. However, we will con
tinue to deal in tokens, medals and political items. We will be 
selling through the mail, via eBay, and most importantly we will 

continued, next page 
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be continunig our exounumia auctions-with our next sale sched
uled for December in Baltimore, MD at the Baltimore Convention 
Center." Joe's new mailing address will be: P.O. Box 277, Clifton, 
VA 20124 while the phone (703-354-5454) remains the same. 2005 
marks Joe's 35th year in business. We only hope that our ten 
years represents just our "first decade" as well!] 

+ 
HISTORY REWRl'ITEN 

Dear Rail Splitter Staff: 

Since your readers are intimately involved in the study and 
commerce of history I though it appropriate to correct informa
tion presented as "history" in your last issue's article entitled: 
"Building an Auction House." 

Mr. Raynor, of Historical Collectible Auctions, seems to have 
rewritten history to fit his promotional needs - he owns a hard
working family business "established by Bob Raynor in 1996." In 
truth, in I 995, not too Jong after the unfortunate death of Brian 
Riba, the pioneer auctioneer of historical items, Eric Caren and 
Dennis Holzman founded a company based on the Riba model. 
This company held live auctions with fully illustrated cata
logues. The acronym HCA stood for Holzman Caren 
Associates/Historical Collectibles Auctions. After several very 
successful auctions we decided to sell the business (mailing 
lists, consignors, good will, etc.) to Mr. Raynor. This transition 
was less than smooth, the details of which, however, are not at 
issue here. What does seem relevant, though, is that Mr. Raynor, 
who is trading in history, seems to have altered a bit of his own 
history. We can only hope that he is not handling more signifi
cant l1istory with the same editorial pen. 

Dennis Holzman 
Albany, NY 

+ 

A Distinction With No Material Difference 

Dear Rail Splitter. 

Based on Mr. Holzman's letter of January13th, it would 
appear that our article "Building an Auction House" has inadver
tently offended Mr. Holzman. Certainly that was not our intent. 
So, thank you for allowing me to respond. 

Holzman Caren Associates started an auction concern in 
1995 holding live auctions, just as Mr. Holzman states. Of course, 
George Rinsland was the pioneer of auctioning historical items, 
predating the Riba auctions by more than a decade, not Brian 
Riba as Mr. Holzman states ... a distinction with no material differ
ence. The Holzman Caren Associates company operated two live 
auctions, not "several" as Mr. Holzman states ... a distinction with 
no material difference. And finally, Holzman Caren Associates did 
not sell me the "business" as Mr. Holzman states, but rather the 
"assets" of that business ... again, a distinction with no material 
difference. 

I established a registered corporation in North Carolina in 
1996 (Raynor's HCA), just as stated in our previous article. 
Raynor's HCA coupled the assets (mailing list) purchased from 

Holzman Caren Associates with the assets of Vintage Cover 
Story, another corporation which I established in North CaroUna 
in 1988. Vintage Cover Story had operated over twenty absentee 
auctions specializing in historical newspapers. The software 
used by VCS was proprietary, developed specifically for operat
ing absentee auctions, networking, and internet capability. 
CoupUng the Holzman Caren Associates mailing list with the 
technical capabilities and expertise of operating absentee auc
tions created the synergy expected. As Mr. Holzman stated how
ever, the transition period was less than smooth. 

Both Mr. Holzman and Mr. Caren are experts in their fields 
and major dealers in historical Americana. I wish them nothing 
but continued success. Oh... incidently, since establishing 
Raynor's HCA, we have operated more than forty auctions. Now 
that is a distinction with a LARGE difference! 

Bob Raynor 
Graham, NC 

+ 
To Whom It May Concern: 

We have a step stool, 9 x 15" and 6" high, with "Abe Lincoln 

1848" carved on the underside. It was bought at a garage sale 
some 50 years ago by Grandma. Rumor has it the wood and 
whitewash was authenticated 25-30 years ago but of course all 
paperwork is lost. I am hoping for any information that will help 
us determine if our stool was made/owned by Abe himself. 

Thanks for any help. 

Laurie DePuy 
Eugene, OR 

Gentlemen: 

+ 

Congratulations on the tenth anniversary of The Rail Splitter. 
Your publication is always interesting and useful, often smart 
and sometimes probing and insightful. The interviews are great 
and the In The Marketplace feature is entertaining. You have 
more than fulfilled the mission you set for yourself back in April 
1995 when you undertook your "Labor of Love." 

Keep up the good work! 

Scott Dolson 
Lexington, KY 

++ 
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"Tl lE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 
Michael W. Kauffman. 
American Brutus. 
Random House, New York, 
2004. 508pp., $29.95. 

R
ail Splitter Michael Kaulfman is a res
ident of Maryland and an expert on 
the Lincoln assassination. He has 
studied this subject for more than 
thirty years and has discussed it in 
appearances on A&E, the History 

Channel, C-Span and the Learning 
Channel. He has also conducted tours of 
the Booth Escape Route and was called 
upon to testify as an expert witness in the 
1995 Booth exhumation hearings. 

This work is apparently the culmina
tion of these decades of study and per
sonal application. The publisher's 
prospectus summarizes the gist and 
range of the project: 

"Working from an impressive array 
of archival sources and new research, 
Kauffman sheds new light on the back
ground and motives of John Wilkes 
Booth, the mechanics of his plot to top
ple the Union government. and the trials 

and fates of the conspirators. r----:-~,....r::.1""7::;:-._ place at the Surratt board-
Piece by piece, Kauffman ing house, for example, any 
explains and corrects common statements or facts that 
misperceptions and analyzes were germane to the occur-
the political motivation behind rence had to be drawn from 
Booth's plan to unseat Lincoln, diverse sources (often origi-
in whom the assassin saw 'an nating years apart) and 
American Caesar.' Kauffman reassembled. This system 
has done unprecedented made a lot more sense than 
research, including living in describing an event, then 
Booth's house, and re-creating referring back to it many 
key parts of Booth's escape." chapters later. 

Indeed, in looking over the The book uses dramat-
seventy-five pages of notes and ic license in commencing 
twelve pages comprising the with the assassination, 
bibliography, we are overwhelmed by the then retreating back in time to describe 
sheer volume of material involved. In the events leading up to it. Booth's lather 
approaching this mountain of facts, the and family are discussed, his Maryland 
author had many challenges. He had to upbringing, his career and involvement 
give coherence to the whole, develop a in political events. Special attention Is 
logical narrative, reconcile discrepaneies, paid to the role of classical plays in 
separate truth from fiction, put events in which Booth acted-plays in which 
the context of the time, look at these tyrants were assassinated by heroic fig-
events with a fresh perspective and ana- ures. Such figures appear repeatedly 
lyze the motives of the parties involved. throughout the body of plays popular in 

Perhaps the initial step in this daunt- antebellum America, most pointedly 
Ing task was organizing the facts and evi- Brutus in Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar." 
dence in the case. Letters, trial testimony, Booth did not volunteer for military 
newspaper accounts, diary entries-all had service during the Civil War, nor did his 
to be grouped together according to the siblings. Joseph and Junius were fairly 
events they related to. If a meeting took apolitical, while Edwin discreetly sup-

Five Reasons to Consign to Historical Collectible Auctions 
(prices realized from our June 19th auction) 

.... 
A._,L•-

~~-1 •&J 

.. -'"'1-:. ,.,. # .. _, ... _,_ ~ 

i? ,. .. --

1. Lincoln ALS June 27, 1853 $23,000 Historical Collectible Auctions 
2. T.J. Jackson Albumen $17,225 24 NW Court Square Suite 201 
3. Hiram Berdan ALS $12,000 Graham NC 27253 
4. Lincoln Hamlin Flag $ 7,700 ph 336-570-2803 fax 336-570-2748 
5. Letter by Rebecca Gratz $ 3,750 WWW .HCAAUCTlONS.COM 

Call Today For Consignment Details 

We Produce Six Auctions Annually 
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ported the Lincoln administration. John 
Wilkes, for reasons unknown, felt a close 
tie to the Southern cause and an empathy 
with its role as victim. All the Booth chil
dren had similar upbringing, yet John 
Wilkes developed his own unique take on 
thJngs. For him, it was difficult to differ
entiate reality from drama and, like 
Ronald Colman in "A Double Life", a time 
came when the lines blurred and the 
actor became his character. No doubt, 
many psychological factors contributed 
to his actions, including sibling rivalry 
with Edwin, repeated comparisons with 
his celebrated father, and low sell-esteem 
due to lack of business success and his 
failure to due anything constructive to 
help the Southern cause. 

The book is very good when it dis
cusses the assassin's motivation. In 
doing so, we get a fuller, more sympa
thetic picture of the man. He is no longer 
the maniacal actor-he now has dimen
sions and layers. The sequence of events 
is described in a straight narrative prose. 
It reads quite easily. The only problem is, 
to borrow a theatrical metaphor, the 
"cast of thousands. n There are so many 
characters, many of whom adopted alias
es, that it can become confusing at times. 

Much of the testimony related to the 
assassination conspiracy was contradic
tory. Reminiscences were often self-serv
ing or complete fabrications. Witnesses 
perjured themselves and bent the truth 
to suil the contingencies of the moment. 
Evidence and testimony favorable to the 
defendants was suppressed. Important 
evidence went missing, such as two 
pages in Booth's diary. Many procedures 
which were legal under a military tri
bunal would today be challenged or pro
hibited. Accordingly, many of the nagging 
questions surrounding the conspirators 
will forever remain bones of contention; 
namely, the guilt or innocence of Dr. 
Mudd and the Surratts and the involve
ment of the Confederate government in 
the assassination. The book does debunk 
certain long-held beliefs, especially the 
one about .John Wilkes Booth breaking 
his leg when jumping down to the stage. 
He did, in fact, fracture a libula in his 
lower leg during the escape. If he bad 
broken his leg in Ford's Theatre, he 
would certainly have been captured 
before he made it out the back door. And, 
intriguingly, the book persuasively 
claims that many people involved in the 

conspiracy, especially those who gave 
aid or comfort to Booth, were never 
brought to justice, either because of slop
py police work, or the inability to prose
cute witnesses. 

Much insight is given on the assas
sin's keen intelligence and his ability to 
manipulate people. Particularly interest
ing are the numerous ploys designed to 
implicate others and guarantee their 
silence. There are many examples of this, 
and most of the victims were either 
unaware of what was transpiring, or real
ized it only when it was too late. The 
most famous example was the personal 
note that Booth left for Vice-President 
Johnson at the Kirkwood House, thereby 
raising questions of Johnson's involve
ment in Lincoln's death. Since Booth 
seemed eminently self-aware and pre
scient, we have to wonder at what point 
he decided on the final course of assassi
nation, as against abduction. Did he think 
through the consequences of his action? 
Did he realize that, even if successful, it 
would not accomplish anything? Why did 
he attempt to flee, rather than use the 
opportunity to glorify the Southern 
cause, becoming, like John Brown (whom 
he had begrudging admiration for), a mar
tyr? Or, did he just want to self-destruct, 
taking all his associates down with him? 
These aspects will always be grist for 
speculation. Booth was not a disappoint
ed office-seeker or a lunatic anarchist, 
making his story one of ongoing interest. 

This may be the definitive book on 
the Lincoln assassination, although more 
on the subject are sure to follow. Off
hand, we have only one criticism 
(besides the confusing cast of charac
ters). This relates to the security for 
Lincoln at Ford's Theatre. Kauffman men
tions the presence of a messenger out
side the Presidential Box. This messen
ger initially blocked Booth's access to 
the box, until Booth handed him a card. 
Well, it's not explained what a messenger 
was doing there in the first place and, if 
Booth gave him a card, why didn't the 
messenger enter the box and tell the 
Lincolns that Mr. Booth was waiting for 
them outside? Also, the "saga" of John 
Parker is given short shri.ft. His absence 
from the corridor outside the box is not 
detailed other to say that he was respon
sible for security to government build
ings, not personnel, and therefore not 
prosecuted when the President was 

k!Ued. It was our understanding that he 
was a patrolman with the Metropolitan 
Police Department and brought up on 
charges there. 

As to Booth's understanding as to 
the logic and ramifications of his actions, 
that may be one subject which future 
authors may avoid. Like some aspects of 
the assassination, no one will ever know 
the definltive answer. 

+++ 
C. W. Evans. The Legend of John 
Wilkes Booth: Myth, Memory & 
A Mummy. University Press of 
Kansas, Lawrence, KS, 2004. 
269pp., $24.95. 

T 
his newest entry in the Lincoln 
assassination genre, unlike Michael 
Kauffman's book reviewed above, 
does not attempt to relate facts 
and events. Rather, it chooses to 
focus on the cultural implications 

involving the persistent legend of 
Booth's survival beyond Garrett's tobac
co barn and the exhibition of murnmWed 
remains purported to be those of the 
assassin. 

The press release summarizes this 
theme. "Evans assesses the political and 
ideological motivations in both Southern 
and Northern cultures that made prolif
eration of the legend possible as well as 

profitable. He con
cludes by examin
ing the legend's per
sistence in present
day America, the 
mummy's ironic 
fate, and the recent 
efforts to exhwne 
Booth's real 
remains. Weaving a 
'vernacular intellec
tual history,' Evans 
shows how the leg
end emerged from a 

tangle of cultural and historical events 
including a White Americas' quest for a 
suitable racial pre-history, collective 
memories of the Civil War, and even 
incipient suspicions of conspiracy, since 
belief in Booth's escape automatically 
implied a government cover-up of 
Booth's capture and death. More than a 
sop to Confederate diehards for whom 
Booth's escape symbolized Southern Vin-
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dication, the legend exemplified 
Americans' inability and uowiJlingness to 
enact closure over the tragedy of 
Lincoln's death." 

The author is an assistant professor 
of history at Drew University. He has writ
ten magazine articles and contributed 
essays or segments to assorted volumes. 
This work is his first book and Is part of 
the ·CultureAmerica" series of the 
University of Kansas Press. The idea for 
the book had its origin in Evans' chosen 
topic for his college dissertation. He was 
able to sell the publisher on the idea and 
get them to publish the work, adapted 
and expanded into book form. 

The dissertation idea was dubious, 
at best, and the decision to "go the whole 
hog' beyond comprehension. We were 
unable to make it past the first 
chapter-It's so bad. The text is written in 
a style we term "academese"-that dry, 
overly intellectual, convoluted, and non
sensical melange of terms and phrases 
that one hopefully outgrows after escap
ing the walls of academia. A random 
example: 

• ... as a marginal cultural phenome
non-as a counterhistory with discernible 
political intentions-the Booth legend 
complicates our view of what are termed 
variously marginal histories, counter
memories, or vernacular memory. Over 
the past generation, scholars have tend
ed-and I emphasize 'tended'-to employ 
these terms in a uniquely honorllic way. 
Vernacular, counter, marginal, and associ
ated terms serve as keywords in a cultur
al critical lexicon that employs them in a 
positive sense to connote the struggle of 
marginalized groups to preserve their 
identities in the face of a dominant 
group's rendition of the past. These 
terms often set the popular, local, and 
authentic nature of what are labeled 
counter, vernacular, or marginal, in oppo
sition to the progressive, modernizing, 
and homogenizing tendencies of main
stream historical discourse." [Hey, get 
me an aspirin!] 

Another annoying aspect of the book 
are the myriad references to other works, 
peppered throughout each page. 
.. According to so-and-so" or "It is the 
opinion of..." or "so-and-so makes the 
claim .. ." These interjections may well 
serve to convince the reader (or the dis
sertation's grading panel) that the author 
has done his research. Unfortunately, 

they disrupt the narrative and lend cre
dence to the sneaking suspicion that the 
author doesn't have an original thought 
of his own. 

We will conclude this brief review by 
simply staling that some things should 
never be undertaken. U you will avoid 
reading this book, you may avert the 
"Curse of the Mummy!!" 

+++ 
Ernest B. Fur~n. Freedom 
Rising: Washington in the 
Civil War. Alfred A. Knopf, 
New York, 2004. 463pp., $30. 

P 
at Furguson has written three books 
on the Civil War and two on Jesse 
Helms and General William 
Westmoreland. He Is formerly a cor
respondent and columnist for the 
Baltimore Sun and has spent much 

of his life in Washington, DC where he 
currently resides. 

This work covers the period follow
Ing Lincoln's election In November 1860 
through his assassination. The "leitmo
ttr, ii you will, is the construction of the 
new Capitol Dome and the installation of 
the statue of "Freedom", all 
under the direction of archi
tect Thomas U. Walter. This 
project is seen against the 
background of war-torn 
Washington-a struggle within 
a struggle. Its completion cor
responded to the maturation 
and transformation of 
Washington as a city. The pro
ject was likewise symbolic of 
the realization of Lincoln's 
vision and goals for the nation. 
As a resident of Germantown 
(Philadelphia), Walter was typ
ical in many ways to the vast array of out
siders who were drawn to Washington 
during the war years-most of whom bare
ly tolerated their temporary surround
ings, longing to return home. 

This work can be described as a gen
eral history of the War. Although battles 
and events that occur outside "city lim
its" are referred to, they are always seen 
from the point-of-view of Washington and 
its citizens. Despite its locus and 
"grounding" in the capital, it remains a 
fairly straightforward narrative and reca
pitulation of events that are familiar to 
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most readers. I don't know if there is any 
original research or newly discovered 
facts, although individual readers are 
sure lo discover some historical 
"nuggets" - I know I did. 

The book does try an original tact; 
namely, Lincoln Is not the central figure in 
the book, although he is obviously the 
most Important one. Rather, the "protago
nist" is an ensemble of individuals. While 
not exactly a "cast of thousands", there 
are a host of Individuals whose interac
tions and stories make for interesting 
reading. The "players" include architect 
Walter and his arch nemesis Montgomery 
Meigs, Walt Whitman, Confederate 
agents, the conspirators, John Hay, 
Cabinet members, newspapermen, etc. 
Special locus is placed on many promi
nent women, including Clara Barton, 
Dorothea Dix, Elizabeth Keckley, Rose 
Greenhow, Mary Walker, Sojourner Truth, 
Jane Swisshelm and the most charismatic 
and beguiling of all, Antonia Ford. 

The book is well written and enter
taining. I did notice some questionable 
word usage (inappropriately making 
nouns into verbs and ~inventing" new 
words), but these constitute minor blips. 
The assassination and its aftermath are 

dispensed with in a rather 
hurried and desultory man
ner. There are several refer
ences to electioneering which 
we found of particular inter
est. These include the attempt 
to storm and burn down the 

I 
Wide Awake headquarters fol
lowing election night in 1860 
and the "accidental" burning 
of a huge McClellan-Pendleton 
street banner by a careless 
Republican torch-bearer (true 
collectors will cringe when 
reading that one!) Although 

we suspect that much of the material is 
"published~, the author's original point
of-view and professional writing style 
make this a worthy entry in the current 
crop of Lincoln-related works. 

+++ 
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(ln)Hospitality In Old Virginia: 
Richard Stuart and J. W. Booth. 

feared that a disappointment might occasion you both some 
annoyance - hence my anxiety, if I exhibited any - for I have 
always considered it a part of true hospitality 'to welcome the 
coming & speed the parting guest'. It will always give us much 

A.J Duster pleasure to see Mr. R. &yourself with any of your friends when-

A 
ever it is convenient ... & on your next visit I hope I may have it in 

ny glimmer of light that illuminates a personality connect- my power to show you more of the country about us ... " Stuart 
ed with the last days of John Wilkes Booth appeals to also notes that Elwyn left a nightshirt behind, which he will 
Lincoln "assassination buffs", and shown here is "endeavor to send up", and concludes his letter by asking "to be 
just such a glimmer: a - - - - sometimes remembered in your prayers ... " 
newly discovered letter \ k-1:,, •• -~:,n=,,.,. On the evening of 23 April 1865 Stuart did not welcome, 

writtenintheveryrareholograph .-+...--~ __ ~ 1,.,-.,.,-, - but did indeed "speed the parting 
of "R.H. Stuart". II your immediate ,__ ., :!."}&::/J -1. r--~~ .. ,-: 4'~~_::- .<., r'_.;: guest", when John Wilkes Booth and his 

. /4/. , ,,~..toJ ~ .&-;::: t , •. .;.... ,.. -..~ • . . d 
reaction is "who?", you are not '.I'-:::...,.,;:;:-_['-<-~ • ::,~ 1:, - -~ ,r-._, .z-.,;;..-=.:_;;, '-• accomplice DaVJd Herold appeare at 
alone. The lucky (but wishing to ~ :"t:t:-~·~.f~;: 7 ~ ~; ... ---z:;,..;r 4" -;::: = Cleydael. They arrived just as Stuart and 

·• ;- , )M _.:;:;:"::t:'-l-"'4- r _.. "h-~-'.-,r,, -- At....__.-:, 

remain anonymous!) Rail Splitter ~~~-;;~t'.~...r..-- -:;..::::. ....,.z,.. .. _:"".,._~L.:.-. .;- his_ f~ily _had sat down to supper._ The 
who found the letter in a group of 1.:-,;..{;1: ~:::.a~.Z-~':~7- .. ~ ....... ✓-.-. .-_ •• fugitives hrst sought accommodations, 

,. v.,,..,. ~ 7✓,---' -~- • ,i/-;~ ""'J - • - ,. 

unrelated manuscripts at a paper ~,....;.·:,:..:?! ,...- 1//-•-,._ --~. ·-;.., • ;-.,,.,.-. ... ~,:;-_::. • which Stuart claimed he could not pro-
4/-~·....r" "";~:-::~~~ ··- ~- #_,, -~ --. 'd d f II h (b 'd h' If show admits that the common- ,.,_ ·--:;;·- • /' ✓•..;.. ,z-~• Ff.?--,~--· ....... ~ VJ e ue to a u ouse es1 es 1mse 

sounding name might have eluded t.:::=.:'.:'. .t~- ~ (.~.-:.:~.:'..~ .;:-:--;_;;c-;:.:. ~:--~·.cc~ and wife there were perhaps nine others 
,.,. ..c...O ,..~ ,;:Jt:--, .. -.;.40 r ,._,::; --:;.,J'!J~ ',T 

him, too, had he not recently read ;--- ,,.,_. ~ ~-..,;::7;,,t;::..,.-;,..- --=-,L.., at home, including an actual and a future 
American Brutus, Michael ~-;:;;: •• ~ :::--;.., ,.'..u':.- ;;.:.~ son-in-law, both Confederate officers). 
Kaufmann's new, definitive work on ;;::~:,",!_;;__y•.::.';7,...✓;-✓..;-..:.1\ Herold then explained that his "brother" 
Booth and the Lincoln assassina- / -·"' - 7 (Booth) had a broken leg, and that Dr. 
tion. Although said to have pos- Samuel Mudd had recommended Stuart. 
sessed an almost stereotypical Southern graciousness, Dr. The latter brusquely commented that he 
Richard H. Stuart is mainly remembered for the cold shoulder he had given no one authority to recommend him. After stymieing 
gave the fleeing assassin. This very aspect of Stuart's character his visitors' every request, Stuart finally relented when they 
- hospitality - is reflected in the newly-found letter, which con- asked for food. The pair "walked into the house to get it", but so 
tains some comments that are quite ironic in light of his soon as they were finished Stuart hustled them on their way. He 
encounter with Booth. sent them to a black neighbor, William Lucas, whose son Charley 

Stuart, a rich planter and physician of King George County, drove the pair to Port Conway the next day. While there, Booth 
Virginia, was a cousin and close friend of Robert £. Lee. He was tore a page out of his pocket diary and penciled a sell-righteous 
also. during the Civil War, a member of the Confederate under- note to Dr. Stuart: "I have some little pride," it asserted. "J hate 
ground, which made him a target for federal authorities, who to blame you for your want of hospitality; you know your own 
once held him on a river prison barge. Stuart owned a handsome affairs. I was sick and tired, with a broken leg .. .I would not have 
brick mansion, "Cedar Grove", at Mathias Point on the Potomac turned a dog from my door in such a condition ... (Y]ou were kind 
River. His summer home, "Cleydael", situated amongst wood• enough to give me something to eat ... but on account of the 
lands about fifteen miles further inland, was the family's retreat reluctant manner in which It was bestowed, I feel bound to pay 
from seasonal heat and malaria but by the end of the war had for it. It is not the substance, but the manner in which a kindness 
become their regular residence ---~ is extended, that makes one happy 
because Cedar Grove was vulnera- in the acceptance thereof." Quoting 
ble to shelling from federal gun- liiill•~~!lll•-~ from Macbeth, that the "sauce to 
boats. meat is ceremony: meeting were 

The new letter, datelined at bare without it", Booth asked Stuart 
Cedar Grove on 23 May 1854, was to be "kind enough to accept...two 
written to one Alfred Elwyn who, ~ dollars and a hall (though hard to 
along with a Mr. Reese, had just vis• 1 . spare) for what we have received." 
ited from the theological seminary The payment - a poke at the pride 
in Alexandria. Stuart expresses of a generous man - was originally 
Pleasure that their "time ... past ~ - ~ set at $5, but upon reflection Booth 
[sic] pleasantly while with us. l ·""as~~~ halved the amount. He signed his 
regretted very much that Mr. Reese .~o note, somewhat improbably, "Yours 
& yourself felt obliged to return so BOOTH. respectfully, Stranger." 
soon - tho' I fully appreciate your .,,._ MARTYR PRESIDENT. When interrogated about his 
reasons ... and when in our ride to --~- encounter with Booth and Herold, 
the landing it appeared that the Stuart denied that he had recog-
boat might leave [without) you, I These graphic "souvenirs" were sold by the thousands in the streets of nized them, yet came within a hairs-

New York ... just two days after the assassination. 
continued. top of next page 
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breadth or admitting otherwise. He claimed that he had actually cut their explanations short by saying "'I do not want to know any
thing about you", but confessed that he was "suspicious. I did not know but they might be some of the characters who had been con
nected with the vile act of assassination .. ." While this narrowly worded statement served to prove that he did not knowingly aid and 
abet the murderers, it rather sounds like a disingenuous exercise in deniability. It is ditlicult to believe that anyone along the 
Confederate grapevine did not know exactly who Booth and Herold were, and indeed, evidence of later years (cited by Kaufmann in 
American Brutus) indicates that Stuart's son-in-law, Maj. Robert W. Hunter, not only recognized Booth when he came in to eat but actu
ally discussed the assassination with him. If this is true, it seems impossible that Stuart was unaware of the fact. Booth's "Stranger" 
note crucially bolstered Stuart's claim of ignorance, but - viewed conspiratorially - it could just as well have been a blind, meant to 
deflect attention from him if not exonerate him altogether. 

What truly happened along John Wilkes Booth's escape route - and who actually recognized him - must always remain cloudy, 
because most of those who testified about it were persons who wanted to hide their participation in the Confederate underground as 
smugglers of drugs, money, mail, supplies, information, and the occasional fugitive. Above all else they needed to avoid the accusa
tion of having knowingly assisted the assassins, a charge which held out the prospect of a death sentence. Whether Dr. Richard H. 
Stuart declined to receive Booth and Herold because he was suspicious of them - or because he knew exactly who they were - or 
whethe.r he did, in fact, grant them a decent but subsequently-denied welcome - will presumably never be known. The two fugitives 
met their fate less than two days after meeting Dr. Stuart, who himself was arrested on 5 May 1865 and held for a little over a month 
at the Old Capitol Prison in Washington, D.C. Never charged or tried for any involvement in the assassination or Booth's escape, Stuart 
lived out his years peacefully at Cedar Grove, where he died and lies buried. e:> 

Rail Splinters 
~ The name of Millard FHJmore 

.£? does not normally conjure up 
martial images. However, it appears that he 
did hold some military rank - besides 
Commander-in-Chief during his brief tenure 
as President. David Taylor of Civil War 
Antiques in Sylvania, Ohio has for sale a neat 
item that caught our attention: a rifle with a 
"Fillmore" connection. A "very fine rifle custom 
made in Buffalo by master gunsmith Patrick Smith 
and so marked by him on the top of the barrel. Smith produced 
around 100 of these guns for the Union Continentals, each bearing 
an inscribed silver escutcheon on the butt ... this one reading 'Union 
Continentals. H. Rumrill 186/ M. Fillmore Comdt.' This unit con
sisted of Buffalo patriots above the age of 60, and was command
ed by President Millard Fillmore. The unit's most significant contri
bution was serving as the body guard of the corpse of President Abe 
Lincoln in April 1865. Henry Rumrill does indeed appear on the 
honor roll as one of the 'Body' guards. There are but a handful of 
these rare Buffalo guns which survive. All are identical, maple 
stocked, .58 caliber, accepts bayonet and bear the silver name 

plates ... " Dave tells us that few of 
these rare guns remain extant -
a great gun with a wonderful 
history! We wonder ii Fillmore 
took part in the Lincoln obse- "~-~ 
quies during its Buffalo • -~,;:--;?. M 
stopover. If that was the case, 
spectators could have viewed two "dead" 
presidents simultaneously! 

~ This 5 x 12" broadside-
handbill on blue paper 

may seem, at first blush, like a politi
cal item. The words Proclamation and 
Unconstitutional are prominent. It is, 
in fact, an election year item from 
1864, of a commercial nature. Printed 

1119HHIYIITIHAL1 I 
iom.11 n. »EIIIEl5. , 

; Do....,.,..,__ ______ ..,..,.,_. 

I STCJ~;·;;~DSI I 

in Goshen, IN on April 7, 1864, it was t:1 ... ,_-;··-•~k-•-
,A,. D. G1:Iko..-.on. I distributed by a dry goods merchant, ~-.::.--=.;::.~-:t::::::::-.-:::., 

Joseph Defrees, to advertise his busi- ! •,---~·--- .... .;t,;-
, ·~-~,..- II, 00...- ... ,-

ness. The idea of advertisements mim- 1 '-=,-=-.t. _...,. 
.IIOOJ:"lf A~LI l!UfOlt"• 

icking political broadsides goes back •-~-•-•-n'=l:-
at least to the Mexican War. People .!:....";:"_;.--=:~;;_--r~ 
were used to seeing such .items and .. ~r.:.,~:._~-"'.:~~ 
could be counted on to read the mes-~· ;:.."';:." _ _, ........ --n'~~ 

....,,.._ .. ,t,w-., r_..._.,.._,"" 
sage. The inventiveness associated "':.:::..-:-.:.::~~ 
with blending sales claims with key if-=.•;;:----":: ,..,...,r~ l 
political phrases was an amusing nov- ~ -.....__ .,,;,J 
elty for the time. DeFrees, though born 
in Tennessee, spent most of his life in Indiana. Like many 
Republicans, he started out as a Whig. Like many successful busi
nessmen of the time, he engaged in a variety of pursuits over the 
course of his lifetime, including printing, dry goods, banking, lin
seed oil manufacturing, and railroading. He served as Sheriff of 
Elkhart County, County Agent and was elected to the Indiana 
House and Senate prior to serving one term in Congress immedi
ately following the War. It would appear from the wording of this 
advertisement that Defrees was not an advocate of emancipation, 
although he would later contribute to Reconstruction legislation. 
Thanks to Rail Splitter Dan Madsen of Aurora, CO for sharing this 
recently discovered treasure ... found in a Denver antique shop. 

~ They say that the fu□ in collecting is in the "hunt". 
- That's only partially true. The real fun is the joy of dis-

covery that comes with examining ones new acquisitions - learn
ing about history and gaining perspectives. We recently came 
across these two McClellan songsheets published by Mason & 
Company of Philadelphia. The first one is titled No. 2. The Good 
Old Party. Democratic Campaign Song. Here are two verses with 

continued on next page 
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many parallels with current events, especially the presidential 
campaign of 2004. Try substituting Bush and Ashcroft (or 
Rumsfeld) for Lincoln and Seward. "ll old Abr'm was besides us, 
Even Seward with his ·betl', We would to them loudly whisper, 
'Democratic votes will tell.' [Chorus] So let the war jog along as 
it will, We stand by the party still; Good Old Party, Gay Old Party, 
Democratic party still." We can imagine the lyricist, Mr. E. M. Jr., 
seated at his desk, trying out different phrases. In his trash bin 

lays a crumpled bit of paper with the 
.,.. words "Grand Old Party." If he had 

only used that phrase instead of 
"Good Old Party, Gay Old Party". 
how things might have been different 
for both him and the Republicans! 
Like many of the great "unknowns", 
he came so close to fame, yet 
descended into oblivion. The other 
songsheet demonstrates several 
"imperatives" of the 1864 presiden
tial campaign; namely, dissatisfaction 
with the War and the Emancipation 
Proclamation. Lincoln is criticized 
for corruption in the awarding of gov
ernment contracts (shades of 
Halliburton), changing the focus of 
the War effort (no weapons of mass 
destruction) and thwarting efforts for 
a negotiated peace with Confederate 
enjoys in Canada Some "choice" 
verses: "So he made a Proclamation ... 
or Universal Emancipation... For 
honor, people love to fight, They'll 
never yield a cause of right, But on 
the nigger they wont unite; That's 
what the matter. This proves what we 
have said before ... That the union he 
will not restore ... The negro first, the 

union last, The Constitution a thing now past, To wreck and ruin 
we're going fast, That's what's the matter." Who says history is 
dry and crusty with no relevance for today? 

~ Swann's in Manhattan recently sold a large Boston 
- ....... Corbett presentation Autograph Document Signed, 
January 19, 1887, constituting a first-hand account of Booth's cap
ture and death. An odd item ... mounted, stained, but genuine, the 
catalog stated that its purpose remained unknown. But, thanks to 
Rail Splitter Dr. Blaine Houmes, we now know the context by 
which the "Statement of Boston Corbett" was written. Blaine tells 
us that the account detailing the capture and shooting of Booth 
was written after a request by R.B. Hoover, who befriended 
Corbett at an 1875 soldier's reunion in Ohio. Hoover was living in 
Springfield, IL, and wrote Corbett in January, 1886, wanting " ... a 
correct history of that dark night's proceedings during which 
Lincoln was avenged." The statement Corbett wrote was dis
played in the Memorial Hall of Lincoln's tomb for many years. 
Boston Corbett would later disappear, after exiting the Kansas 
State Mental Asylum in 1888. Hoover's story of his friendship 
with Corbett, along with the text of the statement, appeared in 
the September 1889 issue of the North American Review. 

Statement by Boston Corbett 
In Camp at Vienna Virginia. On the morning of April 15th 1865 the 

news reached us that President Lincoln had been shot the night before; 
later news said he was still alive but there was no hope of his recovery. Our 
regiment the 16th N. Y. Cavalry was immediately ordered out in pursuit of 
the Assassin. Deployed as skirmishers we advanced down to the Potomac 
River. When near the River we saw the flag at half mast on one of the Forts 
and we knew our President was dead. We returned to camp unsuccessful 
but were soon afterwards sent to Washington to go in any direction 
required to Scout tor Booth. Our Regt was soon cut up in detachments, all 
engaged in the same work under different leaders. Col. N. 8. Switzer com
manding the main body of the 
men. Major Bosworth another 
portion of our command. 
Another partly under command 
of First Lieut Edward P. Doherty 
with twenty six enlisted men. 
Also accompanied by two 
Detectives to aid in the Capture. 
They had photographs of 
Booth, Herold, and Surratt. At 
the Sixth St. Wharf we took the 
steam tug John S. Ide under 
Captain Henry Wilson, who 
conveyed us to Belle Plain, . 
where we landed and at once 
began the search between the 
two rivers Potomac and 
Rappahannock. At Port Conway 
the ferryman recognized two of 
the pictures and said those two ========-
men crossed my ferry yesterday. Willie Jett, a Confederate officer he said 
Aided them on their way giving Booth a Ifft on his horse. After crossing the 
river we followed the clue given, captured Jett who was compelled to guide 
us to the place where he had left the men. Arriving at Garre/ts Farm, the 
Lieut said lo me Booth Is in that house, ride through the command, and see 
that every man's pistol is in readiness for use. I did so and supplied two of 
our men with caps for their revolvers, who were out of caps. 

On entering the premises we found the men were no longer In the 
house, but had taken refuge In the barn. A surrender was demanded and 
refused. Booth declaring that he would not be taken alive. After much par
leying Herold concluded to surrender, and was at once put under guard. The 
tobacco barn was then fired by Conger, the detective and Booth could then 
be seen. A single pistol shot from a Colts revolver brought him down and the 
capture was effected. A doctor was sent tor who pronounced the wound fatal. 
Inside of three hours he was dead. Mr. Conger chose me as an escort and we 
started for Belle Plain and he there took steamer for Washington and before 
evening closed the news had flashed over the wires that Booth was taken. 

April 26 1865 was the day when God avenged Abraham Lincoln's 
death. Our capture was deposited on the Monitor Montauk at the Navy Yard 
at Washington. During the interval of our different scouts I attended Prayer 
Meeting one night at Wesley Chapel. The Leader said Brother Corbett lead 
us in prayer. I prayed O Lord Jay not innocent blood to our charges, but 
bring the guilty speedily to punishment. Afterward when the assassin lay at 
my feet a wounded man, and I saw the bullet had taken effect about an inch 
back of the ear and I remembered that Mr. Lincoln was wounded about the 
same part of the head, I said what a God we serve. I little thought when I 
offered that prayer a week ago. that it would be answered in this way. 

Boston Corbett, Late Sergi. Co. L 16th N. Y. Cavalry 
- Written at Topeka Kansas, January 19 1887 

[Despite faults, this affadavit of divine retribution realized S 11,500. 
Editor's Note: Congratulations to Blalne Houmes and Steven Miller, who 
together authored "The Death of John Wilkes Booth: Suicide By Cop?" 
in the American Journal of Forensic Psychiatry (vol 25., #2, 2004).] 
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SoME REMARKS CONCERNING 

ENCASED POSTAGE STAMPS 

Q. David Bowers 

Prelude to the Civil War ... 

pulled out, and in early 1861 the Confederate States of America 
was formed, with their capital In Montgomery, AL (later moved 
to Richmond, VA). 

Buchanan, during the fading days of his administration, 
endeavored to keep the peace, but it was to no avail. For a long 
time he had been trying to please both the North and the South, 
but satisfying neither. 

Lincoln becomes President .... 

B 
y 1861 the views of leaders in lhe North and South parts of 
the United States, approximately defined as the area that 
had been at odds on matters of philosophy, particularly Lincoln was inaugurated March 4, 1861, and in his address 
slavery, became irreconcilable. The North was loosely commented on secession: "This country, with its institutions, 
defined as states whose area extended from Maryland to belong to the people who inhabit it. Whenever they shall get weary 

the North, while the South included Virginia and below. Way out of the existing government, they can exercise their constitutional 
West the border states such as Kansas and Missouri did not right of amending it, or the revolutionary right to dismember it or 
desire to be caught up in the controversy, but became Involved overthrow it." In an ideal sense, the statement was realistic. 
in the increasing bitterness between the main factions. For several months, military officers, government officials, 

Basically, slavery was viewed as a right to be granted or with- and others had been forced to declare their loyalty to one side or 
held by the states, not by the federal government, and was an the other. Howell Cobb, Secretary of the Treasury, resigned his 
economic necessity to the South, as Blacks in servitude provided post on December 8, 1860, and later became important in the 
cheap labor for what was called the "wealth of the South," cotton, Confederacy. Most merchants and suppliers in the North and the 
corn, tobacco and rice, with cotton being the best known. In the South hoped the situation would be resolved amicably, and in the 
early 1850s, Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel, Uncle Tom's Cabin, meantime they endeavored to conduct business as usual. Many 
was published, and created one of the greatest literary sensa- members of the government of the Confederacy, in a standoff 
lions ever. Readers, particularly in the North, could feel the emo- with the Union, hoped that the new country encompassing the 
tional experiences of slaves who were willing to risk their lives South would be recognized, and after that it would be life as 
crossing an icy river or facing other dangers. Legislators from the usual. The Confederacy envisioned producing its own coins and 
North became Increasingly insistent that slavery be abol- currency at the captured Federal mints in the South, and for 
ished. The Free Soil Party (1840s) was based on this, and a time used Federal dies to make coins at New Orleans and 
when the Democratic Party would not go against slavery, Dahlonega. Orders for bonds and currency were placed 
the Republican Party was forrned, entered the presiden- with banknote engraving companies in the North. 
tial election for the first time in 1856, and lost. However, many Southerners were more belligerent, 

Democratic winner James Buchanan went to the and in the weeks after the inauguration it appeared certain 
White House, where he tried to appease both the North and ~~~.. that the North and the South were on a collision course. A 
the South, amidst ever escalating controversy and more focal point was Fort Sumter, the Federal garrison situated 
printings of Uncle Tom's Cabin, During his tenure John on an island In Lhe harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, 
Brown and a small band of anti-slavery troops raided the the most aggressive state in the Confederacy. The fort was 
Federal arsenal at Harper's Ferry, Virginia (later West held by Major Robert W. Anderson and about 100 men, 
Virginia), and seized it. expecting that this would spark mostly soldiers plus some laborers. On April 8, Gen. Pierre 
an uprising by slaves to join a movement for freedom. This G. T. Beauregard, in command of the Confederate forces at 
didn't happen, Brown was viewed as a criminal, was Civil War encased postage Charleston, received notice that a Federal squadron 
captured. and executed. Somewhat similarly, the included a stamp - of a given was on its way by sea to reprovislon and strengthen 
Dred Scott Decision of the Supreme Court declared denomination (monetary value the garrison. Beauregard communicated to his supe-
that a slave who risked his or her llfe for freedom made visible through a mica riors and was directed to "reduce" the fort. 
and escaped to the North could be captured and panel on the obverse); and April 11, Maj. Anderson was ordered by the 
returned by force to the South. advertismg from the issuing Confederacy to evacuate the fort, but he refused. On 

There were many other areas of disagreement private business on the reverse. the following morning, batteries at Ft. Moultrie oo the 
between the North and the South. Decades earlier, nearby shore began shelling the fort. The bombard-
on April 13, 1830, at a Jefferson Day political dinner, President ment continued for 34 hours, setting the wooden buildings on fire 
Andrew Jackson, a Southerner. gave this famous toast: "Our and reducing to rubble certain of the stone fortifications. This 
Federal Union. It must be preserved!" Various adaptations of this was a grand event for the 7,000 Confederate soldiers massed in 
phrase, including "The Union-It must and shall be preserved!", the area, and rich entertainment for the citizens of Charleston, 
appeared in many different varieties of tokens in later years. who watched from the rooftops and the shore. Anderson and his 

In November 1860, Abraham Lincoln was elected president men were allowed to surrender, and went by ship back North. 
on the Republican ticket, with a firrn stance against slavery, no 
exceptions, no appeasing the South on the subject. He was 
roundly detested by Southerners of means, and in the next 
month South Carolina withdrew from the Union. Such actions 
had been threatened for a long time. Soon, other southern states 

21 

The Civil War ... 

On April 15th the United States of America declared war 
against the Confederate States of America. By this time, in both 

continued, next page 
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the North and the South, many citizens were simply itching 
for a fight, to settle once and for all disputes that dated 
back even before the time in 1830 that President Jackson 
declared the Union must be preserved. 

In New York City, Philadelphia, and elsewhere, there 
was much excitement, parades, parties, and other obser
vances, as men signed up under Lincoln's call for a three 
month term of service. The war was expected to be swift 
and decisive, an easy win. It was the North that had man
ufacturing and commercial abilities, while the South was • 
properly viewed as agricultural-the aforementioned ~ 
cotton, corn, tobacco and rice. The Southerners were \" 
referred to as "rebels" and the conflict as the "War of the 
Rebellion." Northerners were called "Yankees." Soon, the 

a coin to buy a newspaper, get a haircut, or take a ride on a 
horse-drawn car. Breaching the gap, many merchants, 
towns, and others issued tickets imprinted with various 
values from one cent onward, and paper money scrip 
notes with three cents and five cents being the most 

popular, but with other values up to a dollar or more. In 
time, many merchants issued bronze tokens, the size of a 

cent, which served for that value. 
In the meantime, both the Confederate and Union 

were issuing more and more paper money. On February 
25, 1862, the first "greenback" bills were authorized, 
these being called such because of the color of the 
reverse. By June 1862, over $100,000,000 of greenbacks 

flooded tbe North. 
Union soldiers, despite their general lack of 
training, would be returning home as heroes, 
the Confederacy would be vanquished, and 
it would be back to life as normal. 

Within a few months, reality proved to 
be quite different. The Battle of Bull Run on 
July 1st was a surprise and devastation to 
Northerners. The Confederates were victo
rious. In time, each side won and lost 
encounters, skirmishes, and battles. By the 
end of the year, the outcome was uncertain. 
In the money markets of Europe, England in 
particular, many were rooting for the South, 
and arrangements were made whereby 
Confederate bonds were sold in England. 
Various British merchants, including ship
builders, helped the cause of the South. 
Officially England was neutral, but in prac
tice the South was lavored, mainly because 
it was a prime source of cotton for the mills 
of Manchester and other textile towns. 

As uncertainty arose, citizens in the 
North and South began to hoard coins, and 
paper money became increasingly preva

These political badges from the election of 1864, 
while rather dlssimllar from examples of encased 
postage pictured In this article, were manufac
tured under the patent of John Gault, the inventor 
of encased postage. In tact, most political collec
tors refer to them as "Gault frame ferros." While 
Gault's name does not appear on these politicals, 
It does appear on encased postage with blank 
reverses. The Lincoln example shown may be 
unique as it is the only known specimen with the 
"Berger' portrait of February 1864. The portrait 
usually seen was taken sometime In 1863 and 
shows the President facing slightly to the nght. 
There Is only one variety of the McClellan
Pendleton and two varieties of the Fremont
Cochrane ( one with youthful civilian portrait and 
the other with an older, gaunt Fremont In his Civil 
War general's uniform). The frames are atypical. 
In that the shape of the openings Is different, and 
the portrait of the vice-presidential nominee 
much smaller than the presidential nominee. 
They are eagerly sought-after by collectors and 
considered classics of the campaign. 

Silver and gold coins sold at increasing 
premiums, with changing rates published in 
the daily papers. In New York City in early 
July, the premium on silver coins was 5% to 
6%, meaning that it took $105 in greenbacks 
to buy $100 in Federal coins. On July 11, it 
took $130. 

Horace Greeley, proprietor of the New 
York Tribune, suggested on July 9, 1862, that 
ordinary postage stamps could be used as 
change, these being conveniently pasted 
onto the bottom of a small piece of paper, 
the top being folded over. The idea achieved 
some popularity, seemingly mostly by taking 
loose postage stamps and putting them into 
small envelopes imprinted on the front with 
a value such as 25 cents. Others took 
postage stamps and pasted them to small 
pieces of cardboard. The idea caught on, 
and the Treasury Department began experi
menting with such. 

On July 14, Secretary of the Treasury 
Salmon P. Chase sent a memorial to 
Congress suggesting that government 
stamps be made official legal tender for 
small transactions. In the meantime, 

lent in the channels of commerce. However, 
bills could readily be exchanged at par for 
silver and gold coins at any bank. As the final 
months of 1861 slipped by, paper money became 
very common, and coins scarce. Given a choice 
of $10 in gold coin or as a paper bill, just about 
everyone spent the paper and held the coin. 

Treasurer Francis E. Spinner had pasted postage 
stamps onto sheets of Treasury Department let
terhead paper, cut down, and bearing his signa
ture, together with stamps amounting to S-

ln the late days of December 1861, the New York 
City banks stopped paying out gold coins at par in 
exchange for paper money. During the month of 
January 1862, matters remained unsettled and soon, 
commercial rates were posted for the value of gold 

cents, IO-cents, 25<ents and SO-Cents. He con
tacted the local post office and made an arrange
ment at face value for new ones. A simple encased postage 

design with J. Gault's patent 
notice on verso. 

In response to Chase's request, the Act of July 
17, 1862, provided [or the use of postage stamps for 
monetary transactions, including that by August I 

stamps would be exchangeable for legal tender "greenback" 
notes at all Treasury offices. They were also receivable for gov
ernment obligations in amounts under $5, but they were not 
given official legal tender status, despite Chase's request. 

at a premium in terms of paper. In the South, just about all coins, 
silver and gold, disappeared. In the North, gold coins were quick
ly gone, and in the Spring most silver coins disappeared as well. 

The Coin Crisis of 1862 ... 

In the second week of July 1862, with no silver or gold coins 
in sight, and the channels of commerce awash in paper bills, 
even copper-nickel cents were hoarded. It was impossible to find 

In August 1862, Postage Currency notes were issued, featur
ing the same designs as postage stamps but in the shape of small 
pieces of paper money with additional inscriptions and with per
forated edges. At first these were distributed to Army paymasters 
then in September to the general public. By early 1863, about 
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$100,000 of these flimsy little bills reached circula
tion each day. 

The great public confusion regarding the 
use of stamps and early issues of Postage 
Currency is delineated at length in The Standard 
Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps by Michael 

yielding a nice profit to those who made them and 
those who used them for advertisements. 
Probably, these pieces, called Civil War tokens 
today, lessened the demand for Gault's product. 
The situation remains somewhat of a mystery, 

for the leading advertisers on encased postage 
stamps did not advertise on Civil War tokens. J. Hodder and Q. David Bowers (published in 1989, 

created in part by advice from John J. Ford, Jr., 
who encouraged the project). 

John Gault ... 

Among the entrepreneurs with an eye open to 

The manufacturer of Ayer's Pills 
issued more examples of encased 

postage than Just about anyone else. 
These are collected by both design 

and denomination of postage. 

Whatever the reasons, by the Summer of 1863 
there were so many tokens and Postage Currency 
notes in circulation, plus a flood of privately 
issued scrip notes, that the encased postage 
stamps no longer filled a critical need. However, it 
is likely that existing encased postage stamps cir

profiting from the extreme shortage of coins in the Summer of 
1862 was John Gault of New York City. Born in Baltimore in 1831, 
circa 1840 he moved with his family to Boston. Jn 1850 he head
ed for California, one year too late to be a 49'er, but in time to be 
part of the action. He remained there until 1855, although he did 
not make his "pile", as the term went. Few others did, either. 

In 1855 he came back to Boston, and went to work in a 
machine shop, while residing with his brother Samuel and his 
widowed mother on Greenville Place. Possessing an inventive 
tum of mind, he developed several gadgets and improvements, 
including an illuminated coal hole cover, an improved lock stitch 
device for the sewing machine (then the most popular type of 
appliance in the American market), and a sharpener for erasers. 
By that time he had a business in Boston at 5 Water Street. It was 
there that he worked on military improvements and crafted 
three different variations of artillery shrapnel rounds. Sometime 
early in 1862 he moved to New York City, in time to become 
engaged in the encased postage stamp enterprise. 

Recognizing that stamps glued to paper or cardboard would 
soon become discolored or damaged, and that those in 
envelopes would be clumsy to inspect and also might become 
damaged, he felt that Mencased postage stamps" would serve a 
need. Basically, the unit consisted of a multiple part arrange
ment displayed in an encasement made of brass. 

The back part could be blank or bear simply the name of 
Gault, or could be sold as an advertising medium. Within the frame 
was a small piece of cardboard padding, then a regular postage 
stamp with its comers folded down, then a thin sheet of dear mica, 
then a top frame to fit around the back frame, in the manner that a 
brass button might be made. The result was a colorful and attrac
tive token, about the size of a quarter dollar, with a clear view of 
the particular postage stamp, usable in circulation at that value. 
Businesses warmed to the idea of advertising, and most encased 
postage stamps bore commercial messages, such as for Ayer's 
Sarsaparilla, Brown's Bronchial Troches, or perhaps the name of a 
hotel or a hat manufacturer-there were dozens of variations. 

The original time of Gault's production is not known, but it 
commenced after his patent No. 1627 was granted on August 2, 
1862, and certainly lasted through Spring 1863, at which time 
Postage Currency notes issued by the Treasury Department 
flooded circulation. The encased postage stamps were made by 
the Scovill Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, CT, long estab
lished as a maker of buttons, tokens (including in the Hard Times 
era) and other small metal goods. 

In 1863 millions of privately issued tokens were also avail
able, these containing less than a cent worth of metal,and thus 
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culated occasionally for a year or two afterward, as some in exis
tence today show extensive wear in the form of dents on the 
cases or cracks or breaks in the mica. However, the glory period 
of encased postage stamps was probably less than a year. 

The Panorama of Encased Postage Stamps ... 

During this time, 31 different merchants signed up to adver
tise on encased postage stamps. Early issues bear Gault's own 
imprint and, beginning later in the year 1862, after he joined 
Joseph Kirkpatrick in the formation of Kirkpatrick & Gault, 1 
Park Place, the name of the new company was used. 

Advertisers using this novel medium can be divided into 
two primary geographical areas. The first and most numerous 
was in the Northeast, including enterprises in New York City, 
Philadelphia, Boston, and north to Montreal. Among those were 
patent medicine producers (primarily J. C. Ayer of Lowell, MA, 
not far from Boston), hatters, a maker or "aerated bread," a 
banker, a hotel, a wholesaler, dry goods, a jeweier and the North 
American Insurance Company. Also advertising were merchants 
purveying wine and liquor, a fabricator of metals, as well as 
Gault's own company. Some 20 merchants were involved. The 
second group, in the Midwest, comprised issuers in Cincinnati, 
Evansville, Detroit, Peoria, Chicago and Milwaukee. 

The method for signing merchants to be advertised on 
encased postage stamps is not known, but could have been trav
eling salesmen, thereby accounting for geographical groupings. 
It is known that salesmen representing Civil War token makers 
would sometimes visit a small town, interest a merchant in 
advertising on tokens, then go to a competing merchant and sign 
him on as well, and then enlist several others, earning a com
mission for his efforts. 

About Encased Postage Stamps ... 

Today, the collecting of encased postage stamps is a vital 
specialty in American numismatics. As a class all varieties are 
scarce or rare, with the consequence that ii interest were to 
become very widespread, there simply would not be enough to 
go around, even of certain issues that are viewed as plentiful 
within the series. 

Postage stamp denominations used included these: 
• I-cent blue. Franklin portrait. August 17, 1861. Scott-63 
• 3--cent rose. Washington portrait. 1861. S-65 
• 5-cent red-brown. Jefferson portrait. January 2, 1862. S-75 

continued on page 42 
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In The Market12lace 'A:'i.:0r:~;·~;, B~ 

B
ooth material, normally prohibitively rare, recently hit the market in a flurry. Selling at Christie's c.4,,Y -

'-~ .. _,,,,,,,;) / ~ , ... I' 
was this John Wilkes Booth check, signed twice, January 14, 1865, supposedly used to sup- • / 
port his kidnapping/assassination conspiracies. Booth orders payment of $75 to himself from ~J' ~ .r; ,., ///;',,Ad/· 
his account with Jay Cooke & Co .. Bankers. In the top corner, Booth numbered the check '5.' ..,_-----------------• 

The actor's account with Cooke had been opened not long before; a nearly identical check payable to M. Conway, 16 December 1864, is number "1 '. 
It is known that Booth wrote a total of seven checks on the account. 'Booth was back in Washington on 9 November [not long after Lincoln was re
elected] ... A week later he opened an account with the Washington office of Jay Cooke .. .' Initially, Booth deposited $1,500 plus a further $250 on 
January 5. Booth had also opened a Montreal account, In case an escape to Canada became necessary, and secured £63 in English money. 'He now 
had funds In place to finance his conspiracy and, if need be, to escape abroad, into the Confederacy, or within the United States itself. The source of 
Booth's substantial deposits cannot be established. He had not been acting. His oil Investments had only lost money. The timing however, suggests 
that he had been given the cash, some of it in U.S. gold coin. by the spies in Montreal.' (Right or Wrong, God Judge Me: The Writings of John Wilkes 
Booth, edited by J. Rhodehamel and L. Taper, p.119, 133 and cf.p.30). It was In January that Booth's active recruitment of conspirators accelerated: 
John Surratt (for whom he purchased a rowboat. to cross the Potomac), George Atzerodt, David Herold, Thomas Harbin and Lewis Powell all were 
brought into the scheme. By the time of Lincoln's inauguration--which Booth witnessed as part of the crowd--the substantial funds in the Cooke 
account had dwindled alarmingly, but his deadly plans had by then begun to take concrete shape. ($16,730.) An 1863 John WIikes Booth playbill was 
also offered - Holfiday St. Theatre - Lessee and Manager. John T. Ford ... Last Night but Two of the Youthful Artist, John Wilkes Booth! [Baltimore,] 
Shields' Historical Romance ... The Apostate/ It is noted at the bottom of the playblll: 'Mr. Ford, desirous of extending as much as possible the great 
enjoyment of this splendid young artiste, has induced Mr. Booth to give a grand Matinee Performance Saturday Afternoon! At cheap prices,' when 
he will perform 'the thrilling moral play, The Marble Hean!!' Popular among collectors, these usually sell in the $1,000-1,500 price range. This appears 
to be the first time that one has been offered by a major New York auction house. Sometimes a more refined "venue" prompts lesser material to "rise 
to the occasion." ($2,275.) Also at Christie's, a four page J.W. Booth ALS, January 2, 1864, reflects on the vagaries of the theatrical profession. 'Here 
I am snowed in again. And God knows when I shall be able to get away. I have telegraphed St. Louis for them not to expect me. [Booth was engaged 
to play in that city.] It seems to me that some of my old luck has returned to hunt me down. I hope you passed a delightful New Years, you and your 
kind lady, but I fear not, I will give you a slight glimpse of mine. I arrived at Fort with one ear frost-bitten. I saw our friends there had a ~ well I 
won't say what. And then after giving my boy my flask to keep for me, I started for a run and made the river (four miles) on foot. I run without a stop, 
all the way. I then found my boy had lost that treasured flask. I had to pay five dollars for a bare-backed horse to hunt for it. I returned within .---~-; 
sight of the Fort, and judge of my dismay upon arriving to see a waggon just crushing my best friend, but I kissed him in his last moments by 
pressing the snow to my lips, over which he had spilled his noble blood. I got back to the river in time to help and cut the Ice that the boat might 
come to the shore. And after 'a sea of troubles,' reached this Hotel a dead man. Got to bed as soon as I could where I have been ever since. Am 
better now and will I expect get up tomorrow. You must excuse this scrawl. I am the worst letter writer alive. And I am trying to get through this 
on a cold bed. Give my best wishes to Mrs. Kimbal and ask her to forgive me for keeping her husband out so late at night. I guess she is glad 
I am gone. We may get away from here Monday or tomorrow: we can-not tell. Hoping you will remember me to all my friends. And that you will 
look over this poorly written letter ... .' This entertaining, but poorly written missive, last crossed the auction block in 1993, selling for $42,500. 
This time around ... $45,400. And, if this wasn't enough ... Skinner's November auction in Bolton, MA, included a Booth 3-page ALS written from 
Washington, a scant two months before the assassination. To his friend Orlando Tompkins, a druggist and part-owner of the Boston Theatre. In 
full: "You will say I never write without I want something. That may be so, nevertheless I think of you all the same. And as I know, you are aware 
of my hatred of letter writing and can therefore excuse it. I will say no more In extenuation of my fault. So to the point, would you be kind enough 
to ask Case to send me without a moments delay one dozen of my card photos. The ones I want are those seated, with cane & black cravat. He ...__--,- .... 
knows the ones I liked the best. Tell him to send them at once to New York No. 28 East 19th Street as I hope to be there day after tomorrow, I -
only to stay a day or two. This is very important as there are several parties whom I would like to give one. So please attend to this upon the ,.:. 
receipt of this and I wlll do more than this for you. How are you all; and how Is Boston, remember me to all. That Oil Company Joe S. and myself \ "• 
started in your city has gone up fine. Stock to day Instead of being $1000, is $15,000 per share. Please attend to above. With best wishes to e-~ ✓--
you all, and kind regards to Case, I remain yours, J. Wilkes Booth. P.S. By the way I never acknowledged the receipt of that deed. Thank you, -
all right. Yours, John. I return to this city in about a week. stop at National Hotel, an will get any letter sent to Ford's Theatre. Yours." The CDVs 

1
-;:--:;.-..._ 

Booth referred to, published by Case & Getchell, contained the very pose used on the reward posters issued after the assassination. The New Ir i,.-~ 
York address was the Gramercy Park home of Edwin Booth, who incidentally was a guest at the Tompkins' home in Boston on the night of the It 2i ~ 
assassination. The deed mentioned relates to a piece of property that Tompkins purchased as agent for Booth at an auction of Back Bay lands. ::_. -
The "Dramatic Oil Company" that Booth and two associates started In Western Pennsylvania did not produce any Income for John and he ~
removed himself from its operations at an early stage. In spite of this, he continued to foster the impression that it was wildly successful while, ~ •
in fact, Booth was practically broke. Joseph H. Simonds was a teller at the Mechanic's Bank in Boston and he was in charge of Booth's invest- ~,£.~/ 

ments and financial affairs. A week prior to the assassination. Booth visited Boston and gave Tompkins a gift of a gold ring inscribed "J.W.B. to 
O.T." Tompkins' reply to this letter was found in Booth's trunk at the National Hotel tallowing the assassination and is now in the National Archives. Booth 
used Ford's Theatre as a mail drop and It was at that location, while retrieving mail on April 14th, that he heard that Lincoln would be attending the the
atre that evening. Estimated at $30,000-40.000, this important document, from the collection of Richard and Kellie Gutman, sold for a record $79,900. 
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F .0. Bailey of Portland, ME specializes In estate sales - occasionally discovering 
some interesting historical material to be sold on behalf of a family. At the end 
of March they offered this Lincoln note, written on one of the President's ubiq

uitous, small, two-sided cards, which, at one point, was affixed to a gun by a ribbon. 

B ruce Gimelson, a private dealer in Garrison, NY, 
has handled some of the most extraordinary 
historical Americana and works of art over the 

last forty years. He now has for sale this unusual 
ull:u·,. It reads in full: "I think the government should 

take, at eighteen dollars per gun and accou-
Lincoln ANS (Autograph Note Signed). It is a most 
interesting request of Sec. of War Stanton regarding a 
West Point appointment. Research shows the appli· trements, all such as the sample to which this -

is attached Which Mr. Blount will produce in 
six months, not exceeding four hundred per 

cant never 
attended the 
Point - but at 
least he got 
the note! 
($13,000.) 

month. A. Lincoln, Jan. 16, i;=~r==!::=;;;;,;.,~-r~-..il 
1862." This little purchase-order 
hammered for $7,500 plus 12% 
buyer's premium. 
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F reeman's of Philadelphia recently sold this "ivory bust 
handle lignum vitae cane, 19th century. The head of 
Abraham Lincoln carved in the full round on silver 

collar engraved C.M.P. on tapered shaft with silvered metal 
ferrule, 39 inches tall." With an estimate of $800-1,200, it 
sold for $2,500 including buyer's premium. 

A few eBay finds to report on. Vintage photography 
continues to be active ... and we are sorry you can't 
see the gorgeous red and blue coloring to this 
sweet, ninth plate, hand-tinted ambrotype of a boy dressed In his very own Zouave uniform. 

($550.) A large 1 3/4 inch presidential campaign button depicts Charles Evans Hughes, Republican candidate for 
president in 1916, along with his illustrious party predecessor, Abraham Lincoln. ($4,600) A pristine, "spike 

hair" Lincoln carte with Brady imprint/copyright, $2,500; an extremely rare cam
paign carte from 1872 for the enigmatic George Francis Train, $480; a wondertul 
Gardner carte of Sec. Seward, $180. Selling tor $790 is this rare monocular 
ivory or bone stanhope. depicting the "Cooper Union" portrait of Lincoln . 
Stanhopes ("peeps" or "peepers") were invented by Lord Stanhope and 
were popular in the 19th and early 20th century. Selling for a reasonable 
------ $90 was this straight razor marked J.P. Alcamisi 

Schenectady. NY made in Germany. It features a nice 
celluloid handle with brass inlay of Lincoln, and was made in the early 
1900s. Albeit a little unusual, this stove does have a "Lincoln connection." 
Listed as: "Antique Temple Parlor Stove, Vose & Co., Albany, ----=--

NY, 1854. 28'W x 39'T x 20'0. The peaked roof with simulated shingles, hanging 
_ 110,,_ eaves and ornamental molding reflects the Gothic Revival architecture of the period. A 

"+c,0.., f'• <' stove of this design is still standing in Abraham Lincoln's home in Springfield, Illinois." -:,1,~ (A hotitem ... sadly, bids reached $910 without meeting the reserve.) This lovely book-
locket is special in that the portraits are not albumens (paper) but rather tintypes. 
($1,800.) And, selling for $660, this unusual Lincoln brooch. Measuring 11/8 x 1 3/8', 

'&& ,., this Victorian era piece of jewelry contains an albumen of Lincoln copied from a peri-
0 

• ,e,... ,,. od engraving. Brooches of this type were quite popular at the time and often contained 
f lockets of hair or photos of loved ones, generals or politicians. In most cases, the pho-

tographs (either albumens or salt prints) were cut from cartes
de-visite and inserted by the jeweler supplying the frame. It is 
important to examine such pieces carefully to determine if the 
photograph is a replacement. in this case, the examination 
revealed that the piece had not been tampered with and was in 
its original state, with requisite and uniform signs of aging. It 

is uncertain whether this brooch was made for political, patriotic or memorial usage; however, based on 
the design elements and beardless portrait, the most likely date of manufacture is 1861. 
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Each fall, Christie's hosts a book & manuscript sale with loads of choice Lincoln-related material. Some of the Items are "fresh to the market" while 
others are making repeat appearences, having prevlously been sold in these very same auction rooms in the recent past. An archive of fifty-two let· 
ters written by Edwin Booth between the years 1879 and 1890, to the American painter Jervis McEntee, discusses his life on the stage, but falls to 

mention his notorious brother, John Wilkes.On 8 June 1880 he jests in response to McEntee's chastisements about his heavy drinking: 'What the devll 
have I done that you should be talking temperance to me? ... 'Tis not likely that I shall drink at the breakfast any oftener, or any stronger than I do at any 
of the dinners that I have attended-where wine has flowed like gore at Marathon. (I presume gore did flow there-or was It at Bull Run?--I forget my 
Greek & things).' Whlle still in London. real-life tragedy crashes down upon him, as his second wife Mary falls sick. 20 March: 'I close with Shylock & 
Petruchio for six nights. One of the actors' miseries-to simulate the emotions of another while his own are wolf-like, tearing at his heart strings.' By the 
fall she was dead. (24 November 1881): 'I often wonder what form my next calamity will assume (for my life seems fated to be filled with them) .. .I seem 
to have mentally experienced all my misfortunes In anticipation, and thus 'have supped full with horror· -gaining strength no doubt from these 
·rehearsals' (as it were) to bear with fortitude my part in the tragedies of my life.' An archive that last traded hands In 1990 for $12,000, from the late 
Franklyn Lenthaii's famous Boothbay Theatre Collection, this time It falled to sell against an estimate of $18-25,000. An unidentified ClvH War soldier's 
letter, written from the St Nicholas Hotel, July 16, 1863, describes one of the most horrific events of the Civil War-the New York Draft Riots. Addressing 
his 'Dear Ones,' the 19-year old soldier writes: 'I cannot commence to tell you all that has happened since I left you. I enroled myself in the Citizens 
Brigade at the 7th Military headquarters & was ordered to report myself at 4 o.c. but hoping we might be needed before I went up at two. At about six 
we were ordered to shoot down the riot In 1st Ave. We marched to the spot with a determination to shoot or die. We had a hard & terrible fight for the 
first The company I was In had the hardest time. Four were dropped & about six slightly wounded. The Rebels were on the house tops lying down so 
that they could throw stones at us & shoot at their pleasure & we had a very poor chance of seeing them, but we must of shot some ten of them ... We 
stand here until six & then I don't know what next I expect a bloody day is before me but I do not fear. I will not disgrace you. If I die I am giving my 
life for a holy cause. God was merciful in keeping me through a terrific fight Remember me ever as your affect Son & brother, Will. As you can see this 
is written in haste. My hand trembles In holding a musket all day & night' ($2,030.) An 1843 2-page Abraham Lincoln ALS relates to Lincoln's first bid 
for national office and the "Pekin Arrangement.· Writing to Bennett, a Whig friend from Menard County, Lincoln unqualifiedly reveals his authorship of 
the • Address to the PeoplB of Illinois' (a Whig campaign circular issued three days before this letter) in which he used for the first time the phrase 'unity 
Is strength,' and the metaphor 'a house divided against Itself cannot stand" (Basler, 1 :315), which Lincoln was to allude to later in different contexts and 
larger politieal arenas. In his carefully orchestrated campaign for this nomination, Lincoln afforded clear evidence of his visionary but sharply pragmat
ic political style, even though he did not win the nomination, or the seat In Congress untll 1846 and even then only after considerable struggle. 'Friend 
Bennett: Your letter of this day was handed me by Mr. [George U.] Miles [another Menard County Whig]. It is too late now to affect the oblect you desire. 
On yesterday morning the most of the Whig members from this District got together and agreed to hold the Convention at Tremont In Tazewell County. 
I am sorry to hear that any of the Whigs of your county, or Indeed of any county, should longer be against conventions. On last Wednesday evening a 
meeting of all the Whigs then here from all parts of the State was held, and the question of the propriety of conventions was brought up and fully dis
cussed, and at the end of the discussion, a resolution recommending the system of conventions to all the Whigs of the State, was unanimously adopt
ed. Other Resolutions also were passed, all of which will appear in the next Journal. The meeting also appointed a committee to draft an address to the 
People of the State. which address will also appear In the next Journal. In It, you will find a brief arguement In favor of conventions; and although I wrote 
It myself, I will say to you, that It is conclusive upon this point-that It cannot be reasonably answered. The right way for you to do, Is to hold your meet
Ing and appoint delegates anyhow; and If there be any who will not take part, let it be so. The matter [the campaign and election] will work so well this 
time that even those who now oppose will come In next time. The convention is to be held at Tremont on the 5th April, and according to the rule we have 
adopted your county is to have two delegates, being double the number of your representatives [to keep representation proportional by population]. If 
there be any good Whig who Is disposed still to Stick out against conventions, get him at least to read the arguement in their favor in the address. Yours 
as ever A. Lincoln: Illinois' 7th district was a Whig stronghold in a mostly Democratic state. A Whig able to secure the party nomination was virtually 
assured of election, provided the Whigs did not split into factions. Sometime In the winter of 1842-43, Lincoln, who had not held office since leaving his 
seat in the state legislature in 1841, decided to seek the nomination. The first evidence Is a letter ol 14 February 1843 to A. Hull (Bas/Br1:306-7). where 
he says simply: 'I would like to be it's [the district's) representative' (Basle,1:306-7). On 1 March, he attended a Whig assembly at Springfield that rec
ommended each of the 11 counties in the district hold a convention to choose delegates for a district convention, at which the nominee would be select
ed. Three days later. the 'Address to the People of Illinois' was published (Basler1 :253-259). The day before the present letter, a Springfield meeting had 
scheduled the Whig District Convention for April 5, at Tremont. But three candidates of similar accomplishments, age and ambition - friends, to boot -
- sought the nomination: Edward Dickinson Baker of Springfield, John J. Hardin of Jacksonville and Lincoln. At the Sangamon County Convention. on 
March 20, Baker and Lincoln both had strong support. After several ballots, Baker was selected. Ironically, the same meeting made Lincoln chairman of 
the county's delegation to the district convention. and Instructed him to cast their ballots for Baker's nomination! His situation, Lincoln complained to 
Joshua F. Speed, was like a rejected suitor 'who is made groomsman to the man what has cut him out, and is marrying his own dear 'gal" (Basler1 :319). 
Lincoln continued to lobby behind the scenes, hoping a convention deadlock might bring his name to the fore-front. He suggested that the Mason and 
Menard County Whigs designate first, second and third choices. and at Petersburg on 1 April, the Menard Whigs made Lincoln their first choice. The 
District Convention, held at Pekin on May 1, was Indeed deadlocked, until Lincoln, chairman of Sangamon's delegation. withdrew Baker's name so Hardin 
could be the unanimous nominee. Then he Introduced the resolution later known as the 'Pekin Agreement,' by which the three would each run for the 
Congressional seat in rotation. not opposing each other; Hardin to be the candidate in 1843, Baker In 1844, and Lincoln in 1846. (When Lincoln's 'tum' 
came, though, Hanlin refused to honor the agreement.) This piece of history failed to sell against an estimate of $80,000-120,000. An 1856 Abraham 
Lincoln ALS to Charles H. Ray, editor of ThB Chicago Tribune, sheds light on Lincoln's effort to support the candidacy of John Fremont In Illinois (Lincoln 
was to make fifty stump speeches for Fremont In the canvass of 1856). 'Have fifty copies. of the german Fremont paper sent regularly, In one bundle, to 
Jabez capps, Mount Pulaski, Logan Co. Ill. Herewith is his letter [not present) to me. Another matter-Owing to Mr. Hacker's house having been burned, 
we can not get him out to address our german friends. This is a bad draw-back. It would be no more than just for us to raise him a thousand dollars in 
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this emergency. can we not do it? See our friends about it I can find one hundred dollars towards It Such a 
sum would no doubt greatly relieve him, and enable him to take the field again. We cannot spare his services .. .
The paper In question was almost certainly the Staats le/tung, established in Chicago In 1848 as a weekly, but 
published as a dally from 1851. Five days later, in another letter to Ray, Lincoln Inquired whether the Gapps·s 
papers had yet been sent and requested another bundle of fifty be sent to W.H. Hanna: 'Pray do not let either 
be neglected.' he adds.' as 'last evening I was scared a little by being told that the enemy are getting the ger
mans away from us at Chicago. Is there any truth In that?' (Basler, Supplement 10, pp.27-28). ($47,800.) A 
14 1/2 x 21" broadside Rsts the officials and delegates attending the Wigwam Convention that nominated 
Lincoln. Roll of the National Republican Convention, Chicago, May 16th 1860. At the top of the first column, 
the broadside lists the Convention's President, George Ashmun of Massachusetts, and enumerates 27 Vtee
Presldents (one from each state). Among them are David Davis. who played a critical role as Lincoln's floor 
manager durtng the Convention. Lincoln's home state allocated 11 votes and two alternates as well as at-large 
delegates (Lincoln stalwarts): Norman B. Judd (who actually placed Lincoln's name In nomination), Gustavus 
Koerner, David Davis and Orville H. Browning. Two Southern states that would later secede after Lincoln's elec• 
tlon were represented: Texas sent 6 representatives and Virginia 15. Among Connecticut's delegates Is future 
Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles; Frank P. Blair Is one of Maryland's at-large delegates; and, oddly, Horace 
Greeley is listed as a representative for Oregon. When he was congratulated after the news of his nomination ':=::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;==:::;:;===:::;::::;:;:;;:=:; 
reached Sprtngfleld, Lincoln joked, 'Gentlemen, you had better come up and shake my hand while you can- 1 

honors elevate some men.' ($3,825.) An 1860 ALS by Lincoln personal secretary John G. Nicolay explains to 
an Importuning correspondent Lincoln's reticence to answer polltlcal questions. 'Your letter of the 4th Inst. 
addressed to Hon. A. Lincoln, was duly received. Since his nomination Mr. Lincoln has uniformly declined to 
answer any of the many political questions which have been asked him by letter, either for the prtvate eye of 
friends or for publication. He has adopted this course because, 1st, If for no other reason, he could not have 
answered them all for want of time, alone, and secondly because he ls under at least an Implied obligation to 
his party to make no new issues to embarrass the canvass. You will understand therefore that he declines 
answertng, not from any want of courtesy or because he desires to conceal his opinions, but for the reason that 
it would Impose an Impossible labor upon himself, and break faith with his friends, who nominated him with the 
expectation that he would let the people judge him by his past record.' This protocol by presidential candidates 
would remain virtually unchanged until the election of 1896. ($4,540.) A presidential pardon signed by Lincoln 
and countersigned by Fredertck Seward, acting Secretary of State, relates to a celebrated case with present-day 
ramifications, involving one Jacob Varner. Varner was a member of the Calhoun County Moccasin Rangers. one 
of the Impromptu rebel militias active in West Virginia in the early part of the war. Led by Daniel Duskey, they 
raided and harrassed Federal offices and agents, and carried out the 19 December 1861 armed raid on Ripley, 
seat of Jackson County. Seizing the town. Duskey's 13-man Ranger band captured munitions and supplies from 
the Union army and looted the local post office. Soon afterwards, Duskey, his son and Varner were captured by 
Federal troops. Daniel Duskey himself was able to escape. Varner and the remalnin_g man were tried and con-;:::================: 
vlcted in Federal court Their defense attorney argued that they should not be tried under U.S. criminal law, but 
were military combatants acting under authority of Governor Letcher and the Virginia Confederate government. 
Their raid on the post-office, he claimed, was solely to obtain Information on the location of Federal troops and 
garrisons. In November 1862 the complex question of how to define combatants in the new civil conflict came 
to a head. Two West Virginia Union officers, Gaptaln WIiiiam Gramm and Lieutenant Isaac Wade, were captured 
and held by Virginia authorities as common felons, at hard labor, In retaliation for the Federals' treatment of 
Duskey and Varner. Governor Letcher threatened further reprtsals against Union prtsoners, while West Virginia 
Governor Francis H. Pierpont threatened to place captured rebel officers in a chain gang until Gramm and Wade 
were released. But before a simple exchange of prtsoners could take place, Duskey and Varner needed a presi
dential pardon for their criminal convictions. 'The case ... batted around from Secretary of War Stanton, to 
Attorney General Bates, to Secretary of State Seward, to military authorities, and thence to the White House' 
(R.J. Knott). The ortglnal Jurors' petition claimed that Varner was ·an Ignorant man ... vlctlm of designing politi
cians who deluded such as himself Into the belief of the priority of State allegiance to that of the Government of 
the Country" (quoted by Bas/er6:240fn). When, on 1 June, the concurrtng opinions of all parties were laid before 
Lincoln, the President forwarded it to Attorney General Bates with his endorsement: 'As the Judge, Jury, 
Marshal, District Attorney & Post-Master General Join In asking a pardon In this case. I have concluded to grant 
It. The Attorney General wlll please make It out & send It to l1lff (Basler6:240). Varner was released on 4 June; 
Duskey was pardoned on 13 June, by which time Varner had vanished. Quid pro quo: Gaptaln Gramm and 

I I '· l 

Lieutenant Wade were paroled by the Confederates on 1 July and returned to their regiment. The controversy 
over how to define combatants would continue to plague both sides during the ensuing conflict. defying simple L....-----------" 

solution. (No sale.) A fun Item to cross the block was an imported memorial fan. 'The Patent Plated Fan, Habana-Paris, 20 x 91'2 Inches (unfolded), com
prising two stamped gilt brass endpleces with elaborate scrollwork and 9 wooden libs, each terminating In an openwork star, each decorated with two 
small cut-out oval portraits (Grant, Johnson, Sherman, Hooker, Seward, and others); the upper paper portion of the fan elaborately nthographed on one 

continued on next page 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
side with seven views of Incidents of the war (Booth's assassination, Booth's flight and 
death, the Fall of Richmond and the Monitor and Merrimac); on the back a portrait of 
Lincoln within a large star, flanked by angels, eagles and a miniature score of a 'Canclon A 
Abraham Lincoln,' by Bart. Crespo de Borbon.• ($6,575.) An 1866 Mary Lincoln ALS, 2 pp., 
to Alexander Hamilton, the White House tutor of Willie and Tad, reflects her concerns with 
civil rights. It is one of the few post-assassination letters to come on the market that evince 
altruism and selfless motives. "A fundralsing fair to benefit war widows and war orphans 
had been planned for Washington In July. Mrs. Lincoln had agreed to donate certain relics 
to be sold at the fair (including a cane that belonged to Andrew Jackson), but here she reacts eloquently to the news that the 
fair will not benefit orphans and widows of African American veterans: 'I am surprised and disappointed to learn that an Incli
nation is displayed in the management of the friends of the Orphan's Fair, at Washington, to exclude the families of the col
ored soldiers, from any particlpatlon ... The latter equally shared the dangers of the battle field. and fought to redeem our com
mon country from the hands of the oppressor. Surely all objections will be removed, in regard to their rights and privileges, 
and the orphans of this oppressed race be fully remembered in the distribution of comforts. I feel assured In thus suggest
Ing my own views to you, on this sacred subject, that I am only reiterating the sentiments that pervaded the llfe of my deeply 
lamented husband, and the advice he would give, were he still living. In the cause of humanity his precious life was sacri
ficed, and we can but pray that his noble example will be remembered and Imitated, by all who profess to follow in his foot
steps. I should be better satisfied if my few gifts (donated articles], when disposed of, should be shared alike-without dis
tinction of color. In the event that such Is not the case, pray say to any party who entertains the same views as myself, in 
making any arrangements, in the future, for the benefit of the colored people, any mementoes of my beloved husband, in my possession, as far as my 
feelings will permit, shall be at their service. if they can be disposed of profitably. In so doing I am sure my husband would approve.' The Presidential 
widow then writes: 'Yesterday (Independence Day] was another of the anniversaries, that brings such sorrow to my deeply bereaved heart. I am pleased 
when all such days are gone .. .' Apparently unpublished." ($38,240.) Finally, a signed CDV, despite trimming to top of mount and clipped comers, sold 
tor $66,000 with the buyer's premium. 

We love to report on what can best be described as the "unusual.n No one took the minimum bid of $9.99 for this offering on eBay: "Abraham 
Lincolns Bottom Teeth? You Decide. I bought these old teeth years ago from a buddy of mine. He bought them at an auction ~ 
here in SE Missouri. They included this note when he bought them. I have done a Google search but cannot find if Abe Lincoln -::.::.-

even had false teeth so bid accordingly that this could be something someone did years ago when they put this note with the teeth. I am :;:.:. 
curious if he had false teeth because he could have possibly lost them when he was shot in the back of the head and they flew out of his 
mouth. Someone in Fords theatre could have been in the area below Mr. Lincolns balcony and picked them up. But I would imagine if 
someone appraised them, the Smithsonian would have been looking for them. I do think the paper it is written on looks pretty old." 

D r. Norm Boas of Seaport Autographs has Issued another of his fixed-price 
"Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War'' catalogs. These commendable efforts 
contain autographs, books, imprints, photographs and graphics. A postally
used envelope sent from Greenville, OH is addressed to "Massa Honest Abe 

Linkon. wite house Washington DC." Norm opines that the sender was a former 
slave, possibly one who traveled the Underground Railroad into Ohio. ($950.) An 
1898 ALS by former presidential under-secretary William 0. Stoddard comments on 
the market for Lincoln autographs. Stoddard sorted through White House mail (pos
sibly taking the "Massa Linkon" letter and putting It in the "Out" box), signed land 
grants as proxy for the President and later wrote three volumes on Lincoln and his 
time at the White House. "I think it would be difficult for you to obtain an original 
autograph of Lincoln. I could not assist you in the mat- ~------
ter ... " ($450.) A post-War ANS by notorious Copperhead c 1f~J/';f-;: 
Clement Vallandigham deals with a bad report card for ~ fL,. ¾_..-e,,:: 
his son. Writing In Lincolnesque manner, the Ohio polili- 4_ J.. 
co writes: "Your 'report' for yr ending Nov. 11th 1870, as 1::'.µ,._-r_,~,,..,,,~ 
to Charlie, was received at my house unopened. He has QZ,....,,-"'Jf-"fi.:.;. 

. ·=- -,;-J4~.f.:::. 
., l!I no inherited talent for ,J ,,_,,_ "/::' .;::::;: __ -;;;::::_ 

1;;' .,q mathematics, but ~k"~~L~:t::-; 
'~ ~- ought, therefore, the .,.,,1.,,_.:1;-=-~-"":t.."--1----. 

~ !f....JA.lt /.:..i... more diligently to ,,.__ }JI:: .._ I 
..;.t:-~ ~ apply himself to 

"' them." ($150.) 

B auman Rare Books of New York and Philadelphia: 
Original Lincoln funeral procession broadside. 
[Springfield, //1/no/s: Committee on Order of 
Procession, April, 1865]. Folio, one sheet, measures 9-

112 by 12-1/2 inches. Contemporary autograph annotation 
signed by poet Lewis Gist, 'I was there and followed his body 
to the grave.' After Lincoln's death on April 15, 1865, a grand 
funeral procession was arranged to last from April 21 to May 
4, as Lincoln's body was transported by train from 
Washington to Lincoln's home in Illinois. The procession 
arrived in Chicago on May 1, and 
traveled thence to Springfield for 
the May 4 funeral. This broadside 
describes the order of the funeral 
procession, the names of all of 
the escorts, and the events from 
May 1 through May 4 in 
Springfield. From the collection 
of Marshall Coyne. Washington, 
DC hotelier and noted collector. A 
scarce article of Lincoln memora
bilia, in near-fine condition with 
exceptional provenance. ($4,800) 
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G ary Hendershott of Little Rock, issued a fixed price catalog of items in December ("A 
Lifetime of Civil War History Collected by Gary Hendershott.") A signed GOV of CSA 
Gen. George Pickett (famous for the heroic but doomed charge at Gettysburg) is 
$25,000. It is described as the only known signed GOV photograph of Pickett in his 

Confederate General's uniform. Talking about this pivotal battle, the ink bottle used by Robert 
E. Lee to write the order to retreat from Gettysburg ("Lee's Order No. 74'', July 4, 1863) is 
$32,500. It was found at Lee's headquarters on Chambersburg Road and taken as a memento 
(it was "disappearing ink!"). A signed CDV of General Lee, taken shortly after the Surrender at 
Appomattox, is described as a unique, unpublished portrait. It shows the venerable war-horse 

.,_.;...:.;._,....iii!_. wearing the uniform worn at the surrender ceremonies, but stripped of his Confederate general's Insignia. $14,500. 

C ivil War-era correspondence remains quite desirable and, in our humble opinion, relatively undervalued. Selling for a tick under $100 on Ebay: a 
live-page letter with accompanying envelope from Nancy Whitaker in Chicago, June 11, 1861, concerning the death and funeral of Stephen 
Douglas who died in Chicago on June 3, 1861. Addressed to her brother, Robert Whitaker in Warren County, NY, the missive discusses the war 
excitement and patriotic fever: ' ... that I was a man I would start with U1e next company that leaves Chicago. I want to go to war, but they take 

men ... l shall have to stay and do all that I can for them here. There has been a great time here in regard to the death of Douglas. I suppose you have 
seen it In the papers. It has cast a great gloom over this city. At the time of his death, all the bells tolled for one hour. He died on Monday and was not 
buried until Friday. All the stores and all the hotels and more than hall of the dwelling houses was all trimmed in the deep mourning. All the street-cars 
and horses and all the express wagons and horses was all trimmed In crape and every flag was half mast and trimmed in crape. And every man that you 
see had a piece of crape tied on his arm. There was a great dispute here a few months ago about his being a Catholic. Some said he was and some said 
he was not, but that is settled now for the priest was all the minister he had when he was sick, and had no service but the Roman Catholic ... l suppose 
that you have read of Col. Ellsworth. Charlie was well acquainted with him .. : A great historical-content missive! 

The inaugural Heritage-Slater Americana sale was held In Dallas last November. Heritage Galleries is the third largest auctioneer in 
the U.S. and the largest vendor of collectibles (as against fine arts exclusively), having grossed over $300 million in the last twelve 
month period. They have decided to expand their operation into autographs, politicals and historic Americana. Tom Slater of 
Indianapolis was hired to oversee this division. His "mission" is to buy collections, obtain consignments and catalog all materials. 

In this respect, Heritage is sure to gets its money worth, as there is no one In the hobby more adept at obtaining auction-worthy material 
than Tom. For this first foray into the historic Americana market, Tom purchased the famous Joe Brown collection, a 
large group of political and presidential china from the preeminent collector of such items, a 
collection of a dozen GW buttons from a major Pennsylvania dealer/collector, as well as a 
consignment of political textiles from another "key player" In the hobby. We counted 45 
Lincoln campaign items (tokens, medals, ribbons, photographic badges, cased hard 
Images), as well as a good assortment of similar items representing his political opposition. 
This safe carried a 15% buyer's premium. With so many choice items to choose from, it Is 
difficult to winnow them down. A bold Lincoln & Hamlin ribbon on bright pink silk, although 
a "known" item, made its first auction appearance here. Guided at a realistic $3,000-4,000, it sold for an 

"unreal" $9,775 (a record, we believe, for a single portrait Lincoln ribbon). Even rarer was a "hopeful" ribbon 
for William Seward, Lincoln's main rival at the 1860 convention. This great "association" piece wound up in 

WIINIIII somebody's "Cabinet'' for $2,530. A large Lincoln-Hamlin "doughnut'' ferrotype (made out of solid white 
metal and one of only two specimens known), listed in Sullivan-DeWitt as AL-1860·82, made a "sweet" 
$10,350. We have seen a companion piece for Ellsworth & Brownell. but none for Lincoln's opponents. A 36 -SEWARD mm. Douglas ferrotype clothing button was distinctive not only for its size, but its unusual border design. One 
of only two known, it fastened itself to somebody for $2,300. A diminutive Lincoln ferro, 22 mm. tall, featured 
an 1864 portrait of Lincoln on an enameled brass flag, suspended from an eagle hanger. Likely one-of-a-kind, 

this gem traded hands for $3,910. A 31/2 x 4" campaign card with jugate salt print portraits of Lincoln 
& Hamlin was guided at $4,000-5,000. This unique campaign item originally sold at a Connecticut 
auction for $160, was traded to a mid-West Lincoln/photographic specialist. who in tum passed 
It on to another Lincoln buff who consigned it here. We have seen a similar piece for Douglas. by 
himself, and have to believe a complete set for all 1860 candidates was produced, with both sin· 

gle and jugate portraits. It was one of the few Items that failed to find a buyer. Another great photographic 
item was cataloged as a tintype of a McClellan print but actually was a ruby ambrotype of a work of art . 

• 

$2,070. The rare and desirable Breckinridge-lane "Brady" ribbon was only slightly off its high-water 
mark of $11,000 selling for $9,775. A jugate Lincoln-Hamlin paper ribbon brought $2,000; had this 
been on silk, it would have commanded more than five times that amount. Finally, an 1864 Lincoln· 
Johnson campaign broadside from the famed collection of George Hambrecht sold for $4,600. The 

issue of English support for the Confederacy was tied to falling wages for Northern laborers - a great-
content item. With 95% of the lots selling, a most auspicious inaugural sale for Slater & Co.! The next 

Heritage-Slater Americana auction is scheduled for this coming June. 
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M astronet issued an "Americana Premier" catalog auction in December. We noticed a small assortment of Lincoln autographs and reproduce 
three of them here. The autographs all date from Lincoln's presidency; however, there are differences, both subtle and pronounced, in the 
handwriting. We picture them for educational purposes and to demonstrate the pitfalls involved in authentication. All autographs offered by 
Mastronet are sold with written certificates of authenticity from recognized authorities in the field. An un-engrossed, four-language ship's 

paper, signed by Lincoln and Secretary of State Seward, has a signature that is typical for milltary commissions and State documents (the President 
using his full name). He probably was a little more careful and deliberate when inscribing these and it shows. ($8,735.) A small scrap of paper has a 
diminutive and compact signature of "A. Lincoln", quite similar to those seen on correspondence, both legal and personal, of Lincoln's dating from the 
mid-1840s onward. Another hand was written the message "Appoint Robert Monsey Marshall [sic) of New York, Southern District. Ap[ril] 81861/1865." 
It is unclear who wrote the date and why two years appear (the years may have been added after Lincoln's death by the owner of the document). ($4,280.) 
A printed Civil War pass from December 30, 1864 is filled in to accommodate the needs of "A. Holbrook" to go to City Point (Grant's headquarters) and 
..-------------. visit a wounded relative. It has rubber-stamp and punch hole cancellations and is signed on the front by Louis 

Pelouze, Assistant Adjutant General representing the Secretary of War, and U. S. Grant. For some reason, it is also 
_-.:::. endorsed on the verso by "A. Lincoln" and U. S. Grant, again. Here, Lincoln's signature is more elongated (verti

cally) and the letters more open. it is almost identical to the President's signature seen on an autographed "penny 
profile" CDV that sold several years ago at one of the major NY auction houses. ($9,030.) Of course we defer to 
the "experts" in this arcane realm on such matters! 

~ /rA-::-7 
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T he annual Slotln Folk 
Art Auction in Buford, 
GA (wonder how many people in Buford are actually 

named Buford?) held in November included works with 
Lincoln as subject. A hand-carved rosewood and walnut cane 
of 19th century vintage had a bust of Lincoln protruding 
below the handle and above a brass band or ferrule. We have 
seen other examples so suspect it was produced in some 
quantity. ($800.) A 22 x 22" oil on masonite signed "A. 
Johnson" (Anderson Johnson, not Andrew!) had the 

President posed in front of speckled wallpaper. The work was redo
lent of Matisse, for a lot less dough! ($440.) Carved and painted 
wooden figures of Uncle Sam and Abe. by Calvin Cooper, exuded a 
certain charm. Visually similar to wooden toys manufactured 50 years 
ago (where adhesive stickers could be applied to "clothe" the figure, 
transforming it into a soldier or Santa), this duo realized $440. 

C hristie's auction of "Fine American Paintings, Drawings and 
Sculpture" last month included a work by Otis Kaye (1885-
197 4 J aptly titled "Five Dollar BIii." With a presale estimate 

of $8-12,000, the ink 
and gouache on paper, 
23 x 6", hammered for 
$9,600. (That's a total 
of 1,920 ACTUAL $5 
bills should you care to 
do the math!) 

A lexander Autographs had a two-part sale last fall. Their cozy office, nes
tled in the marina in Greenwich, Ct Is a convenient and comfortable 
venue. A collection of ten signatures of the "Conspiracy Trial" Judges was 

"on the docket.· These were obtained at the trial Itself, as a period note explains: 
"This & the following 9 pages comprise the Military Commission before whom 
the Conspirators were tried & condemned at Washington. They were written In 
open Court while the trial was progressing by special permission of Maj. Gen. 
Hunter." Hung jury-NO SALE! Continuing in a judicial vein, a June 12. 1865 par
don of a Confederate soldier, signed by President Andy Johnson. sold for $975 
(unlike President Clinton, Johnson did not wait until his last day in office to start 
handing these out!). An 1885 LS by former president Chester Alan Arthur, calls 
for a meeting of the Grant Monument Association for "general consultation on 
plans, and measures, for erecting the proposed monument to Gen. U. S. Grant." 
Gen. Horace Porter succeeded Arthur as president of the association in 1886. 
The Tomb was completed in the Spring of 1897 at a cost of $650,000. Ex
Collection of U.S. Senator Paul Simon of llllnois, it sold for $1,380. 

e find It both educational and entertaining to track the multiple sales of 
an item as it "wends it way" through the marketplace. From one auc
tion to another it goes, searching for a "good home", bringing profit or 

loss to the dealer who spins the "auction wheel." A case-in-point is this 25 x 30" 
oil on canvas by an unknown artist of the ubiquitous "American School." We first 

noticed It at Ron Bourgeault's Northeast 
Auctions In the Fall of 2002. It sold for 
$5,000 at that time. It next appeared in a 
Mastronet sale of April 2003 where it was 
hyped as perhaps one of the first portraits of 
Lincoln ever executed. It sold there for 
$7,950, rewarding its consignor with a mod· 
est profit. Its latest appearance was at 
Heritage Galleries of Dallas, TX in their 
September 2004 "Signature Sale." This time 
around, it brought in $19,200 (BINGO!) Will 
there be a next stop? Who knows? Round 
and round she goes ... 
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S otheby's December sale of books & manuscripts contained, as usual, many important letters shedding light on the history of the times. After Lee's 
surrender at Appomattox, many Americans were looking to the future, formulating views on reconstruction and the adoption of the 13th Amendment 
- freeing all slaves. Former President Millard Fillmore, in respone to a pamphlet on the subject written by Maryland Senator Reverdy Johnson, 

expressed his personal views. The lengthy letter was, coincidentally, written April 14, 1865, the day of Lincoln's assassination. Fillmore had hoped that the 
pre-Civil War compromises would end the slavery controversy. In his revealing letter, he blames partisans North and South, disparages Blacks, and 
expresses apprehension of racial unrest that will only end with the expulsion or extermination of the Black race. ·1 beg of you to accept my thanks tor sev
eral valuable public documents under your frank, and especially tor your able and interesting speech in the Senate in favor of the proposed Constitutional 
amendment abolishing and prohibiting Slavery throughout the Union. I need not say that I read this speech with more than ordinary interest - not solely 
from the fact that it contained the views of a statesman for whose opinions I entertain the highest respect - but also from the fact, that I looked upon its 
author as a representative man from a slave state, advocating immediate and universal emancipation by a constitutional provision. If this can be safety 
done, be assured that no man would rejoice more than I should to see it accomplished. I have always regarded Slavery as a blot upon our national 
escutcheon, and In our social organization a great political evil, alike injurious to the white and black races, and I have long been of the opinion that unless 
we could contrive some mode of getting rid of it, peaceably, it would cause civil and servile wars, drenching the land in blood, and probably ending in the 
destruction of the Union. Whether we look at this war as caused by the unconstitutional and unjustifiable attacks upon the institution of slavery by the abo
litionists of the North, or the equally unjustifiable and criminally armed rebellion of the South to sustain, or the mutual animosity engendered by both, it 
must, I think, be conceded that slavery is the cause of the war,· and the probability now is that it wlll be abolished by a constitutional amendment forced 
upon a majority of the slave states, by the overwhelming power of the free states. Had the South seen fit to stand upon its constitutional rights, and had 
its representatives In Congress not deserted their posts, no such event could have taken place, but having appealed to the God of Battles ... it is ques
tionable whether they have any just cause of complaint whatever may be the result. But conceding that Slavery is legally abolished by a constitutional 
amendment duly ratified by three-fourths of all the States, there still remains the great question, what is to be done with the 4,000,000 of ignorant, help
less blacks? I suppose a large portion of them are wholly incapable of providing for themselves, and too indolent, without compulsion, to try to make the 
effort. Are they to fill our poor houses as paupers, or our penitentiaries as criminals? Will they not prove such a nuisance that they will be expelled by ... 
one state after another until they find no resting place in our dominions? Some of the states already exclude them (as I am informed) by legal enactments 
and in one by a constitutional provision; and even the Governor of Massachusetts would not consent that they should be sent to his state, and if that state, 
which is so strongly In favor of abolishing slavery, will not tolerate them within its limits, what chance has the poor African any where within the United 
States! And will not this state of things, sooner or later. result in a war of races, which through much blood-shed and suffering to both races, must end in 
the expulsion or extermination of the African race." In a patronizing conclusion, Fillmore endorses Johnson's comments on emancipation, while clearly 
Implying that they are misguided: "I judge from the ground which you have taken on this subject that you do not fear these evils, and you certainty must 
know better than I can, whether they are likely to occur, and this makes me hope that my apprehensions are groundless; but when I recollect the frightful 
[draft} riots which recently disgraced New York and other cities, and the vengeful feeling manifested against the negroes by the rioters. I can not help feel
ing an apprehension that we are laying the foundauon for a war of races on this continent that no friend of the black or white race can contemplate with· 
out dread of its consequences. Is their any remedy for this short of colonization either in Africa or the West Indies, and if not, then why not Africanize the 
whole island of Hispaniola, and as they shall be wanted, also, Cuba and Jamaica, and settle more blacks there." Fillmore had planned to discuss his imprac
ticable scheme of colonization in his 1852 State of the Union Address, but he was persuaded to cut it. However, sitting in Buffalo, just five days after Robert 
E. Lee's surrender to Ulysses S. Grant, Fillmore cannot resist the chance to boost again his unrealistic solution to slavery: "In my last annual message to 
Congress, I had prepared some remarks on the subject of Slavery, but after the message was in type, I yielded to the better judgment of my cabinet, who 
thought their publication might be injurious to our party In a political point of view, and I struck them out, but preserved 
the slips [that is, proof sheets J and have since had a few copies printed in confidence and I take the liberty of enclosing 
one to you [not present]. I have been solicited by some friends to consent to its publication, but not seeing that it could 
do any good, and feeling a reluctance to appear in the public prints, I have withheld il Please to regard is as private." 
Fillmore had not kept his views on slavery and emancipation private enough, however; when news of President Lincoln's 
murder reached Buffalo, an angry throng vandalized the faQade of his home with black paint. Patently the finest Fillmore 
ALS in existence, it was estimated at $50,000-75,000 but failed to sell. (Hey, Fillmore is still Fillmore! I) A George McClellan 
ALS, May 21, 1862, written to his friend and successor, Ambrose Burnside, displays his vaunted arrogance and phobia 
regarding Confederate troop strength. 'My dear Burn ... It always does me good in the midst of my cares and perplexities 
to see your wretched old scrawling. I have terrible troubles to contend with, but have met them with a good heart ... Our 
progress has been slow- but that is due to ignorance of the country. .. the maps are worthless. the resources small fin] 
number. .. I feel very proud of Yorktown - it & Manassas will be my brightest chaplets in history, for I know that I accom
plished everything in both places by pure military skill ... We came near being badly beaten in Williamsburg. I arrived on 
the field ... and found that all thought we were whipped & in for a disaster. .. How the men cheered & brightened up when 
they saw me. In five minutes after I reached the ground a possible defeat was changed into certain victory. .. I expect to .. ' "'' ':: 
fight a desperate battle in front of Richmond & against superior numbers somewhat entrenched. The Gov[emmen]t have 
deliberately placed me in this position. If I win the greater the glory, if I lose they will be damned forever both by God & 
man ... My light troops have crossed the Chickahominy [River} at Bolton's Bridge this morning, 10 miles from 
Richmond. The crisis cannot long be deferred. I pray for God's blessing on our arms ... When I see the hand of God 
guiding one so weak as myself, I can almost think myself a chosen instrument to carry out his schemes - would that 
a better man had been selected! ... If I thrash these rascals I will soon be in direct communication ... • On the same day 
the present letter was written, McClellan wrote President Lincoln a 10-page letter. reiterating his position that his army was drasti-
cally outnumbered by the Confederates guarding Richmond, and requesting that General Irvin McDowell reinforce him immediately. Although Lincoln 

continued on next page 
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acquiesced and allowed McDowell to assist McClellan, McClellan moved so slowly that his attempts to take Richmond were well known by the Confederates 
and they were able to fight McClellan at every step. Alter the disastrous Seven Days Battle, beginning 25 June 1862, McClellan was told to return with his 
army to Washington, D.C. And, during the Second Battle of Bull Run in September 1862, McClellan was again unable to overcome a much smaller army. 
For this, he was subsequently ordered to turn his army over to General Ambrose E. Burnside, the recipient of this letter. ($10,200.) Another McClellan doc
ument, a signed copy of a telegram sent to Henry W. Halleck, August 4, 1862, pleads for more reinforcements and arrogantly claims the ability to end the 
rebellion if his wishes are complied with. 'Your telegram of last evening Is received. I must confess that it has caused me the greatest pain I ever experi
enced, tor I am convinced that the order to withdraw this army to Acquia Creek will prove disastrous ... I fear it will be a fatal move ... This army is now in 
excellent discipline & condition ... we are free to act in any direction & with the assistance of the gun boats I consider our communications as now secure 
... It may be said there are no reinforcements available. I point to Burnside's force, to that of Pope and to the position of the army of the West not required 
for a strict defensive there. Here, directly in front of this army, is the heart of the rebellion; It is here that all our reserves should be collected to strike the 
blow which will determine the fate of this nation ... Here is the true defense of Washington, it is here on the banks of the James that the fate of the Union 
should be decided. Clear in my conviction of right ... I do now what I never did in my life before - I entreat that this order be rescinded ... • in spite of this 
impassioned plea, General Halleck detached McClellan's troops from him and assigned them to General Pope's Army of Virginia. Three weeks later, Pope 
and his army would be soundly defeated at the Second Battle of Bull Run. ($9,600.) Speaking of General Pope, an unsigned manuscript written by him five 
days after Lincoln's assassination (an apparent first draft) to Confederate General E. Kirby Smith, urges a Rebel surrender: ·1 have the honor to transmit 
enclosed further information {not present], by the hands of Col. T. Sprague U.S. Army, the Chief of my Staff, certified copies of a correspondence between 
Lt Gen/ U. S Grant ... and General R E Lee Gen/ In chief of the Confederate Armies leading to the capitulation of the latter with the Army of Northern Virginia. 
Official communications received today informs me that negotiations leading to the same result are now in process between Major Gen/ W T. Sherman and 
U.S. Price in South Carolina and Gen/ J E. Johnston C[om}m[an}d{er of] confederate forces. Authentic though not official information has also reached 
here, of the surrender of Mobile ... In view of these results, accomplished and in process of speedy accomplishment, I am authorized by the General in 
Chief of the Armies of the U.S ... .[to offer} the Army under your command the same terms accorded & accepted by Gen/ Lee. It seems not improper tor 
me to write [to J your attention ... that a large part of the great armies of the U.S are now available tor operations in the trans Mississippi Department... & 
that by prolonging a contest ... tor any ... purpose ... you will be made responsible for unnecessary bloodshed & of the devastation & suffering which must 
follow the movement of large armies into Texas, extensive military operations in that State. By accepting the terms proposed, you will preserve Western 
Louisiana & Texas from the devastation & misery which have been the lot of nearly every Southern state East of the Mississippi, and you will aid in rest
ing peace on this outstretched(?) country. n Although the Civil War is generally considered to have ended with Lee's surrender at Appomattox Court House, 
several other Confederate generals actually kept their troops in the field after the capitulation of the Army of Northern Virginia. One of the most obstinate 
Confederate leaders was E. Kirby Smith; he and his soldiers were the last Confederate force to surrender in June 1865. Pope pooped out- no sale against 
an estimate of $15-25,000. A William Tecumseh Sherman ALS, 8 pp., Camp near Vicksburg, February 11, 1863, rails against the press whom the general 
viewed as subversives (shades of Richard Nixon!) His attitude likely was a result of press reports labeling him as "insane." His intense feelings were of 
such magnitude that he became the only Civil War general to institute court-martial proceedings against a newspaper reporter. ·1 feel certain you in com
mon with my friends in New York have been concerned at the malicious reports of me in the Northern Press. It has been my Ill fortune ever since this war 
began to be pushed to the Front and tor the past six months beyond the reach of telegraph and even mails, giving those who have a purpose to serve the 
good opportunity to assail me in the way cowards do in an irresponsible Press. Whilst I have stood all the time with a bold. daring army in my front and 
all round me, I am assailed far to the Rear by an insidious enemy who have their spies and agents in my very Camp who can spread their malice & mis
chief long before I hear of ii or can defend myself against il I enclose you a few copies of letters by eye witnesses of the truth of facts [these enclosures 
are not present], but I am assured by the Agents of the Press openly that the Truth has nothing to do with It. but that I am regarded by the Press as their 
Inveterate Enemy and they are bound to write me down for their own safety[.} advantage and profit. I have from the first taken the plain honest ground that 
newspaper correspondents following our armies, publishing in papers easily procured by the Enemy garbled statements of truth & falsehood, are spies 
and should be punished with death." Sherman attributed the hostility of the press in part to his refusal to allow ·crowds of cotton speculators & newspa
per correspondents' aboard military-chartered steamboats on the Mississippi. But a crisis was reached because 'One of the correspondents of the New 
York Herald came along in defiance of orders, or clandestinely, and published in the Herald of January 18 a most false & to us on the spot a most mis
chievous article. ·This correspondent was Thomas W. Knox. After the failure of the Union forces to take Vicksburg, Knox 'wrote a scathing criticism; wish
ing 'Sherman and his staff had acted with as much energy against the enemy as they had against reporters." Seeking to make an example that would quiet 
all of the Northern press, Sherman had Knox arrested as a spy and began court-martial proceedings against him. Sherman determined to prosecute Knox 
even though the reporter ·promptly recanted and offered to publish corrections· because 'it was not for my Individual purposes that I had excluded his 
class. Public safety demanded that such insidious and dangerous spies should not go unpunished.' In Thomas Knox he found an example of everything 
that he considered malignant in the press: ·1 take his case as my text to prove that the conductors of the Press of the Northern States as now conducted, 
are as much the Enemies of our Common Country as the Armed Rebels whose sentinels now walk in bold and manly defiance on the opposing heights 01 
Vicksburg.' The court-martial of Knox was convened on 5 February 1863, and he faced three charges: 'Giving intelligence to the enemy, directly or indi
rectly'; ·seing a spy'; and 'Disobedience of orders." The present letter was evidently written at the conclusion of Sherman's two days of testimony. Sherman 
was particularly incensed by the periodic press reports questioning his sanity. These attacks began at the very beginning of the War when he suggested
contrary to the much more optimistic predictions of many other military men-that 200,000 Union troops would be 'necessary to meet the coming storm.' 
For this opinion, which Sherman believed subsequent events have shown to be accurate, he 'was universally damned all over the country and called insane.' 
Similar charges were raised after Sherman's defeat at Chickasaw Bluffs, which he blamed on other Union commanders. On 18 February, after four days in 
closed session, the court declared Knox not guilty of the first two charges and guilty of the third. Knox was banished outside army lines. Both Sherman 
and Knox protested the ruling, but it was not amended. Knox spent the rest of the War reporting from the eastern theatre. Initially outraged, Sherman came 
to recognize that in addition to getting Knox out of his way, the case also had a chilling effect on other correspondents close to his camp. ($48,000.) Another 
significant Sherman offering consisted of a collection of 51 autograph (and one clerical) Special Field Orders, 12 May-4 November 1864. written from var-
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ious places in Georgia during the famous "March to the Sea" and the capture of Atlanta. The Orders encompass troop movements; combat orders; Intel
ligence reports; officer appointments; supply orders; destruction of railroads and telegraph lines (and repair of the same); rationing and foraging ("indis
criminate plunder must not be allowed"); treatment of wounded and sick; treatment of "worthless Men & idlers'; fortification; garrisoning; and coordina
tion with the Navy. On 10 March 1864, Ulysses S. Grant gave Sherman the orders that would change the face of war: "You I propose to move against 
Johnston's army, to break It up and to get into the interior of the enemy's country as far as you can, inflicting all the damage you can against their war 
resources." But from the start, Atlanta, rather than Johnston, was Sherman's target. The documents reveal Sherman's organizational skills, foresight, deter
mination and discipline. 'Shirking, skulking and straggling behind in time of danger are such high detestable crimes that the Gen/ Comdg would hardly 
presume them possible were it not for his own observations & the reporl that at this moment soldiers are found loafing in the Cabins to the Rear as far 
back as Kingston. The only proper fate of such miscreants is that they be shot, as common Enemies to their profession & country, and all officers & patri
ots sent to arrest them will shoot them without mercy on the slightest impudence or resistance. By thus wandering to the Rear they deserl their fellows 
who expose themselves in Battle in the full faith that all on the Rolls are Present, & they expose themselves to Capture & Exchange as good soldiers to 
which they have no title .... Officers if found Skulking will be subjected to the same penalties as Enlisted Men, viz instant death or the harshest labor & treat
ment Absentees not accounted for should always be mustered as 'Deserlers' to deprive them of the Pay & Bounties reserved for honest soldiers. ,.. The 
Commanding Genis of the three Armies (McPherson, Thomas, and Schofield) will make this order public, and at once organize Guards & patrols to carry 
it into full effect.· SFO no. 39, 19 July, contains in strikingly simple language, one of the pivotal orders not only of Sherman's career, but of the entire Civil 
War-indeed of all of modern warfare: 'The Whole Army will move on Atlanta by the most direct Roads tomorrow. beginning at 5 AM. ... Each Army 
Commander will accept Battle on any thing like fair terms, but If the Army reach within Cannon Range of the City without receiving arllllery or musketry 
fire he will halt, form a strong line, with Batteries in positlon, and await order. If fired on from the Forts or buildings of Atlanta no consideration must be 
paid to the fact that they are occupied by families but the place must be cannonaded without the fonnality of a demand.· Sherman's next SFO, two days 
later ordered that 'Genis McPherson, Schofield and Howard will open a careful artillery fire on the town of Atlanta directing their shots so as to produce 
the best Effect.· On 4 September, SFO 64 announced the Union occupation of Atlanta. In SFO 67, Issued three days later, Sherman tightened his grip on 
Atlanta: "The City ... being exclusively required for warlike purposes will at once be vacated by ail except the Armies of the United States, and such civilian 
employees as may be retained by the proper Departments of Government." Among other restrictions, Sherman issued sharp warning to bummers and 
other camp-followers: "on no pretence whatever will traders, manufacturers or sutlers be allowed to settle in the limits of forlified places, and if these man
age to come in spite of this notice the Quarler master will seize their stores & appropriate them to the use of the troops and 
deliver the parlies or other unauthorized citizens ... in the hand of some provost Marshal to be put to labor on the Forls 
or conscripted Into one of the Regiments or batteries already in service." Criticism of the evacuation of Atlanta 
was sharp, from North and South, but Sherman had no second thoughts about it. "I knew," he recalled in • • «.: ... q-~ 
his Memoirs, "that the people of the South would read in this measure two important conclusions: one, J/111//1111/;:;.:.. M..: ""-·· 
that we were in earnest; and the other, if they were sincere in their common and popular clamor ...-x_;t~~~... . 
'to die in the last ditch,' that the opportunity would come soon." Estimated at $200,000-300,000, __ <½~ .-J ~ ~--:_;_~_t· ~~~ 
this historic archive realized $232,000. And, an envelope with a tour-line verse written by John _ fa..o-..Q,( ' 
Wilkes Booth, and signed by him, presents a curious challenge for researchers and collectors. '' .,..,..,,.._ .,,~ ..cl:.,_ ~ .... .:: ->~,.,.,;:;, . ,H~ 

There are inscriptions in three other hands. The four-line verse by Booth reads: 'Now in this hour ~ -z., £._ .. 
that we part/ I will ask to be forgotten never/ But, in thy pure and guileless heart/ Consider me ...;:,r:~✓ .I?- ,. - ;,.:~ 
thy friend dear Eva. 'This appears on the verso of the envelope on the inside of the flap. Beneath v%,k" . • ~ ~ " .,.-: <-< ~-"-
Booth's verse is inscribed, in another hand 'For of all sad words from tongue or pen/the saddest .//-~~-· ?r .£~,;.. L ~ 
are these - it might have been.· a quotation from John Greenleaf Whittier's Maud Muller, along _,,,,. .,. , 
with date 'March 5, 1865 In John's room"which would be, If John Booth was here referred to, at /, ~,,( ~ 1/l~r 
the National Hotel in Washington D.C. On the recto, in a third hand, are two lines of docketing 'Jno L.,k./...; ~
Conness MSS' most likely being Senator John Conness of California (1821-1909). Beneath, is a 
three-line Inscription from Whittier's poem Remembrance-; "Touched by change have all things been/ Yet I think of thee as when/ We had speech of lip and 
pen.' Beneath this, in the same hand Is the sentiment 'The above, though quoted, are the real sentiments of your friend, who trusts that the acquaintance 
and friendship fonned will never be forgotten by either,· and signed 'Jno P M. W' It is uncertain whether Booth's poem was directed at his secret fiancee, 
Lucy Hale, and whether the verses and notations were written in Booth's room at the National Hotel during discussions of the kipnapping plot. Last sold 
in the Oliver Barrett Collection more than fifty years ago, this lntrguing piece of the Booth jigsaw puzzle made a "Hale and hearty" $24,000. 

T he Cobbs in Peterborough, NH, host
ed their annual "Fine Art'' New Year's 
auction on January 8th. One Item 
was presented as: "Ulysses S. Grant, 

1822-1885, oil on canvas oval portrait, 
unsigned, artist unknown. The President 
conferred Major General on him [Grant] 
after Battle of Vicksburg, age 41 in 1863, 
[this was] probably painted at that time, 22 

3;4· x 19 1/2' sight, original oval gold 
frame." We just don't see it! Still, a handsome 

study ... of someone ... selling for $900 plus buyer's. 

R ex Stark of Gardner, MA, remains 
part of an all but vanished breed: 
gentleman-dealers who "make 

market" by issuing fixed-price catalogs. 
Long before the exponential growth of 
collectibles auctions and, of course, the 
internet, catalogs like Rex's were the rea
son some of us looked forward to getting 
mail! Rex and his wife Patti limit their 
sales to shows and these well-produced 
lists... his most recent offered this rare 
1864 ribbon on light pink silk. $3,500. 
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I Th M k t l t N o one thought to place an opening n e ar e pace, con . bidonthiseBaydag ... withjusta 
r.;:==--------------------------,I $10 million opening! The seller 

his John Wilkes Booth carte-de-visite recently appeared on eBay. The pose is told an elaborate, four-page story, quoted in 
the standard Case & Gretchell portrait that Booth preferred which was also used small part here: About 10 years ago I was at 
on reward broadsides. The carte has a Brady back mark with the added inscrip- a small flea market in historic Bath, Maine. 

lion "By authority of Col. S. H. Dunning, Provost Marshall of I was wondering around and I spotted a few photographic 
Second District For the identification of J. WILKES BOOTH, images In an old glass display ease. As I looked through them, 
The assassin of the President, Abraham Lincoln, April 14th, I stumbled across this daguerrotype and nearly dropped it!!! I 
1865." That imprint would make the item rather special, said to myself thats "Abe Uncoln'!I!, I turned to my daughter 
indicating it was issued during the extensive manhunt for and she agreed with no hesitation, that's Abe Lincoln. Affer I 
the assassin and his co-conspirators. At that time, there was had purchased the photos I asked the individual if she had any 
widespread confusion over the identity of Booth, and sever- background or history of the items. I was told they eame out of 
al Innocent look-alikes were mistakenly detained, making an early ship captains estate along the coast of Maine in Bath. I 
cartes such as this an important law enforcement tool. We have had the photo in a fireproof safety deposit box since that 
were able to examine this offering in person and determined day. It has eame to a point where I ean no longer keep it a mys-
it to be totally spurious, although it apparently was copied tery, the truth needs to be told ... As this is not a documented 
from an original. 11 seems someone (perhaps within the last piece, it will be sold with no exceptions, all sales will be final. 
25 years or so) made a photographic copy of an original Please note: Look at a US five dollar bill and hold this up to this 
Booth albumen and proceeded to laminate it (an unknown photo the pictures are almost identical ... 
process in 1865). This was then trimmed to the approximate 
size and affixed to an old, plain mount. There are some fox
ing and ink stains which probably appeared on the original, 
but could not have developed on a laminated photo. In addi
tion, there remains border area on the left and bottom mar
gins of the photograph - an uncharacteristic and disturbing 
element The Brady backmark is of poor quality and rather 
indistinct, while the printed authorization has several Incom
plete letters. There are also some stray, printed marks or 
scratches which are suspicious. Finally, the glue used to affix 

C atherine Barnes of Philadelphia sells historical docu
ments and is now among the best-regarded in the field. 
(www.barnesautographs.com) An 1848 John Brown 

ALS to Ohio Congressman and abolitionist Joshua R. Giddings 
relates to a project to mount a exhibition of wool products as a 
means to promote the abolitionist cause: 'I have by no means 
given (up] the measure I proposed to you at Springfield,' 
Brown informs Giddings, "but ill health prevented my going to 
Washington to see you as I intended. Please say to me at what 
time or times I may find you at home, or at any other points 
nearer to this place. I wrote you by Telegraph at Washington 
after I recovered, but it seems that you had then left.' In a post· 
script Brown adds 'Please direct to Care of Perkins & Brown as 

the photograph has bleed through the mount This Indicates ~"~==:e,!!!::::::!!! 
a modern compound of some sort, as they used a starch mixture on original CDVs 
which did not bleed through. So, as before, it's BUYER BEWARE! 

P rior to the advent of eBay, few collectors were 
aware of the vast number of "psedo" Lincoln 
campaign items that were actually produced 

for commemorative celebrations, such as the 1909 
Centennial. Such items now appear at auction on a 
regular basis in quite a variety. Most of the examples 
encountered are textiles - either small flags or rib
bons. Here is the latest offering: a 10 x 9" linen han
kie with four portraits of Lincoln printed In blue, and 
the words "A. Lincoln President" likewise imprinted 
four times in gold. Seasoned collectors should rec
ognize these as non-contemporary pieces although, 
with almost 100 years "under their belt", they can be 
problematic. Again, we urge collectors to familiarize 
themselves with accepted, authentic examples so 
that you will intuitively know ______ .., 
when something isn't "right." 

before. Yours in truth JB.' Brown had written Giddings about this Idea earlier in the year, offer
ing to put up $1000 in prize money. He had asked Giddings to oversee the enterprise but to keep 
the whole matter secret until he could get to Washington to consult him about it. The letter here 
shows that Brown was still interested In the scheme that fall, although ultimately, nothing came 
of his proposal, in part because of his lack of funds. ($7,000.) Another offering consists of a let
ter sent by Sec. of War Simon Cameron in June 1861 to Massachusetts shipbuilder Robert B. 
Forbes who had just organized a "Coast Guard" unit and was offering its services to the 
Government. After acknowledging receiving 'the prospectus of your Coast guard organization,' 
Cameron assures Forbes, '[Y}our name is a sufficient guarantee to exempt your application from 
even the suspicion of a desire to seek anything unreasonable at the hands of this Department. 
The object and purpose of your organization seems to me to be one which commends itself emi
nently to the favor of the Government, and I regret that the Sec'y of the Navy under whose par
ticular province your application falls has not been able to accept your Guard and provide for its 
service. I cannot doubt ii will prove a valuable ~-------------,1 

acquisition to the Government, and If I could con
sistently with the range of the power & duties of 
this Department employ them I would do so but 
this I find myself unable to do without coming in 
conflict with other Departments of the Government 
and am reluctantly therefore obliged to decline 
their offer of services.' Once his Coast Guard unit 
was rejected, Forbes found other ways to aid the 
Union, particularly in building ships for the Navy. A great stereovlew of the Lincoln hearse in 
The U.S. Coast Guard was not established until Phlfadelphla-a bargain on eBay at $400. 
1915. ($550.) 
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J oe Levine of Presidential Coin and Antique held a December sale in conjunction with the Baltimore Coin & Currency 
Convention. His rather thick catalog Included some 1500 lots, divided between live and mail bid only categories. Three 
prominent collections were featured, including a sizeable consignment from our own Dr. Edmund B. Sullivan. There were 

over 75 lots of Lincoln medals scattered throughout the catalog. We will cover some of the more non-traditional items in this 
report. A copper shell wall plaque, measuring a sizeable 17 x 15", has overlapping busts of Washington, Lincoln and Grant. 
Joe attributes this plaque to 1892, based on similarities to two Columbian Exposition tokens. We feel a date of 1870 is more 
accurate, as we have seen these same busts on a monumental bronze roundel, a lithograph, and two paperweights (in glass 
and plaster), all of which bear that earlier date. $575. A brass shell medalet (JBELL-1860·5) has idential devices on either 
side, inscribed "Constitution and Union·· around an eagle. Attributed to the 1860 candidacy of John Bell, it sold for $550. 
Another brass shell item, USG· 1868·51, issued tor his 1868 election effort, harkens back to his first successful victory of the 
War, the capture of Fort Donelson. $175. An original iron die for the Lincoln "Cabinet Medal" engraved by Anthony Pacquet of the U.S .• 

Mint in Philadelphia was offered. This die was used in the production of two Lincoln "Mint medals", one 

•

with George Washington on the reverse (PR-30) and the other with an assassination-related motif 
(PR-36). $3,500. A 98 mm. Frederick Douglass medallion produced in Atlanta In 1895 had a rather 
politically incorrect quotation on the reverse: "Judge Us Not by the Splendid Caucasian Civilization. 

Judge Us In Comparison with the Depths From Which We Have Come." $TT5. A 63 mm. SIL· 

• 
VER medal by Brenner, creator of the Lincoln penny, 

features a bust of Lincoln on the obverse and an 
eagle perched on a cliff overlooking a storm
swept sea below, inscribed "Preserve Protect 
Defend" (words from the Presidential Oath of 

Office). The U.S. Mint struck 120 bronzes medals In 
1908, but this was the first silver example known to Joe. $750. 

S eth Kaller is a major player in the field of historical documents. He was and 
is the main agent in the development of the Gilder-Lehrman Collection. For ~= .. === 
a while, he operated a retail gallery in Manhattan. A resident of New Jersey, 

he currently has offices in White Plains, NY. His most recent catalog is titled 
Turning Points: Documents That Shaped America and describes the services that 
Seth provides to collectors and Investors. His motto: "Sometimes, a document 
does more than capture a moment in history. It is history." (We think the same 
can be said about the material culture we collect, which encompasses autographs 
and documents, as well.) The catalog has a representative selection of items from 
famous historical figures, with a special emphasis on Lincoln and the Founding 
Fathers. A Lincoln signed copy of the Emancipation Proclamation (a "Boker Copy" 
detailed in a previous issue) is a cool $1.5 million. A Lincoln signed military 
appointment on vellum is within the range of "mere mortal" collectors at $7,500. 
The Charleston Mercury "Union is Dissolved" broadside Extra is $55,000. A 
Bissell bust of Lincoln is $15,000. For more details, log on to www.SethKaller.net. 

This carte, recently found on eBay, shows the decorated arch In Chicago 
with a crowd at the bottom posed In mourning attire. The top of the 

arch is worded ·we Honor Him Dead Who Honored Us Living, Rest In 
Peace Noble Soul • Patriot Heart. and Faithful to Right - a Martyr to 

Justice.· By J. Garbutt. a reasonable $585 to the lucky bidder. 

S wann's autograph sale in November Included a graphic lettersheet, September 1865, from P. T. Barnum to 
Louis Schnagel (apparently an aide-de-camp to Winfield Scott) confirming the receipt of some personal 
effects of the distinguished general, no doubt intended tor an exhibit at Barnum's American Museum: "I 

beg you to tender to Lieut. Genl. Scott my compliments & thanks for the exchange of hats & clothing, as also 
for his carte de visite and autograph. I paid for the hat I sent him and of course pay for the suit of clothes made 
by his tailor according to the General's understanding." ($1,265.) An autograph album had a leaf signed by 
Lincoln (with applied albumen) plus others signed by Andrew Johnson, U. S Grant, Benjamin BuUer, Philip 
Sheridan, George A. Custer, Meade, Sherman, Hancock and a host of other Civil War notables. Estimated at 
$10,000-15,000, it "signed off' for $10,925. A Charles Sumner ALS, August 26, 1856, describes the aftermath 
of his brutal attack in the Senate Chamber by Congressman Preston Brooks. "From the beginning, I have been 
deceived about my case. At first I supposed I should be about in a day or two; then It was a week; & when I was confined 
to my bed, just so soon as my wounds healed ... I walk with difficulty, &, if for any distance, with pressure on my brain ... Of 
course, though convalesing, I am still an invalid ... I was unwilling to get so far away from Washington to which I hoped to 

""'fH-:JfUAJ .11,, /fl-,.1-r:/)U 
,,.,,. -~ n Mf 1.., 

J...,I, 

return soon, for I couldn't give up the idea of getting to my seat in the Senate ... " ($3,680.) Another Sumner ALS addressed rr, 
to historian George Bancroft, November 9, 1864, discusses the appointment of Chase as Chief Justice. " .. .I think you need 
not be anxious about the Chief Justiseship. II is solemnly promised to Chase. I do not see how there can be any change. 

$,--.,,.~ ... >--1 , ... .c.. 

-- ~- ...c; -

~-';:-• 
.,i.!i,-.4t.. 

Again & again the President has said that Chase should have it, & a fortnight ago he positively announced his determina-"-----~------'I 

tion to appoint him. I agree with you about that tribe of politicians with whom politics seems a game. 'Looking after' is the least that they need." Sumner was 
a close friend of the Lincolns and no doubt had first-hand knowledge of the President's position on Chase. ($430.) The house also hosted a photography sale 
in October. In that auction, a 6 x 5" Gardner albumen photograph of "Samuel Arnold - a Lincoln conspirator'' sold for $1,200 plus buyer's. 
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R obert A. Siegel Galleries of NYC held a 
November sale highlighting a major collec-•i"r1i>?r:, 

tion of United States Free Franks. A Lincoln 
free frank written during his sole term in Congress 
went slightly under estimate for $7,700. Another one 
written as president with "Willie Lincoln" mourning 
envelope addressed in the hand of Mary Lincoln •1.:.i.::Mllli..,;a...iU111.:..-..i;a 
(directed to her New York clothier) was estimated at 
$10,000-15,000. With a lot of things going for it, it 
took off for $24,200. Lincoln was known to write 
notes on little scraps of paper-whatever was close
at-hand. A case-in-point is an envelope sent from a 
soldier to an anti-slavery Congressman, William D. 
Kelley. It apparently contained some pithy expres
sions that Kelley felt were worthy of the President's 
attention. Lincoln endorsed the envelope (sold here 
without contents) "Col. Wistar-Negro regiments. 
Submitted to the Sec. of War. A. Lincoln. Feb. 20, 
1863." The Emancipation Proclamation had just 
taken effect less than two months prior, exerting 
pressure on the movement to enlist Black troops. 
$8,800. An envelope sent by former President 
Andrew Johnson, during his brief time in the post
war Senate, required postage, as the franking privi
lege had been abolished. The envelope has Andy's 
signature in two places, as he addressed It, in pencil, .._ ___ .a:;• 111111~..iliiwl 
to his son Andrew Johnson, Jr. Perhaps because of 
some damage, it made a reasonable $330. An unusu
al envelope sent by President Grant from his summer 
home in Long Branch, NJ in 1872, was inscribed 
"Executive. U. S. Grant." Sold with a Grant ALS 
declining an invitation to speak before a veteran's 
group, the pair realized $2,960. A Mary Lincoln free 
franked envelope, addressed to Lincoln's former cam
paign manager and executor, David Davis, was sent 
from Chicago around 1866 or 1867. Mrs. Lincoln, at 
this time, was attempting to sell off some surplus 
clothing through New York merchants. $4,950 . ..,. __ 
Finally, an envelope addressed by Jefferson Davis to 
his wife, while a prisoner at Fortress Monroe, was 
offered. It was free franked by Attorney General 
Joshua Speed. Davis pointed out this courtesy by his 
notation in the bottom left corner: "Politeness of Hon. 
J. Speed U.S. Atty. Genl." Marked "Unclaimed", it 
apparently reached its addressee in due course. $9,350. 

S ignature House of Bridgeport, 1/'N conducted a 900-lot 
auction in December. Bids could be submitted via mail, 
fax, email, website, eBay-Live or In-person (did they 

forget anything?) The catalog is well-organized, using an 
easy-to-see type font, with clear photos. An April 17, 1865 
manuscript military dispatch from Union-occupied Raleigh, 
NC announces Lincoln's 
assassination. "The fol
lowing dispatch has been 
received by Maj. Genl. 
Blair. 'General, Our noble 
President has been assas
sinated and is dead. 
Seward also, and his son; 
it is thought Seward will 
live but his son cannot. 
The assassins are said to 
have attempted Grant but 
failed. They are reported 
on the track of Sherman, 
and the Secretary puts him on 
guard. My heart is filled with 
gloom and sorrow. We have 
lost our noble head. [signed) 0. 
0. Howard, Maj. Genl. By order 
of Brig Genl M. F. Force."' With 
a minimum bid of $1,500, It 
was dispatched tor $1,725. An 
unusual CDV of Sherman, a 
composite job, showed Grant's 
right-hand man surrounded by 
four corps badges (the 14th, 15th, 17th and 20th). 
Published by George Holbrook in 1865, it made $195 ("Four 
corps and seven years ago!") An 1839-40 printed legal doc
ument from Illinois is signed three times "Stuart & Lincoln", 
once in the hand of Lincoln's senior law partner, John Todd 
Stuart, and twice by the junior partner, Lincoln. Additional 
notations in Lincoln's hand record and acknowledge receipt 
of monies applied against a judgment. Lincoln was hired by 
Stuart in 1837 when he first came to Springfield, one year 
after becoming a lawyer. ($8,625.) A 1915 signed photo
graph by Gutzon Borglum shows the Mt. Rushmore scupltor 
posed rather casually in front of his sculpture of a seated 
Lincoln. In fact, the two look rather chummy. ($175.) 

S !even Raab, an autograph dealer from Ardmore, PA, issues well-designed and easy-to-read fixed price catalogs, In an effort to distinguish himself from 
the competition, add a little cachet, and reflect the family nature of the business (operated by Steven, Susan and Nathan Raab), he was renamed the 
business 'The Raab Collection." So, here are some selections from the "Collection" for your attention: A signed CDV by Robert Shute of Boston, inscribed 

"U. S. Grant Lt Gen. U.S.A." is $5,500. Steve opines that this photo was produced sometime in 1864 and may have been a copy of an original by Mathew 
Brady. U.S.G. looks a bit cross-eyed in this military vignette. His wife, Julia Dent, was indeed ______ ,._ .,,_,,~ 
cross-eyed and it may be that if you're married to a cross-eyed person long-enough, you start - ., - - ,..,. • .... 
to look like your spouse! A signed document of Abraham Lincoln, April 6, 1861, apppoints J..,:~;;~-~-'"Z' a~ _______ .,. _ _,..,_,.. 
Mrs. Margaret Sillyman to be postmistress of Pottsville, PA. This is the first Federal appoint- i ~~z;.~~E.:--::.:..7.-i'.SE 
ment we have seen involving a woman. A petition accompanying the appointment from the cit- •.-:.i m;;_ --::::!~:".:::..~-··----1-,• 
izens of Pottsville plays upon the President's sensibilities. Mrs. Sillyman was a widow of one ~2~- 1~1:::.::: • .::. 
of the founders of the town, a prominent Whig and Republican, and was in "dire straits", along -·-· '-"' -"'"'-·-

,,; ✓ ~c 
with her family. Obviously, the petition resonated with the President, or he really couldn't care ,,,.,1-___ ,; • 
less who the postmaster in Pottsville was, and the appointment was made. ($9,500.) 
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D an Weinberg of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago puts out periodic, compact sales catalogs. These are comprised mainly of new books, 
(many signed by the author), vintage books, military and historical autographs and Lincolniana. The latest list had a color centerfold - a nice 
touch. A paperback book containing the first printing In book form of the Gettysburg Address is $15,500. Most of this 48-page book has the text 

of Edward Everett's two-hour oration. Lincoln's two-minute job appears on page 40. The address appeared prior to this in a newspaper account and a 
____ :::;;-i 16-page Washington pamphlet, The Gettysburg Solemnities, of which only two copies are known. The first facsimile copy of the 

· l I Gettysburg Address is offered In Autograph Leaves of Our Country's Authors, published in Baltimore by Cushings & Bailey in 1864. 
"• ~'."' Ninety-two authors and statesmen agreed to have their words reproduced in this manner and likewise submitted the originals for 

"'amumu .. 1m1.... sale at the Baltimore Sanitary Fair of 1864. None of the original documents sold and book sales were weak, as well. The manuscript --==-•==--Gettysburg Address, known as the Bliss Copy (after the promoter of this volume, Alexander Bliss) sold for $54,000 in 1949 and is 
now in the White House Collection. This facsimile copy is only $1,850. A Lincoln ALS, October 29, 1854, written to Jefferson L. 
Dugger at a time when Lincoln had re-entered the political arena to campaign against Stephen Douglas' Kansas-Nebraska Bill is 

-=:..-=::-J::Z:7 also offered. "If it will probably do any good, I can speak at your town at 2 o'clock P.M. on Saturday, the 4th Novr. Perhaps It might 
be well for you to consult Palmer, and if he and you think it will work well, you may make an announcement accordingly. Do not 
announce me merely as a compliment to me: I would much prefer saving the labor, unless it promises some good. As soon as you 

determine whether I shall speak or not, write me at this place .. : Obviously, the popular Lincoln was rather fatigued and was 
hoping to avoid yet another speaking engagement. It does appear from the records, however. that he did indeed speak at 
Carlinville on November 4th, the home town of his political ally, John M. Palmer, who is mentioned in the letter. ($26,500.) A 
ninth-plate ambrotype is a copy image after the lost daguerreotype taken by J.C.F. Polycarpus von Schneidau in Chicago on 
October 27, 1854. George Schneider, editor of the German anti-slavery newspaper, Illinois Staat-Zeitung, was a friend of the 
photographer and brought Lincoln over to his studio to have his picture taken holding 
Schneider's paper. This was Lincoln's second photograph. In 1858, Joseph Medill, editor of the 
Press and Tribune, went to the same studio, now operated by his friend Samuel Alschuler, to 
have a copy image made from Schneider's original. In a clever marketing ploy, a touch-up artist 
was employed and the masthead on the paper held by Lincoln switched to the Press and 
Tribune. Although a number of salt prints were taken from this ambrotype, only one copy still 

exists as the 1854 dag was destroyed in the Chicago fire. ($125,000.) Finally, an oil on board, 16 3/4 x 21", housed in a 
late 19th-century gilt frame, shows Lincoln as he appeared in August 1860. Although unsigned, it is attributed to John 
C. Wolfe and was painted from life by the Springfield artist, using a photograph by Joseph Hill (0-25), as his guide. 
Thomas Hicks, who also painted Lincoln from life In 1860, likewise employed a photo. Apparently, artists needed this 
"back-up" as time with their subjects was limited. Unlike Hicks, Wolfe did not try to idealize or modify Lincoln, but paint
ed him realistically, capturing the true color of his eyes-an unusual hue Lincoln called gray, but that others described as 
green-gray. Those with "deep pockets" may ascertain the price on this offering by contacting Dan. 

averly Book Auctions (now a 
subsidiary of Quinn's 
Auction Galleries of Falls 

Church, VA) recently sold the personal 
library of the esteemed ABC & CBS 
journalist Howard K. Smith. A few lots 
caught our attention Including the Carl 
Sandburg set: Abraham Lincoln: The 
Prairie Years and The War Years. (NY: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1926-1939, six vol
umes in total). Bound by Sangorski & 
Sutcliffe in half brown Niger morocco, 
with marbled boards and endpapers, 
they were inscribed by Sandburg to 
'Howard K. Smith with salutations to 
the reporter who is also historian -
whose 'The State Of Europe' was 
keenly Illuminating: In fellow
ship, the scrivener. Carl 
Sandburg 1953.' The first vol
ume of The War Years was also 
Inscribed to 'Howard K. Smith 
my colleague at Gettysburg with 
respect and in fellowship - Carl 
Sandburg 1961.'The set realized 
$2,800 plus buyer's premium. 

_ .. _ 
............. , .. ..,_._ .... -....:---
•M. .... C-.,.~- ..... --. ............ .,_ 

(US,. .... . . . . 

Talk about a bargain! Selling for a mere $115 on eBay was a two-page Autograph 
Manuscript Signed (AMsS) detailing the fiery reaction of the American actor 
James E. Murdoch to the assassination of Abraham Lincoln at the hands of fel
low actor John Wilkes Booth. From his sick bed, a month after the assassina-

tion, Murdoch wrote this item for the benefit of a sanitary Fair - which would sell the 
missive to obtain funds for the relief of soldiers and their families. James E. Murdoch 
(1811-93), a Shakespearean actor from Hamilton County. OH, entllftained troops 
during the War with dramatic readings. The piece reads: 

*{Hampstsad Grove, Ohio, May 13th 1865] 
Th6 following lines from ShakespeaTB 

may be Justly applied to the Tinsel sou/6d wretch 
"Booth' - the assassin/ - one. who to gratify 
an lnsatiate thirst for notoriety at the prompt
ings of a faction as base as he was vain and 

heartless, In the true spirit of cowardice, 
from behind, struck at the life of the purest 
Patriot 7hat ever lived In the Tide of time' 

James E. Murdoch. (Written on a sick bed in the hope of benefiting the Fair.) 
-This quote is part of Gratiana's monologue from Act IV ofThe Merchant of 
Venice. ·o be thou damned, Inexorable dogl/And for thy life let justice be 
accused./Thou almost mak'st me waver In my faith/To hold opinion with 
Pythagoras./That souls of animals Infuse themselves/Into the trunks of men. Thy 
currlsh spirit, Governed a Wolf. who hanged for human slaughter/Even from the gal
lows did his fell soul fleet .. Infused Itself In thee; for thy deslres/ATB bloody wolfish 
bloody starved and ravenous. • Fun association, neat content, a steal!! 
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More In the Market! 

J oe Maddalena's "Profiles in History" recently issued a fixed price catalog with about 100 
entries. A Robert Gould Shaw ALS, September 22, 1862, written from Sandy Hook, MD, 
describes the aftermath of Antietam. " ... We had a terrible battle last week. May we soon 

see the last of them and of the war. You can hardly imagine the horror of that battle field the 
following day." Shortly after this letter was written, Shaw was appointed by Massachusetts 
Gov. Andrew to organize and lead a "Colored" regiment, the 54th. He died the following year 
in the suicidal assault on Fort Wagner, immortalized in the movie "Glory." ($15,000.) A 
Lincoln signed commission, June 1, 1861, co-signed by Gideon Welles, appoints William T. 
Sampson a midshipman. Sampson graduated first in his class at Annapolis (signified on this 
document as "Registered No. One"), served with distinction in the war, but most notably in 
the Spanish-American War where he helped capture the entire Spanish fleet of Admiral 
Cervera In Santiago Harbor. This was his initial appointment. ($10,000.) 

N o bids on this one, but certainly an interesting eBay tale: As Abraham grew up he preferred learning to working in the fields. This led to a 
difficult relationship with his father, who was the opposite. Abraham would constantly borrow books from his neighbors. In 1828, 
Abraham's sister died during childbirth. L1Iter that yea,; he took a flatboat trip to New Orleans. Then in 1830, he moved to Illinois. The next 

year he took another flatboat trip to New Orleans. Then he moved to New Salem, Illinois, where he lived until 1837. My great great grandfather 
Hezekiah Stout Who also lived in this town, met Abe at the store Abe helped operate when he was 21, My g.g.grandfather was 16 at the time. They ~--
built a friendship, and as the story was told, Abe gave this coin pocket pouch to my g.g. grandfather for helping Abe one day with his chores and 
being a loyal friend ... They became life long fn"ends. My g.g. grandfather got married and moved to Camden. Illinois, North about 25 ml/es. They stayed in touch ... 
Abraham became a successful attorney and brought a house for his family in 1844. As time went on my g.g. grandfather became captain in the Missoun· calvary 
during the Civil War. In 1844 my Great grandfather, Stillman Stout, was bom ... In 1863 he was in the 73rd Illinois infantry. Well, I could go on and on with family 
documents and records. I'm sure you by now you realize the signifcance of this great piece of history that belonged to our 16th president during his youth. 
Remarkable every time I ponder about my past generations and how powerful this history of my family is ... This leather pocket pouch was usd by Abe and my G.G. 
Grandfather until it was put away with many other heirlooms I have ... I will start (bids) at a reasonable price so you people of knowedge can take control of the value. 
But I must set a reserve on it, Mind you it will be very low indeed, How many pieces of history are still floating around? 

W es Cowan's December sale had approximately 
sixty Lincoln-related lots. There was an espe
cially large assortment of CDVs (both Merserve 

and period copies), cabinet cards of Lincoln Cabinet mem
bers and assassination/mourning items. Beyond that, there 
was the typical (if that word can be used in this context!) 
array of campaign items. A framed copy of a post-1860 elec
tion newspaper from Pennsylvania, the Somerset Herald and ----...:;::L......_....,;~..;;_ __ :__~..JiA 
Whig, had some wonderful woodcuts and banner headlines 
commemorating the election. A raccoon is shown pushing 
along a large ball above the caption: "Another Sight of Our 
Ringtailed Friend. Abe Lincoln Elected President!!" Even 
though the Whig Party last fielded a national ticket in 1852, 
here we have a newspaper continuing to use that label and 
resurrecting Whig imagery from 1840-4. As a matter of fact, 
that "same ol' coon" would make a return engagement yet 
again in 1888, for the campaign of Benjamin Harrison, before 
joining the list of extinct party animals. $4,885. A modestly
sized Lincoln-Hamlin flag, 8 1/2 x 12", was estimated at 
$7,000-9,000. This appears to have been the second auction 
appearance of this Item-we don't know if it is the same exam
ple or a different one. Containing 33-stars In the "Great Star 

Pattern", it sold for $6,900. A much large flag, 23 x 46", had 34-stars, and the bold inscrip
tion "Lincoln and Johnson!" Although Confederate flags contained only the number of stars 
corresponding to the states in the Southern federation, Union flags had canton patterns that always reflected the undivided Union, including the 
seceded states. $33,350. The "star" lot of the auction was a 35 x 37" glazed cotton banner featuring the opposing candidates in 1872, Ulysses 
Grant and Horace Greeley. Printed in green on white, this blockbuster piece was probably an uncut manufacturer's remnant intended for use on 
tri-corner campaign transparencies. It "lit up" the auction block, selling for $24,150. 
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P acific Auctions in California recently offered some lnteresting material in our field. An 
ALS by Grant as Commander of the Armies, City Point, Virginia, March 14, 1865, on 
official "Headquarters" stationery. Written to General Henry Halleck, with a manu

script notation "Cypher" indicating the message was to be sent in secret code, Grant writes: 
"Major General Halleck, Washington: I would like to have General Barham ordered to take 
the place vacated by the capture of General Kelly. He can be spared from here and he knows 
the country. U.S. Grant - LI. Gen." On the night of February 21-22, 1865, Confederate par
tisan leader LI. Jesse McNeil led a force of 70 Confederate raiders dressed in Union uniforms 
into Cumberland, Maryland. They seized the headquarters of Major General Benjamin 
Franklin Kelly and his superior, Major General George Crook, roused them from their sleep 
and slipped off into the night. A party of Union cavalry was sent in pursuit, but to no avail. 
Just days later word was received of their incarceration at Libby Prison in Richmond, noto
rious for its inhumane living conditions. This incident created an uproar in the Northern press, accusing the Confederate government 
of the outrageous act of kidnapping and demanding the release of Kelly and Crook. An exchange was quickly negotiated and the two 
were freed on March 20, 1865. Less than three weeks later Grant accepted Lee's surrender at Appomattox Court House on April 9th. A 
fascinating and significant letter pertaining to a final desperate act by the Confederacy during the closing days of the War. Estimated 
quite aggressively at $12,000-15,000, the lot passed. A two-sided "broadside" from 1856 (might this be termed a "broadsheet?") was 
printed in Buffalo, but advertised land for sale in Illinois. "Farm Lands for Sale. The Illinois Central R.R. Company ls now prepared to 
sell about Two Million of Acres of Farming Lands." We believe this was land acquired from the Government for use in the construction 
of the transcontinental railroad. Lincoln was legal counsel for the Illinois Central and Stephen Douglas owned land in Illinois that would 
have appreciated greatly in value if the "Northern route" was chosen for construction as against the "Southern route." ($260.) 
A terrific broadside also sold: ''Wanted 100 Abie Bodied Men! Who 'Fear God' and 'Honor the King;' ... 'The Federal Union Must 
be Preserved!..." Printed in Worcester, MA by Charles Hamilton, April 15, 1861 -just two days after Fort Sumter fell, 12 x 10" 
on canary yellow paper, this patriotic Union broadside called for recruits for the Worcester Independent Volunteers during the 
early days of the War. The newly-minted soldiers will 'march ·shoulder to shoulder' to Washington or any other place, with a 
determination to fight... Suppose we die to-morrow, what of it? The Union is saved!" ($1,840 plus buyer's premium.) A col
lection of eleven CDVs, variously signed and inscribed, depicted members of the 67th Colored Infantry of Missouri. This out
fit was stationed in Morganza, LA from June 1864 to June 1865. The CDVs have backstamps of New Orleans and Baton Rouge 
gallenes. Ten show White officers and one has two young Black soldiers. ($3.7 40.) A presentation copy of Frederick Douglass' a.:•-••111111--_. 
1881 biography made $10,925. It was personally inscribed by the author to John L. Thomas who is mentioned in the book on page 451. He "encouraged 
Douglas to revisit his old plantation after the war" on a revenue cutter under his command. Douglass stated "I left there as a slave, and returned as a freeman. 
I left there unknown to the outside world, and returned well known. I left there on a freight boat and returned on a Revenue Cutter." 

A world record price! James Julia of Maine sold a great letter in October. Cataloged as: LINCOLN ASSASSINATION LEITER -A HISTORICAUY IMPORTANT 
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT written by a man named Samuel who was sitting in the front row of Ford's Theater. He wrote the letter to his wife Maria on April 15th, 
1865, the day after the assassination when his recollection was fresh and untainted by the many rumors and theories that sprang up In the days and weeks 
following that tragic event. On embossed, lined stationery: 'You no doubt have received the particulars before my letter reaches you of the assassination of 
Pres. Uncoln. it was terrible for I saw it all. Mr Cook and myself Engaged front Seats for ourselves Mrs Foster and Miss Walcott and as the papers State, J 
Wilks Booth shot the President and jumped from the front of the Private Box, upon the stage, holding a large Boaie (sic) knife about a foot in length. No one 
but a stage actor could have performed the deed with such coolness. As he landed on the stage he look back to the private box with his Boaie knffe raised and 
says Va is avenged, and left the stage at its rear mounting a horse and Escaped.· With some research, one should be able to piece together the identities of 
Samuel and Maria. and the other persons mentioned in the letter. including Samuel's companions at the theater. A valuable and previously unpublished his
torical document With what we thought to be a rather lofty estimate of $2-5,000, we were proven In error- the missive sold for a record price: $6,000 + 15%. 
A similar item recently sold on eBay at the reserve of $1,000. A 3pp. letter from 'George', a member of the Marine Corps, to his father, Baltimore, April 21 
1865, describing the funeral and procession from the White House to the Capitol. In part: • I believe I have not written you since the murder of the President 
I was In Washington the day the crime was committed, but returned here in the afternoon a few hours before the awful deed took place. On Monday last, the 
17th, I received orders from the Secretary [of the Navy) to report myself in Washington early the next morning, which I did. I was then ordered, as one of the 
guards of honor, on the part of the Navy, to the remains of our late President, which were lying in state in the East Room of the White House. There were sev
eral Army officers, two Marine officers and four Naval officers besides myself, in attendance, all dressed in uniform with crape on the arm and swords dressed 
in mourning. We were in the East Room with the corpse all day Tuesday, while the people were permitted to pass in and out of the room to take a farewell look 
at the remains. There is no use for me to attempt to describe the occasion, as you have probably seen a description in the papers. On Wednesday Admiral 
[David G.] Farragut took me as his aid[e] to accompany him during the day. By this arrangement I was enabled to be present for the funeral ceremonies in the 
East Room. It was a very solemn and impressive occasion, one that I will never forget. The assemblage was composed of the greatest men in our country and 
... a few from others. After these ... ceremonies were over, the grand procession was formed to escort the body to the Capitol, where it was laid in state until 
this morning, when it started for the West. I took part in the procession .. Thursday Admiral Farragut again took me as his aid[e]. I accompanied him and sev
eral other naval officers with Mr (Gideon] Welles (Secretary of War] at our head to pay our respects to President [Andrew] Johnson. We are all introduced to 
the President. some of the older officers holding a short conversation with him, after which we passed out [of the room]. The Admiral asked me how I would 
like to go West with the body as one of the escorts. I told him I would just as leave as go or not. He then said you shall go. At that time he thought he was 
going himself, but as they concluded not to send him, that prevented my going. The only reason I wished to go was that I could have paid you a short visit of 
a day or so ... My trip was an expensive one, but I had a good opportunity of seeing all the high officials of the country .. .' 
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Cause for Concern .. 
"Let's Be Careful Out There!" 

conclude a non-contemporary date of 
manufacture-anywhere lrom the late 
1880s to 1910. It may well be part of the 
extensive group of "pseudo" Lincoln cam-

w 
paign items (flags and ribbons) made for 

hen a "great" piece shows up, we're the Centennial celebration or for adver-
naturally excited. There is usually tising purposes, many of which we have 
an optimistic presumption of reported on in these pages. 
authenticity. Once the initial excite- We cannot consider this report com-

ment dies down, caution and skepticism plete without referring to another 
enter the picture. ls the item real? We pie- "Lincoln and Hamlin" banner currently in 
ture several items that understandably the market. Offered at auction recently 
prompt skepticism. by the Gallery at Knotty Pine in West 

First item under review: a Lincoln Swansey, NH , this example measures 
banner that recently surfaced, being 10.5 x 15.5" and is red, white and blue 
offered for sale to a prominent dealer. It with black lettering. This auction includ-
measures 12.5 x 25" overall. "Lincoln & ed a handful of political items (as did a 
Hamlin" is printed in ornate lettering ~---~----- previous sale that 
on a white ground. This is surround- had some choice 
ed by a blue border with stars all 19th-century materi-
around. Metallic trim is applied to al). We suspect that 
the perimeter and gold tassels the political items in 
attached on three sides. The whole the December sale 

were all consigned 

effort to examine such offerings in per
son, compare them to known and estab
lished examples, and ask for provenance, 
if any. As reported in previous issues, 
reproductions were made 40-50 years 
after the fact. These reproductions are 
now 100 years old and, in some cases, 
problematic. And, thanks primarily to 
eBay, we are exposed to such items for 
the first time. Most hobby organizations 
are insular in nature, and the interaction 
with the "outside world" can only help 
from both an educational and "acquisi
tion" standpoint. (The first banner sold 
for just $1,500 plus buyer's premium; the 
second garnered a total of $4,950.) 

An evocative item of questionable vintage ... with a detailed look at the fabric and braid. Another "suspect'' banner ... with a detailed look at the fabric. 

is suspended from a wooden dowel with 
"bell" or acorn finials and a blue cord. 
The material is cotton or linen. In com
paring it to other political textiles of the 
period (printed on linen), we notice some 
irregularities. The lettering here is not 
the solid, jet black seen on accepted 
pieces. The edges are not sharp and dis
tinct, but somewhat blurry, especially 
near the outer extremities. The linen is 
very coarse in its weave and resembles a 
burlap, with scattered pockets or open
ings, seen under magnification. Gold, 
metallic tassels were known in this peri
od (a yellow Buchanan ribbon from 1856 
is decorated with same). These tassels 
appear too finely finished (with many 
loops, closely wrapped, and no spaces in
between). The size is rather puzzling as 
well-much smaller than other "accepted" 
banners. Although we cannot disqualify 
this piece definitively, we are forced to 

by area collector/dealers. This practice 
of placing political items at auction 
reverses the normal arrangement where 
such auctions serve as a source of mate
rial to collectors, rather than an outlet. 
But, we digress ... the lettering on the ban
ner matches that seen on a Lincoln
Hamlin flag (#296 in Herbert Collins' 
Threads of History), although the stripes 
on the banner are vertical and not hori
zontal, like on the flag. The scans provid
ed to us seem to indicate the lettering 
was printed and is rather distinct and 
dark - a good sign. The only aspect of the 
banner that troubles us was the loose, or 
coarse weave of the material, similar to 
burlap. In this respect, it matches the 
other suspect banner. The bottom line ... 
we question the authenticity of this 
example and are not comfortable to the 
point where we would "lay our money 
down." Collectors should make every 

Flash: "Epidemic of fake 
Lincoln ribbons in Bergen 
County, New Jersey!" 

We are sometimes amazed by the 
strange coincidences which we observe 
in the marketplace for Lincolniana. On 
eBay recently(where else'!), a dealer from 
Lyndhurst, NJ offered two fake Lincoln 
ribbons. One was printed on a 
bluish/green satin, the other on white silk 
or rayon. This particular dealer had only 
85% positive feedback. A request by your 
editor (who lives less than ten minutes 
away from the vendor) to view the items 
was totally ignored. Both the quality of 
the printing (or, rather, lack thereof) and 
the material were telltale signs of Illegiti
macy. Throw in the low starting bids, 
extensive negative feedback and lack of 
responsiveness and the conclusion was 
foregone. The white ribbon was with-
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drawn, but the satin ribbon sold for $760. Very 
shortly thereafter, a dealer from nearby Glen 
Rock, NJ offered the same "Rail Splitters" ribbon, 
but printed on paper. This dealer, it should be 
noted, has excellent feedback and has been in 
the hobby for a number of years. The paper 
example was obviously of recent vintage. The 
lettering was abnormally curved and there was 
nothing about it that looked right. Our initial 
reaction was that it might have been an illustra
tion in a book. At the very same time, another 
dealer from East Rutherford, NJ Gust north of ----
Lyndhurst) listed the two printing blocks used to make these ribbons. This 
dealer also had excellent feedback, but, like the other dealers, was not making 

The three items above, two "ribbons" on any representations as to age. Like many eBayer's, these dealers were just pre
fabric, one on paper, are absolute fakes. senting their merchandise without any provenance or wa.rranties. 

Unfortunately, many unsophisticated buyers will naturally assume such items to 
be "period" when there is nothing stated in the listing to the contrary. In the case of the printing blocks, they are also reproductions. 
They are not the originals used in 1860, but zinc photomechanlcal blocks used in letterpress printing. Like the ribbons, they are of 
poor quality, but may be as much as 100 years old. It is probably not coincidence that all these related items surfaced in the same 
county at the same time. They likely all originated in a single estate. So, you "eBayer's" out there-be careful, or you may need to take 
a bunch of Bayers! [Editor's Note: We are indebted to fellow Rail Splitter David Frent, one of the most respected experts on political 
Americana, for bringing these Crauds to our attention! We all appreciate such diligence and the sharing of necessary information.) 

WARNING: In addition to the plethora of fantasy, fake, and forged material plaguing collectors, there are a host of new scams to hit the 
internet. Most of you, by now, have discovered the insidious emails that replicate correspondence from legitimate sites - mostly in the 
guise of letters from eBay or PayPal advising that your account is "compromised" and you need to log-in to reset your password. Known 
as "phishing" and considered one of the fastest growing fraud and identity theft crimes, these fake messages "capture" your confiden
tial information and result in hijacked accounts. Be careful - the links are quite deceptive and often include familiar logos and copyright 
information. And, for those bidding on more expensive items on eBay, the newest scam is the "Second Chance Offer." Under-bidders -
as well as those further down the list as under, under-bidders, are now hit by news that the winning bidder reneged on the deal inviting 
you to buy the lot at your bid. Problem? They are sent by people who simply copy the necessary information, use email accounts that 
appear similar to the legitimate seller, and have you wire or send money with no hope of getting the item. You need to be on your toes! 

History At Your Fingertips! 
An important Auction of 

Political Memorabilia and Americana 
Wednesday and Thursday June 22 & 23, 2005 

Hundreds of highly desirable, quality lots, fuJJy illustrated in our 
glossy auction catalog. Political memorabilia, Presidential artifacts, 

Black Americana, Advertising memorabilia and morel 

To reserve your copy of this auction catalog please visit BeritageGalleries.com or call Nicole Jewell at 
1-800-872-6467, ext 272. You may also view the auction and bid interactively on our website. To inquire about the 

items in this auction or for future consignment information, please contact: 
Tom Slater 800-872-6467, ext 441 - TomS@HeritageGalleries.com 
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A Case for Encased Postage, cont. 
• l!kent yellow-green. Washington por
trait. Aug. 20, 1861. ~ 
• 12-cent black. Washington portrait. 
After Aug. 20, 1861. S.09 
• 24-cent red-lilac. Washington portrait. 
January 7, 1862. S-70 
• 30-cent orange. Franklin portrait. 
August 20, 1861. S-7I 
• 90-cent blue. Washington portrait. After 
November 1861. S-72 

Occasionally, a two-cent stamp with 
the Jackson portrait is offered on the 
numismatic market as an encased postage 
stamp, as it may be, but no originals are 
believed to have been Issued by Gault. 

Various deceptions exist among 
stamps in numismatic hands today, 
including fabrications of supposed rari
ties made by the opening of cases and 
substituting a more collectible stamp for 
the one originally encased, or the inser
tion of stamps not used originally in the 
series, or of varieties of denominations 
made after 1863. Extensive discussion or 

John J. Brown sold his Bronchial Troches from 
hls storefront on Newberry Street in Boston. 

While his troches were harmless, Brown's most 
famous product, the opium-based Mrs. 

Winslow:S Soothing Syrup, caused the deaths of 
hundreds of children through overdoses. 

such impostures is given in the afore
mentioned Standard Catalogue by Hodder 
and Bowers. 

Among the various issuers, the 
encased postage stamps of G. C. Evans of 
Philadelphia remain an enigma, as while 
they are believed to have been contem
porary issues, circa 1862-1863, and are 
included in the Standard Catalogue, the 
encasement is slightly different in terms 
of technical appearance, and is the only 
one that does not mention the Gault 
patent. Possibly this was a pirating of 
Gault's product and was made by some
one other than Scovill. Or, it could be a 
curious variation of a Gault product. 
Evans is a famous figure elsewhere in 
numismatic lore, having been the pub
lisher, beginning in 1885, of The Illustrated 

George H. White sold hats and furs from his 
store on the ground floor below P.T. Barnum's 

museum. While his encasements are considered 
quite rare, While issued his own copper tokens In 

1863 in large numbers. 

History of the United States Mint, which 
went through various editions through 
the turn of the 20th century. 

There are a number of other authen
tic numismatic Items related to encased 
postage stamps, including several vari
eties or encased ferrotype portraits of the 
political candidates for the election of 
1864, made by Scovill, possibly under 
license or arrangement with Gault, as 
they bear Gault's patent date of August 
12, 1862. 

Transitions ... 

In 1900, John Gault died. Towards 
the end of his business life he was a 
liquor dealer in New York City, a trade 
that attracted a few others known in 
numismatics (most famously A. M. Smith, 
rare coin dealer and publisher). 

At the tum or the 20th century, a 
great numismatic inte.rest arose in coins, 
tokens, and medals of all kinds, spurred in 
no small way by the efforts of Lyman H. 
Low, who published extensively on the 
series of Hard Times tokens (generally 
1832-1844), including Hard Times Tokens 
(1900) which sold widely, and the writings 
of Dr. Benjamin Wright in The 
Numismatist. It is probably correct to say 
that if one area of the market was "hot" at 
the turn of the 20th century, it was what 
we call "exonumia" today: tokens, medals 
and related items. Interest in modern 
Fede.ral coins was fairly low, production 
figures for proofs o.rdered from the 
mintage year had been dropping since the 
1880s, and most collectors sought items 
with a "story," not just a succession of 
dates with the same design. Mintmarks 
were collected by only a few, and hardly 
anyone cared what was happening at the 
branch mints. Things certainly have 
changed since this long-ago time! 

From the 1880s onward, encased 
postage stamps became known to an 
ever-widening circle of collectors. 
Charles Gregory, a stamp collector from 
New York City, had acquired some pieces 
from Gault. and in 1880 provided a list of 
his pieces to the Philatelic Journal of 
America. Examples appeared within auc
tions with some regularity during the 
first decade of the 20th century, ranging 
from mainstream sellers to second-tier 
cataloguers such as Benjamin Green of 
Chicago. 

In later years, encased postage 
stamps continued to be popular with spe
cialists, often joining tokens and medals 
In a cabinet, this being the case with John 
J. Ford, Jr., one of the most prominent in 
a long series or distinguished names of 
those active in the series. 

Identification numbers for postage 
stamps were provided in philatelic cata
logues issued by Scott and, separately 
beginning in 1953, Paper Money of the 
United States by Robert Friedberg, not to 

Benjamin MIies ran a wholesale drug and chemi
cals business in Peoria, IL His encasements are 
considered among the rarest and most desirable. 

overlook many other listings and articles 
here and there. Today, collectors primar
ily use the EP numbers by Friedberg, the 
HB numbers by Hodder and Bowers, and 
the numbers proposed by Fred Reed in 
his later text (with expanded historical 
information) Civil War Encased Stamps: 
The Issuers and Their Times (1995). the 
Hodder and Bowers publication, with 
much information provided by Robert 
Kincaid, John Ford and others, was the 
first to include an extensive amount of 
historical and background information in 
a single volume. 

Encased postage stamps can be col
lected several ways-a representative 
example of each denomination (the high
er values generally being the rarer), or 
one of each merchant, or issuers from a 
single locality (such as New York City). 
Among the merchants, the famous rari-
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ties are Arthur M. Claflin (clothing dealer 
of Hopkinton, MA), B. F. Miles (apothe
cary and general merchant in Peoria, IL) 
and Sands Ale (brewed in 
Milwaukee-where else?) 

Encased postage stamps offer a rich 
possibility to collect "go-with" or prod
ucts and items associated with the 
issuers. During the 1860s, Dr. J. C. Ayer, 
whose name was forever memorialized in 
the town of Ayer, MA (to which Groton 
Junction changed its name after the 
Ayers family donated the town hall), was 
an entrepreneur par excellance. No holds 
were barred in making claims for his 
patent medicine, including Cathartic 
Pills, Ayer's Pills (generic) and Ayer's 
Sarsaparilla, each extensively advertised 
on encased postage stamps and thus 
among the more collectible issues today. 
Ayer also issued yearly almanacs in quan
tity, and the bottles containing his prod
ucts are easily found in antique stores, 
particularly in the Northeast. Boxes of 
pills exist also, but are not as easily found. 

Joseph I. Bates, dealer in "fancy 
goods" in Boston, put his imprint on dif
ferent products, some of which can be 
found today, including stereograph slide 
viewers. Brown's Bronchial Troches, said 
to be good for coughs and colds, endured 
for years after the encased postage 
stamps were made and, similar to those 
of Ayer, were advertised in many forms, 
including almanacs. 

In Boston, Joseph Burnett & 
Company advertised standard cooking 
extracts of lemon, vanilla, almond, rose, 
etc. on encased postage stamps, and the 
small clear glass bottles for these prod
ucts can be found today. Somewhat more 
elusive are bottles for Burnett's 
Cocoaine, Kalliston, and "toilet sets." 
Cocoaine was a hair tonic based on 
cocoanut oil and had nothing to do with 
the drug cocaine. Kalliston, from the 
Greek word kalli, meaning beauty, identi
fied a skin cream and dandruff remover. 
As to the toilet sets, the writer has not 
encountered samples, and perhaps they 

were not imprinted, but the opportunity 
beckons for a new discovery. 

Drake's Plantation Bitters, put in log 
cabin shaped amber bottles, advertised 
extensively in encased postage stamps. 
The bottles themse.lves are readily 
obtainable as well and make a nice dis
play. Going down the list, the name of 
Lord & Taylor, dry goods dealers of New 
York City, is still familiar today, and the 
products of the firm are endless. The 
point of this discussion is that while 
encased postage stamps are interesting 
in themselves as small numismatic items 
worth collecting and studying, the histo
ry for each is fascinating and related arti
facts, if they can be obtained, add to the 
pleasure. ~ 

(We are indebted to Michael Hodder of Stack's 
and a. David Bowers for their kind permission 
in allowing us to reprint the following article 
which appeared in Part Four of the John J. Ford, 
Jr. Collection catalog, issued June 23, 2004.] 

Artists enamored with the Lincoln legend have often focused 
on his youth. His upbringing and experiences on the frontier 
are considered essential Influences in his character and 
future development. In expressing this belief, many artworks 

have been produced incorporating salient, symbolic features. 
Several such works have previosuly been sold in Rail Splitter auc
tions. Eastman Johnson produced a painting titled "The Boyhood 
of Abraham Lincoln" showing him reading a book by the fireplace. 
This painting was the model for a ceramic, three-dimensional wall 
plaque that was produced as a souvenir for a 1912 National 
Republican Club Dinner in NY where Theodore Roosevelt was the 
keynote speaker. Morgan J. Rhees painted "The Youth of Lincoln" 
which shows the youthful Lincoln taking a break lrom rail-split
ting and reading a book. A large engraving was made of this sub
ject, done by Ernest Hubbard. Sculptor Paul Manship made a 
standing bronze titled "Abraham Lincoln. The Hoosier Youth" 
which shows Lincoln holding his trusty ax with a dog at his side. 
We picture views of another bronze in this popular genre, titled 
"The Youth of Lincoln." This work stands 22" tall, resting on a 
base measuring 15 x 11 1/2". It was sculpted by Ames Van Wart 

(his "War of 1870" is in the collection of the Seventh Regiment Armory in New York City). The work shows Lincoln seated on a tree 
stump. He holds an ax in one hand and a book ("Lile of Washington" by Weems) in the other. Lincoln is known to have read this 
book and other biographies as a boy-his inculcation of Weems' myth of Washington chopping down the cherry tree may have guid
ed him on the path of honesty. One side of the base contains the following inscrip
tion: "'Inspired of God.' Henry Watterson." Watterson was a former Confederate 
soldier who became editor of the Louisville Courier-Journal. A life-long Democrat, 
he advocated reconciliation between the North and South and condemned the 
Klu Klux Klan. The inclusion of Watterson's name is particularly poignant, in that 
it did not represent the popular view of Lincoln held in the South. This rather hefty 
and massive work was recently "discovered" at an estate sale and has now been con
signed to Tom Slater and Heritage Galleries for their June 2005 Americana Sale. 
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The Ending of an Era -
THE LLOYD OSTENDORF AUCTION 

TUFSDAY, Nov. 23, 2004 
Chuck Bechtloff 

Woodland Hills, Chuck Sachs of the Scriptorium in Beverly Hills, 
autograph dealer Max Rambod ... and several people new to the 
auction rooms drawn by the extensive press coverage. I think 
that with all the phone & internet bidders, the attraction (need?) 
for being in the room itself had been very much reduced. 

Those acting as "agents" bidding on behalf of others were 
working their cell-phones ... relaying bids in hushed voices but 
with excited urgency as events required. The auction started 
slow; delayed by another, earlier sale that djd not finish on time. 

As a charter Rail Splitter, I was happy to volun
teer to cover this major auction of 
Lincolniana for the journal. 

----- But, soon enough the sale began and Lloyd's col

Very much a controversial figure, Lloyd 
Ostendorf's name will always be tied to the world 
of Lincoln - if for no other reason Utan for the book 
he authored with Charles Hamilton, Lincoln in 
Photographs. That study will forever remain a nec
essary reference source for students and scholars. 
A gifted illustrator and artist, Lloyd passed away in 
2000 alter some seventy years studying the 
Lincoln visage. Now, h.is third and final collection 
of vintage photography was coming onto the mar
ket. (fhe first two collections he assembled are 
now owned by The Lincoln Museum in Fort 
Wayne.) 

After protracted negotiations that 
involved various agents, dealers, and other 
houses, the Ostendorf family finally reached 
an agreement with the newly merged Bonhams 
& Butterlields to host the sale. Butterfields is 
Califomja's oldest auction house with oUices 
in San Francisco and Los Angeles. Briefly part 
of the eBay empire, Butterfields was sold to 
the international Bonham's operation head
quartered in London alter eBay decided they 
really did not want to have a "brick and mor
tar" operation in addition to their cyber-house. 

lection was about to be scattered throughout the 
Lincoln universe. 

[Prices quoted include the 17.5 % buyers pre
mium.) All In all. I would have to say that it was a 
robust sale. There were some extremely impres
sive prices for better items; a good deal to sell at 
what I think were "fair retail" price points; and 
there were even a few bargains. One thing that 
held down the hammer prices for the carte (CDV) 
groups was the manner by which they were lot
ted. The family insisted on groups that corre
sponded to Lloyd's work in identifying "A", "B", 
"C" and "D" images from the multi-lens camera. 

The people at Butterfields recognized the 
redundancy problem but acquiesced. This 
resulted in groups of almost identical cartes 
(save for condition/imprint variances) being 
sold together... almost making them "dealer 
lots." 0-low many collectors want to invest in 
four of the same image?) 

There is only one way to accurately repre
sent some of the bizarre antics that accompa
nied this auction: surreal. Ranging from a 
homeless man paid to hand out protest flyers 
in front of the New York City hotel where the 

Dr. Catherine Williamson, Bonhams & 
Butterfields' book and manuscript specialist, 

welcomes visitors to the preview. 

An exceptional group of prohibitively rare 
photographs of Lincoln's boys was modestly 
guided at $5,000-7,000. Although there were 
thirteen items in the lot, only the six pictured 
cartes were true, from-life photographs. This 
magnificent assemblage brought $23,500 ... 
averaging to roughly $4,000/CDV for the better 
specimens. (Late note on this sale: as of going 
to press, this lot - along with several others -
was not prud for and remains "unsold." 
Apparently two bidders executed winning bids 

auction preview was hosted to threats made against those 
orchestrating the auction, we half suspect that even though the 
sale concluded on November 23rd, thjs story isn't over yet. 

I was mindful of my need to drive up to the Bonhams & 
Buttertields facility in time to examine the lots and collect any 
pre-auction news that might develop. The contents of the auc
tion were available prior to the sale across the street from the 
main auction building. Since the auction was split between Los 
Angeles and San Francisco, the live audience was reduced to a 
mere ten to fifteen people on the auction floor at each locale. 

As expected, Dan Weinberg, owner of the Abraham Lincoln 
Book Shop in Chicago, was present. He had known Lloyd 
Ostendorf quite well, had examined the collection on behalf of 
his family. and was now studiously going over his catalog and bid 
sheets. Others in attendance were a mix between well-known col- , 
lectors and dealers: Alan Weinberg (no relation to Dan) of 

on a handful of lots they refuse to honor.) 
One of three signed photographs, a large mounted albumen, 

was a relative bargain at $61,000. Questions had been raised 
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about a number of signed items in the auction. (Such "questions" 
included a mysterious mass mailing from Los Angeles to collec
tors and dealers around the country - pronouncing the entire sale 

A rare photograph attributed William Marsh of Springfield, a 
May 20, 1860 sitting, sold for $14,000 against an estimate of $2,000-
3,000. When it comes to truly scarce portraits, coUectors adhere 
to the maxim ucape diem" - seize the moment, regardless of price! 

:&.---

as a fraud. Ironically, that 
rather psychotic effort 
"took liberties" by copying a 
Rail Splitter article from five 
years ago on issues related 
to Lloyd that had nothing to 
do with material in this auc
tion.) All of this may have 
kept bidding down for the 

An example of depressing the prices for cartes could be 
argued for a lot of Alexender Gardner CDVs. Four almost identi
cal studies hammered with buyer's for a more reasonable $2,900. 
At the "height" of the market, these were selling for as much as 
$2,000 each. But, with only subtle differences, it was hard for a 
collector only wanting one representative example to compete 
against a dealer able to break up the lot. 

One of the true "blockbusters" in the sale was the cover lot. 
Prospective bidders previewing in L.A. autographed items. A massive, 15 x 18" Gardner albumen on a titled mount, this 

continued, next page 

POlURJ\11 Of UNCOLN BY GARONER 
Sold forS2.990.0Q 

MONUMENTAL LINCOI.N CAMPAJ()N PORTRAIT FLAG 
Sold for $66, 12S.OO 

CO WA N'S 
\I< 110,,. I'\(. 

Cowan's bolds semi-annual sales of Historic 
Americana including important 19th century 
photographs, manuscripts and autographs, flags 
and patriotic textiles, political campaign ephemera, 
Civil War memorabilia, and items relating to the 
opening of the American West. Each sale attracts 
bidders from throughout the United States, 
generating over $1 million in sales. Through it's 
extensive mailing list of more than 10,000 
collectors, dealers and institutional clients, our 
auctions typically attract more than 1,000 bidders. 

11,formarlon an.d Catalog Jnqulrier 

COWAN'S 
AUCTIONS. INC. 

673 Wilmer Ave., Cine.inoati, 011 45226 
Phone: 513-871-1670 
FAX: 513-871-8670 
Email; info@bistoricamcricaaa.com 
www.cow1n1auctions.com 

SCAR(ll CDV OF UNCOUi'S 000 FIDO 
Sold 1..-SJ.220.00 

34 STAR LINCOLN-JOHNSON CAMPAIGN l·LAG 
Sold for S33.3SO 00 
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Good-bye Lloyd, cont. 

exceptional rarity carried a reasonable pre-sale estimate of $10-
15,000 ... conservative, but not out of the spectrum of reality. Well ... 
apparently bidders disagreed ... driving the final price to an astounding 
$100,000! (Alright... l am taking liberties here ... the actual price with 
buyer's was $99,000.) By far this is a world record price for an 
unsigned photograph of this genre. 

A non-photographic lot hammered for a sizable $93,000. One of 
the Clark Mills' life masks, this example was represented as one of the 
earliest examples that, in fact, belonged to John Hay. Despite how 
compelling the provenance may or may not have been. one reality can
not be denied: the rather disturbing coloring, patina and wear ren
dered this as one ugly dust-catcher! (Alright. .. this is a personal opin

'-------------' ion ... but look at it! Would you want to look at this everyday?) 
Finally, a unique photograph, a mounted albumen measuring 9 x 7" with period notes identifying the photographer as Lewis E. 

Walker, Photographer of the Treasury, captured President Grant on horseback "one morning in May 1869." Although a bit light in con
trast, this exceptional item was a steal - in my estimation - at $3,800. 

It was a pleasure mixing with the heavy hitters even though your "cub reporter" could only manage to obtain a couple of items. <'"' 

Californiana in the Marketplace 
Robert J Chandler 

Far West California, with the most diverse population of the 
Union, had all the tensions of a border state. Yet, at the outset of 
the Civil War, hyper-patriotism erupted and it became the pio
neer commonwealth in the Union to pass loyalty oaths. The 1863 
legislature prominently singled out attorneys and school teach
ers as target occupations subject to the oath. Similarly, the 
Golden State "adopted" the U. S. Sanitary Commission, ultimate
ly supplying one quarter of the $5 million which that life-saving 
organization collected. Not surprisingly, in January 1865, San 
Francisco became the first city to name a public school after 
President Abraham Lincoln and, in April 1866, stood in the fore
front to dedicate a statue to the martyred president. 

A small population of 300,000 and remoteness from the con
flict makes wartime ephemera quite elusive. The stars aligned in 
........ --------- my favor recently for two items; the 

first coming in May 2002 and the 
second exactly one year later. 

The initial acquisition 
came on eBay adver

tised as "Lincoln 
Mourning CDV 
California 1860s" 
by photographers 
Wise & Prindle. The 

lithographic portrait 
is not one of sadness 

and remembrance-the stars are not 
California (left) and Montgomery in alignment for an 1865 date. 

Streets stood as the financial In September 1863, James 
crossroads of prosperous Civil 

War San Francisco. The four-story 
building, two doors north from the 

comer, begins "Photographer's 
Row." Toe rooftop sign advertises 
Silas W. "Selleck's Photographic 
Gallery" on Montgomery, two 

doors down from Wise & Prindle. 

Wise and Edward H. Prindle pur
chased Charles F. Hamilton's 
photo gallery at 417 Montgomery 
alter Hamilton retired and his part
ner, Jacob Shew, set up a block 
south at 315 Montgomery. The 
backstamps of their first CDVs 
read "Hamilton's Gallery, Wise & 

Prindle, Successors." 
On June 30, 1864, Congress enacted a law requiring tax stamps 

on photographs and, by Fall 1865, Wise ran the business alone. A 
plain ''Wise & Prindle Photographers~ imprint with no revenue 
stamp points to au early 1864 publication date. With presidential 
politics approaching, photographers Wise & Prindle produced a 
patriotic portrait to place prominently in people's albums. 

Regrettably, there are not a large number of readily available 
CDVs of any sort with California origins. Research by Peter E. 
Palmquist, the great photo historian, mortally injured by a cow
ardly hit-and-run driver in an Emeryville crosswalk in January 2003, 
revealed that "images by Wise are scarce in California collections.r 

I am hopeful that Rail Splitter readers will reveal whether 
this is a stock Eastern design or a California original. The left top 
vignette shows an often-copied tear-jerker image of a husband 
taking fond fareweU of his wife as the overland covered wagon 
waits. The right top appears to have three couples and a boy 
dancing and, to its right, repeats the flowers among the grass 
design of the first. A scroll and books grace the center . 

On the bottom, Liberty with a sword and flag staff dispatch
es the dragon of "Rebellion" while, to the right, Columbia stands 
on "Peace" with the Federal eagle proclaiming "E Pluribus 
Unum." Shaking hands over "Union~ occupy the center. 

Lincoln was a natural subject for the elusive Prindle, who 
was probably a New Yorker. However, for the 52-year-old Wise to 
publish such a portrait was more of a stretch. 

The Virginia-born Wise gained fame in the 1840s as a minia
ture portrait painter throughout the Deep South. His painting of 
John C. Calhoun became popular as Wise traveled in Kentucky, 
Tennessee and Alabama, and stayed a while in New Orleans, 
Charleston and St. Louis. He came overland to California in 1854 
and obviously by the 1860s, experienced a political conversion. 
Wise certainly had the skill to produce the small vignettes sur
rounding his Lincoln portrait. 

In May 2003, eBay disgorged a "Lincoln Funeral Song-Published 
in California 1865." Intriguingly, this copy or Our Rag ls Half-Mast High 
came out of a volume of bound Boston songsheets. 

The 1865 date appears correct. The San Francisco City direc
tories o{ November 1864 and December 1865. listed publisher 
Matthias Gray only at 613 Clay. By September 1867, Gray had 
expanded his operations to encompass numbers 609 and 613. 

continued top of next page 
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Composer Herman W. Luther worked as an engine-turner for jewel
er Robert B. Gray; that is, he made the concentric designs on the back 
of watch cases. While both Grays first appear in the 1858 city directo
ry, I do not know if they were related. 

This purchase led me to my maiden voyage on MELVYL, the U. of 
California online library catalog, which also incorporates the California 
Historical Society and the State Library. While I did not find this partic
ular song, Luthor is listed as the composer of such imperishable titles 
as "Thinking, Sadly Thinking" (San Francisco, 1867) and "Farewell, 
Forever Sweet Home" (Sacramento, 1880). Too many Civil War songs 
are sugary maudlin. Luther's sentiments are quite appropriate for the 
occasion. Here is his chorus: "Our flag is half mast high, But we need no warn
ing now, Lincoln's name will never die, It is written on each brow." 

One other piece of Civil War flotsam from eBay reminds me how 
the U.S. has changed since 1865. On May 8, 1865, Governor Frederick F. 
Low, in conformity to a proclamation by President Andrew Johnson, 
called on California to honor the National Fast that ended official 
mourning for the murder of President Abraham Lincoln. This Golden 
State leader remained unconcerned by modem concerns about sepa
ration of Church and State. A constant then and now is the prayers for 
our troops. 

8'fATE ol GALIFCHlNI,\. 

~rrbmr~ f. lom, ([lob1rnor 

The San Francisco 
Alta California summa
rized: "In accordance 
with the rules of the 
Christian religion, and 
the customs of our fore
fathers, the Nation in its 
affliction has humiliated 

itsetr and prays for par
don for the past and 
mercy for the future." 

Gov. Low proclaimed: 

I have humbled my soul with fasting; and my prayer returned into mine own 
bosom ... / behaved myself as though he had been my friend or brother. When 
calamity and sorrow visit us, it is becoming that we should bow before the Lord in 
humility, and ask for Divine guidance In our trials, and wisdom to understand His 
chastenings. We, as a people, are afflicted by the untimely death of him who was the 
friend and guardian of the Nation; and It is meet that we should come before God 
with tasting and prayer; and ask His divine protection and support in this our time 
of need. Therefore, In accordance with the Proclamation of the President of the 
United States, and In obedience to the earnest desire of a sorrowful people, I do 
appoint THURSDAY, THE FIRST OF JUNE NEXT, AS A DAY OF FASTING, HUMILIA
TION, AND PRAYER; and I do enjoin upon the people of this State, that laying aside 
all secular employment, they assemble in their accustomed places of worship on 
that day, and with penitent hearts, bow before the Almighty God, confess their sins 
as individuals and as a people, and humbly pray that the Great Ruler of the Universe 
may sanctify the Nation's loss to its ultimate goal. Let us implore His blessing upon 
those who are in authority, that they may have the strength to bear the burdens 
imposed upon them ... And, finally, let us pray that the year may be crowned with a 
peace that will last forever; that the industry of the country may be restored again 
to Its accustomed channels; that Liberty may be firmly established throughout the 
land; and prosperity be the lot of a united and happy people ... 

On that Thursday, June I, quiet reigned in San Francisco as business
es closed and freight drays remained off the streets. "The city wore the 
appearance of Sunday," the paper reported. "The people have lamented 
for the President of their choice, and the days of mourning are completed. 
We can think again of the victories and rejoice over the restoration of 
peace." Now, the future could only be bright. "America has emerged from 
the shadow of death, and again treads the flowery paths of light" 'C":> 
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anotber ~reat jftnb! 

S 
ometimes, the electors that are listed on a ballot are more interesting than the gen
tlemen who head the ticket. A case in point is this Douglas & Johnson ticket from 
Connecticut, from the famed collection of Rail Splitter Charlie McSorley. One of the 
"at large" electors is a famous resident of Hartford, Samuel Colt. Those traveling 
today to Hartford on Interstate 91 will pass by a massive brick building that he 
made famous, the Colt Arms Manufactory Company. A gilded weathervane atop 

the copula depicts a rearing colt and lance. lo 1860, it appears the Colonel supported 
Stephen Douglas for the presidency. With the advent of the Civil War, orders for Colt 
weapons skyrocketed, so while Colt's choice for president went down to defeat, Colt 
emerged a big winner. 

REGULAR KA.TIONAL 

Democratic Tickot. 
OOUDLAS £ JOHNSON, 

l'or P1-.:,;d~ntlnl Elc~ton. 
J,.T U.ltlU 

SAMUEL (;OL'r,-··-····"/ liarljor<I. 
,TO.Ill, .r PENROSll, .....• ,!f' l'lm+M. 

JJL.,'MllL'T llL•r-f'l>ll..t. 

ELlAU .\. CONVERSE, ..... ,v· Ht<!tfoNI 
PTIV.O}:mcR OROSWELL • .Y<tt· ll1t<rH. 

W1Ll,Wl ti, ,JOIINSON •. . of Mu11rt•illr. 
WlLT.IA.M P. BURBA.LI,, o/ Safi,l,11,11, 

Rail Splitter Tom Lapsley of Fairview, OR submitted photos of a somewhat contemporary 
statue of Lincoln. Entitled "Lincoln in Meditation", it was originally located in front of the 
Burbank [CA] Library. It was moved in 2002 to its present location at the newly created 
Lincoln Park, former site of the Lincoln Elementary School which opened in 1923 and 
closed in 1979. We are not aware of the artist - it appears he wisely wishes to remain 

anonymous. Visitors to the "Tonight Show with Jay Leno Show" can afterwards stop at this mon
ument and view a lantern-jawed comedian of another time and place. 

In our next issue, Rall Splitter Scott Dolson, an attorney in Louisville, Kentucky, discusses 
strategies and concerns regarding tax planning for collectors and dealers. 

And, Daniel Weinberg of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago, will give a full review (and 
some "behind the scenes" insight.') on the opening of the new Abraham Lincoln Presidential 
Library and Museum. Opened 140 years after Lincoln's death, the new Museum is part of a 

$150 million complex occupying four city blocks that includes the Library that opened back in 
October. Originally conceived more than 25 years ago to house and exhibit the State's 47,000 

pieces of Lincolniana, the 100,000 square foot museum allocates 40,000 feet to exhibition space. 
Dan will let us know how it looks! 
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